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ABSTRACT
A Synthesis of 20th-Century Archaeological Work at Fremont Sites in the Provo River Delta,
Utah
Adrien Mooney
Department of Anthropology, BYU
Master of Arts
Throughout the 20th century, a significant amount of work was conducted at archaeological
sites in Utah Valley dating to the Archaic, Fremont, and Late Prehistoric periods. Despite the
amount of work conducted, very little has actually been reported in the past. As a result, very
little has previously been known about either the prehistoric archaeology of the Provo River Delta
area or the historic archaeological work that has taken place. This thesis presents a synthesis
of historical work, a reanalysis of artifacts from previous excavations, and a review of extant
documentation (including field notes, maps, and student reports) of several sites in the Provo River
Delta, including the Hinckley Mounds, Seamons Mound, and the Bee Sites.
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Introduction

Throughout the 20th century, a significant amount of work was conducted at archaeological
sites in Utah Valley dating to the Archaic, Fremont, and Late Prehistoric periods. However,
the results of this work are still poorly understood due in part to a lack of cohesive and
comprehensive analysis of available recovered artifacts from all Provo River delta sites and
in part because (with the exception of just a few sites) final reports were never written for the
numerous surveys and excavations that have taken place in Utah Valley (Billatt 1985:27). This
thesis focuses specifically on the work that took place at Fremont sites near the eastern shore
of Utah Lake and consists of two parts: a reconstruction and review of the archaeological work
itself (since very little was actually reported after fieldwork and analysis was completed) and a
reanalysis of the artifacts collected during each investigation. The sites in question include the
Hinckley Mound group (42UT1-4, 42UT108-42UT116, inclusive of sites very nearby but not
on the Hinckley property), the Bee Mounds (Bee sites 6, 11, 13, and 18), and Seamons Mound
(42UT271) near the Hinckley group. The Smoking Pipe site (42UT150) is another important
site in the area represented by both a Fremont and Late Prehistoric occupation, but the materials
(both cultural and documentary) from excavations at that site are not included in this thesis.
OBJECTIVES
Second likely only to the Parowan Valley area, the fertile land along the Provo River and just
east of Utah Lake supported one of the largest Fremont communities during the period of AD
1

700-1300; Talbot (2000) estimates a peak population of 485 individuals based on the number of
mounds documented by James and Robert Bee (1934) and believes that large, cohesive villages
likely existed in the area. Despite such significant populations in antiquity and the amount of
work done in the area over the past one hundred years, the presence of archaeological remains
is generally unknown even to people who live in the area today. This is likely due mostly to
the fact that results of work in the area have so often not been published and, even in Fremont
studies, focus has primarily been on other geographic regions.
However, interest in the archaeology of the Fremont generally has grown significantly, with
a corresponding growing interest in the Fremont of Utah Valley. Because of this, it is important
to understand the work that took place there in the 20th century in order to begin to draw
conclusions about the people who lived there in the past.
The purpose of this thesis is to present the results of a reanalysis of a sample of collections
from Provo River delta sites currently housed at the Museum of Peoples and Cultures at Brigham
Young University. The results of these analyses are integrated with a synthesis of information
from previous research that has taken place concerning these same sites. Further, this thesis
gathers all of the extant relevant data regarding surveys and excavations at sites in the region,
including student notes, maps, and term papers in order to better understand the extent of
excavations and structural remains. The reanalysis of artifacts recovered from the region, as
well as incorporation of information from landowners and others with knowledge of previous
archaeological work that has taken place, allows not only for a rough temporal distribution of the
sites but also for a more cohesive interpretation of the archaeology in the area. The information
generated from this thesis will therefore lay a stronger foundation for future studies.
FREMONT MATERIAL CULTURE
Fremont occupation in Utah dates roughly to between AD 1-1300 (Talbot 2000b, Allison
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2008a, Janetski 2002), spread throughout Utah and into parts of eastern Nevada and western
Colorado (Figure 1.1). Fremont occupation periods have not previously been well-defined and
as such there are very few reliable sources available. The sources that are available are outdated
at best, but at present provide the only generalizations about Fremont lifeways even if several
aspects of these generalizations have since been proven incorrect. For the sake of providing
some kind of basis for understanding the Fremont generally, these sources are used nonetheless.
Fremont occupation has generally been separated into three periods based on developments
in agriculture, population aggregation, architecture, and material culture: the Early (AD 1-500),
Middle (AD 500-1050), and Late (AD 1050-1300) Fremont periods (Wilde and Soper 1999:58) (although these chronologies are still being developed and refined as Fremont studies are
ongoing). According to Wilde and Soper (1999), early Fremont occupation appeared at least by
AD 300 (based on a date obtained from Steinaker Gap) in the northern Colorado Plateau and
Eastern Great Basin.
At this time, Fremont occupation may have been characterized by small settlements of people
who probably practiced a mixed subsistence strategy of farming and foraging. People at the
time primarily lived in circular, shallow subterranean pit structures, usually with only one room.
Ceramics were possibly nonexistent during this time period, as the early sites at which ceramics
have been found are poorly dated (Wilde and Soper 1999:5). It is likely that ceramics were
not used generally throughout the Fremont region until probably the Middle Fremont period,
or approximately AD 700 (although this date may be earlier – see Wilde and Soper 1999 and
Ure 2012). Lithic technology, specifically projectile points, continued from the Archaic period
(including the use of large Elko points), although the smaller Rose Spring and Eastgate projectile
points were introduced by AD 250-300. The introduction of these points, much smaller than the
widespread Elko points, indicates a shift in hunting technology from primarily atlatl use to the
use of bows and arrows.
3

Figure 1.1. Extent of Fremont occupation showing prominent sites throughout the Eastern Great Basin, Uinta
Basin, and Northern Colorado Plateau.
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The Middle Fremont period saw fairly significant changes in Fremont material culture and
architecture. Early in this period, pithouses continued to be built in much the same manner as
the Early Fremont period. Toward the end of this period however, “pithouses at the larger sites
[were] dramatically altered to a subrectangular shape, and large adobe surface storage units
began to be used” (Wilde and Soper 1999:6). Residential communities also appear to have
become increasingly larger and more complex, “particularly those in the Basin-Plateau transition
zone, suggesting greater residential stability of these middle period sites,” indicating a high
likelihood of “complex intercommunity associations” (Wilde and Soper 1999:6).
The manufacture of ceramics also increased significantly during the Middle Fremont period.
Although plain gray wares were the most common during this period throughout the Fremont
occupation region, several differing types of ceramics were also developed in specific geographic
areas. Painted and decorated wares exhibiting artistic techniques such as punctations, incising,
applique, and painted designs appeared early in the Middle Fremont period and were common by
1000 AD, especially in the central and southern regions. Painted wares, particularly the designs
on black-on-white ceramics, represent a departure from the ceramics made during the Early
Fremont period. Ideas about what this stark departure (especially in the presence and variation
of designs) may indicate about the Fremont as a social group are still being explored (Richards
2014).
Lithic technology more or less continued from the Early Fremont period, with Rose Spring
and Eastgate projectile points retaining their prominence as commonly-used arrow points.
Archaic-style Elko points also continued to be used, indicating that both atlatls and bows and
arrows were used during this period. Groundstone types were essentially the same as those used
since the Archaic period, although the iconic “Utah type” metate (a trough-shaped metate with a
second, shallow depression at one end) first appeared during the Middle Fremont period.
The Late Fremont period saw even greater growth in population and social complexity as
5

well as further changes in material culture. Between approximately AD 1050-1200, population
concentrated in the “Fremont heartland” area (from near Willard in the northern part of Utah
to Parowan Valley in the south, and from eastern Nevada in the west to western Colorado in
the east). Architecture shifted much more commonly towards the deep, rectangular pithouses
that first began to appear during the Middle Fremont period (rather than the shallow, circular
pithouses of prior occupations). Surface structures made of adobe or jacal (and sometimes with
two rooms) were also added to the architectural repertoire, in addition to apparent communal
architecture in the form of structures with significantly larger areas found at a number of Fremont
sites, including Five Finger Ride, Baker Village, Wolf Village, and sites in the Parowan Valley
(Wilde and Soper 1999:7).
Ceramics also changed significantly during the Late Fremont period, perhaps most obviously
with the appearance of corrugated pottery around AD 1050. Painted wares also became even
more common and widespread, with Snake Valley Black-on-gray particularly being traded
widely throughout the Fremont region. Variety of wares (including both decorative and
utilitarian) expanded, indicating an “increased specialization in vessel form and function” (Wilde
and Soper 1999:7). Several types of small arrow points appeared as new lithic technologies,
including side-notched, basal-notched, and slim triangular styles (such as Bear River sidenotched, Uinta side-notched, Parowan basal-notched, Nawthis side-notched, and Bull Creek
points) in addition to the previously-present Rose Spring, Eastgate, and Elko types.
THE PROVO RIVER DELTA
Utah Valley lies along the eastern bench of the Wasatch Front at an elevation of
approximately 4500 feet above sea level (Figure 1.2). Utah Lake is the dominating feature of
the valley, stretching approximately 19 miles north to south and 8 miles east to west. Several
streams and rivers run from the mountains to Utah Lake, watering the valley and providing
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Figure 1.2. Modern aerial view of Provo, Utah (Provo airport seen at bottom of photo) (Unknown
photographer).

excellent soil for farming. The Provo River delta itself is characterized by marshes dominated
by “extensive stands of bulrush and cattail, although low lying rushes and grasses are also
abundant” (Janetski 2004:1). Marsh animals including fish, waterfowl, and mammals such as
muskrat had a significant presence in the area, as indicated by both the archaeological record and
historic observation. Nearby mountain and desert environmental zones also provided numerous
resources to the people living in the delta.
As mentioned above, the Provo River delta area held significant Fremont populations by
about AD 1000. Talbot (2000a:215-222) established a method for estimating population based
on number of structural mounds present in an area. This method was based on Meighan’s (1958)
population estimates at Paragonah. Meighan estimated a peak population of 500 individuals
7

at Paragonah based on the conclusion that “for each storage structure there are two or three
contemporaneous pithouses” and that “two or three families shared a single storage building”
(1958:6-7). Contrary to Meighan’s method for estimating population (an average of five people
per residential structure, and a 1:1 ratio of contemporaneous pithouses to storage structures),
Talbot states that because storage structures were actually used at sites longer than pithouses (i.e.
two or three pithouses per storage structure), the number of occupied pithouses should be greater
than the number of storage structures. Additionally, based on dates from structures at Five
Finger Ridge, Talbot estimates that approximately 40% of the structures at Fremont sites were
occupied at once during an inferred peak period. At Paragonah, Brigham Young identified and
recorded 120 mounds in the mid-1800s – Talbot infers from this a minimum of 240 pithouses, or
at least twice as many pithouses as mounds present in the area.
Using this formula, there may have been at least 242 (non-contemporaneous) pithouses in the
Provo River delta region (based on the Bees’ count of 121 mounds) (Figure 1.3). If 40% of these
were occupied during a peak period, there may have been a population of at least 484 individuals
at peak. However, the Bees’ mound count was made after the area had already been settled for
almost 80 years. It is entirely possible and very probable that many mounds had already been
cleared for farming by that time since the area of occupation prehistorically was precisely the
area where settlement occurred in the 1800s. Therefore, the population of the Provo River delta
region may have been at least equal to that of Paragonah. These areas are especially comparable
since Talbot mentions that the Provo site area – which covers approximately a one-mile by twomile area of modern farmland west of I-15 – is similar to other large Fremont settlements at
Paragonah, Richfield, and Nephi. Additional sites dating to the Fremont occupation period have
been documented east of I-15 into Provo city, as well as other significant Fremont sites from the
northern end of Utah Valley along the American Fork River (Janetski 1990) to the southern end
at Payson and Santaquin (Judd 1926) and Woodard Mound (Richens 1983), among others. The
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extent of modern development in both the farmlands of west Provo and areas further east has
made it very difficult to define the true extent of the community that existed during the Fremont
period.
DATA AND METHODS
The analysis portion of this thesis involves two distinct types of information. The first
deals particularly with the analysis of artifacts collected from surveys and excavations in the
Provo River delta region which have taken place over the past 80 years. The second involves
the information that was generated during those surveys and excavations and the data from the
subsequent analysis of artifacts.
Artifact analysis was originally intended to focus primarily on materials from specific
proveniences including structures, floor zones, and use surfaces, and if that information was
unavailable, a verifiable relationship to any given feature. However, because the provenience
information for the artifacts generally is so poor, artifacts were analyzed more from the site as
a whole rather than identifying specific proveniences. Where these were available, they were
recorded, but interpretation of any provenience information was also exceedingly difficult. In
the majority of cases, provenience information was left out of the results. Additionally, the
artifacts from each of the sites are considered in the results as a whole (i.e., not separated by
any provenience) because in most cases it is unknown what kinds of excavation or collection
procedures were employed. In some cases, there is mention of screening during excavation,
but description of screening techniques is as limited as “a screen was used for straining the soil
when it was thought necessary” (Christensen 1947:28), or photographic proof that a screen was
used at some point during one of the Bee excavations (Figure 1.3). For the most part, however,
descriptions of screening are unhelpful.
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Figure 1.3. James Bee screening at Bee Site 3, October 2, 1937.

Ceramics
Ceramics from each of the sites were sorted: decorated sherds, rims, and handles were
separated from plain gray body sherds for analysis (which included ceramic type from temper,
vessel form and diameter, rim angle and percentage of vessel present, exterior and interior
surface finish, and any surface decoration or modification). During sorting, any sherd with
indication of red on the exterior was selected for further analysis, even if it ended up being
merely a fugitive red wash. The reasoning for this was to ensure that all ceramics with red
designs were analyzed (since there has been less of a focus on red-on-gray pottery historically) in
addition to all other painted or otherwise decorated pottery. Plain gray body sherds were counted
and weighed per bag by site in order to gain a general idea about the relative quantities of plain
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pottery present at each site (Sassaman 2009).
According to Watkins (2009), Fremont vessels were “constructed via coil and scrape, and
fired gray in a reducing atmosphere. Aplastic inclusions varied, but most of the pots were
tempered with crushed igneous rock or angular quartz. The most common surface treatment
was simple smoothing, although painted, slipped, corrugated, appliqued, and incised sherds are
regularly recovered.” A fugitive red wash is also occasionally present on ceramics, and redpainted designs have been identified somewhat frequently on Great Salt Lake Gray pottery.
Ceramic classification was based on the typology established by Madsen (1977) and refined by
Watkins (2009) (Figure 1.4), with the addition of red- and black-painted designs on Great Salt
Lake Gray variants, which were not originally included in either typology (Figure 1.5).

Lithics
All chipped stone tools were analyzed from each of the sites, along with a ten percent sample
of lithic debitage from Seamons Mound and the Bee Sites (analysis of all lithic debitage from
the Hinckley Mounds was initiated until it was recognized that analysis of all debitage from all
sites would be too time-intensive). Tools (such as projectile points and bifaces) were analyzed to
identify basic physical attributes (like height, weight, length, and thickness), stone type, and tool
type. Any irregularities in the tool were also recorded. Chipped stone debitage was analyzed
for material type, percentage of cortex present, flake type (primary, secondary, or tertiary), and
whether any wear was present (indicating use as a tool).
Projectile points were identified using the Intermountain Antiquities Computer System
(IMACS) guide. Point types were categorized into Archaic, Fremont, and Late Prehistoric time
periods based on morphology (Figure 1.6), which were then used to date sites generally (these
dates were corroborated by the presence of certain types of ceramics) (see Holmer and Weder
1980 for detailed Fremont point typologies and distributions).
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Figure 1.4. Hierarchical classification of Fremont ceramic types (Watkins 2009:156).

Figure 1.5. Painted Fremont ceramic types (from Bee Site 18 and 42UT110): Snake Valley Black-on-gray (A),
Ivie Creek Black-on-white (B), Great Salt Lake Red-on-gray (C).

Faunal Bone
One hundred percent of the faunal bone from Seamons Mound, the Hinckley Mounds
(42UT110, 42UT111, and 42UT112; the assemblage from 42UT108 contained only one
specimen), and Bee Site groups 6, 11, 13, 17, and 18 was analyzed. The sample was analyzed
12

Figure 1.6. Fremont projectile point types (from Bee Site 1): Eastgate Expanding Stem (A), Parowan Basal
Notched (B), Rose Spring Corner Notched (C), Bear River Side Notched (D), Nawthis Side Notched (E), Bull
Creek (F), Uinta Side Notched (G).
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following the standards outline in the BYU Museum of Peoples and Cultures Handbook for
Faunal Analysis (September 2010 edition). Tooth and bone morphology was assessed to identify
each specimen to the lowest taxonomic level possible; this analysis included recording species
and element type, side, degree and origin of fragmentation, and degree of epiphyseal fusion.
In addition to taxonomy, taphonomic data (such as breaking burning, butchering, gnawing,
grinding, and weathering) was recorded for each specimen in order to document pre- and postdepositional processes; however this information specifically was not included in the general
summary of faunal data. Secondary data (including number of identified specimens [NISP] and
minimum number of individuals [MNI]), however, is included in order to understand the relative
frequencies of taxa at the sites (Clason 1972, Reitz and Wing 2007).

Groundstone
All groundstone collected from the sites in question was analyzed to identify type of stone
and morphology, number of utilized surfaces, completeness, presence or absence of burning,
texture, material, whether or not form was strategically designed, the presence of single or
multiple uses on surfaces, the degree of wear, the presence or absence of any modification,
and the presence of any residue (Adams 2002, Office of Public Archaeology 2011). Basic
measurements of weight, utilized surfaces (including length, width, and depth), and the length
and width of the entire stone were also recorded. The wide diversity of groundstone morphology
within a type was also taken into account. Despite the high number of fragmentary groundstone
specimens, only complete specimens are included in the analysis results section.

Miscellaneous Objects
Analysis of miscellaneous objects, including figurines, gaming pieces, shell, beads, and other
objects that do not fit into the other categories, was conducted in a standardized manner (the
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same information was recorded regardless of type of object). Information recorded included a
brief description of the object in question, measurements (including size and weight), and any
provenience information when available. The genus and species of shell objects were identified
using J. B. Burch’s report (1982). Analysis of the figurines in the collection was corroborated
with the more in-depth analysis conducted as part of a BYU undergraduate senior thesis in 2012
(Abo 2012).

Notes and Records
Review of documentation generally follows the research design suggested by Forsyth in
1982 (see below). The majority of extant records relating specifically to BYU excavations at
sites in the Provo River Delta are stored at the Museum of Peoples and Cultures after having
been collected by Don Forsyth and Joel Janetski over the past 30 years. Specifically, these
include the following: student reports on surface reconnaissance, structural remains, and artifact
analysis from 42UT110 (written in 1960, 1964, and 1967); Christensen’s 1946 class report and
1947 Master’s thesis on the Hinckley Mounds, along with selected journals and field notes stored
at the Special Collections Library at the Brigham Young University Harold B. Lee Library;
excavation provenience information and a few student reports and copies of field notes from the
1968 excavation at 42UT271 and student artifact analysis reports written in 1983; and James
Bee’s journal of investigations at Bee Sites 11 and 13 along with records of the location of each
site investigated by the Bees and detailed lists of any artifacts collected (as well as the analysis
of those artifacts in the 1980s by Don Forsyth). The reports by Steward (1933) and Reagan
(1935) of their investigations at Hinckley Mounds along with the Scrapbook History of the
Department of Anthropology Brigham Young University 1946-1988 (compiled by Dale L. Berge,
Patti Alhand, and Karolyn Jensen, likely in 1988-1989) were also consulted for background
information.
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The preliminary report on excavations at the Smoking Pipe site (42UT150) was consulted
during compilation of background research (Forsyth 1984). Almost all of the records generated
during excavations (including field notes, feature lists, and maps, among others) are available
and stored at the Museum of Peoples and Cultures. Raw data from artifact analysis is also
available. The artifacts from the Smoking Pipe site were not reanalyzed during this project and
are not included in the final report. A final report for the site, compiling all extant information
from excavations and consequent analysis, should be completed at some point in the future.
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2

Previous Archaeological Research in Utah Valley

Introduction
The first Europeans to arrive in Utah Valley were the Spanish Franciscan friars Francisco
Atanasio Domínguez and Silvestre Vélez de Escalante, who set out in 1776 from New Mexico
with three Ute guides to find a route from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to the missions in California
(Warner 1976) (Figure 2.1). Escalante kept a detailed journal of the expedition through the Great
Basin. He described Utah Valley at length in his journal, focusing on Utah Lake (which he called
the Lake of the Timpanogs) and the four rivers running through the valley, and how fertile the
land was because of these rivers. He described the Provo River as a river which runs through
“level meadows with good land for crops. It carries more water than the [others], and has a
larger cottonwood grove and meadows of good land, with opportunities for irrigation sufficient
for two or even three good settlements” (Warner 1976:59). Escalante also described the local
inhabitants and how they lived, with something of a focus on what they ate and what their
dwellings were like.
Other explorers and trappers continued to travel to Utah Valley after Domínguez and
Escalante left. John C. Fremont was one of these explorers, coming to the region during a
mapping expedition from 1842-1846. Fremont’s description of Utah Valley also seemed to focus
on how fertile the valley was and its potential for supporting a large community. Fremont wrote
“in the cove of mountains along its eastern shores the lake is bordered by a plain, where the soil
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Figure 2.1. Dominguez-Escalante expedition arriving in Utah Valley (Paul Salisbury, 1950).

is generally good and in a greater part fertile; watered by a delta of prettily timbered streams.
This would be an excellent locality for stock farms; it is generally covered with a good bunch of
grass and would abundantly produce ordinarily grains” (Fremont 1847:399).
In March 1849, Brigham Young sent a group of Mormon settlers to Utah Valley to colonize
there – the first Mormon settlement in Utah outside of the Salt Lake Valley. Utah Valley was
selected for settlement “principally because of the water supply. [The pioneers] had learned the
importance of irrigation in growing crops in the arid region of Utah, and looking into the future,
saw in the waters of Provo River abundant harvests. The lake, too, had its fish, and the lowlands
surrounding it would furnish pasturage for horses and cattle” (Jensen 1924:242). About 150
individuals (33 families), under the leadership of John S. Higbee, settled in what is now Provo
and began constructing Fort Utah just south of the Provo River (Figure 2.2). The fort eventually
18

Figure 2.2. View of Fort Utah (circa 1850) in Provo, Utah (Howard Stansbury, 1852).

became a stable pioneer village, with the people utilizing the local fertile lands to expand into
a town surrounded by fields and orchards. As expansion continued and farmlands developed,
many of the archaeological mounds and other remains that had been present in the fertile Provo
River delta were plowed over. Although there might have been some interest by local inhabitants
and others who visited the prehistoric remains in the area, there was no formal study of these
remains for several decades after settlement.

Mark Sibley Severance and Harry Crecy Yarrow (Wheeler expedition)
From 1869 to 1879, George Montague Wheeler led an expedition as part of a plan to map
the entire United States west of the 100th meridian, and specifically to create topographic maps
of the southwestern United States (Figure 2.3). Part of the expedition involved visiting modern
Native American societies in New Mexico, Arizona, and California, and exploring archaeological
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Figure 2.3. Restored Outline of Lake Bonneville (G.M. Wheeler, 1876).

ruins in those states as well as in Utah. Mark Sibley Severance and Dr. Harry Crecy Yarrow
were employed by the Smithsonian Institution to take part in the survey, which entered Utah
Valley in 1872. Severance and Yarrow primarily participated in the expedition to study the
mortuary customs of the past and present tribes they encountered. Severance and Yarrow also
reported on a number of human remains recovered from the mounds located west of Provo.
In the portion of their report describing the Provo mounds, Severance and Yarrow mentioned
that “Mormon farmers [had] leveled some of them, plowed into others on the edges, and
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removed from others the rich soil for use elsewhere; [but] in no case [had] there been a special
attempt at exploring them” (Severance and Yarrow 1875:393). Although the report is not very
detailed, Severance and Yarrow explain that “mounds of various sizes and shapes, in different
parts of the plain, were dug into and examined” (1875:393). The report focuses primarily on
two groups of human remains removed from the mounds (although it is unclear from which
mounds they were removed). Severance and Yarrow described how an unnamed farmer brought
a skull to them and then showed where the rest of the skeleton could be found. In addition to the
complete skeleton, several miscellaneous bones were found “at all depths, and in every mound
entered, scattered without order, and without evidence of careful arrangement or systematic
distribution” (1875:393).
Severance and Yarrow also described the mounds in the general vicinity of where the
complete skeleton was found; unfortunately there are not very many details made clear about the
actual possible location of these mounds. They defined six separate mounds, although mounds
3-6 were almost entirely demolished by the time the Wheeler report was published. Severance
and Yarrow made some kind of excavation at at least one of these six mounds, which they called
Mound No. 1: “Mounds 1 and 2 are higher and less disturbed than Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6… The
excavation made in mound No. 1 was continued for about 12 feet from the outer limit, with a
breadth of about 8 feet. The mound was 45 feet in width, 60 feet in length, and 10 feet high in
the middle” (1875:394). It is possible that the objects currently housed in the collections of the
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History which are provenienced generally to “Provo
Mounds” and are from this expedition may have been collected from Mound 1, although this is
impossible to confirm.

Julian Steward
Julian Steward, an anthropologist with the University of Utah from 1930-1933, did extensive
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work throughout the state of Utah and the Great Basin. Although his later professional focus
was primarily on ethnographic research of the Western Shoshone, Steward did extensive
archaeological work in the early 1930s. Steward’s archaeological research included excavations
at caves around the Great Salt Lake (including Promontory caves) and at several mounds
along the Wasatch front (including Willard, Grantsville, Kanosh, and Provo) (Steward 1933).
Steward was one of the earliest archaeologists to contribute a great deal to the understanding
of the “Northern Periphery” of the Southwest (Kidder 1924) and was the first professional
archaeologist to work with the mound sites in the Provo River Delta.
In 1931, Steward excavated specifically at four mounds in the Provo River Delta area: two
mounds on the Hinckley property (42UT1 and 42UT2), one on the Benson property (42UT3),
and one on the Rollins property (42UT4) as respectively reported by Steward (Steward 1933:1517, Reagan 1935:67-69) (Figure 2.4). All of these mounds were located along small sloughs that
may have been former meanderings of the Provo River. Steward was one of the first to mention
the difficulty in excavating these mounds due to the high water table, which is so high due to
the sites’ proximity to the lake as well as irrigation development in the area (Steward 1933:15).
(Nanette Lamb, a current landowner in west Provo, indicated that the water table over the last
half-century has fluctuated between approximately 16 inches and 3-4 feet below ground surface,
depending on the season and annual rain and snow fall [personal communication, November
2012].) This was a common theme of excavations at mound sites in the Provo Delta throughout
the 20th century.

Albert Reagan
In the fall of 1934, Albert Reagan and others from Brigham Young University reexamined
the same mounds that Julian Steward had explored three years prior (Figure 2.5). Although
they primarily surveyed sites in the Provo area, Reagan and his crew did enough excavation to
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Figure 2.4. Steward excavations at Hinckley Mound sites, 1931: Benson Mound pre-excavation (A); Mound 2 or
42UT2 post-excavation (B); rectangular, adobe-walled room in Mound 4 or 42UT4 (C); Possible ventilator shaft in
kiva, Mound 1 or 42UT1 (D) (Steward 1933:8)
.

describe a few house structures. At least one of these structures was a “mud-and-daub house”
which appeared to be “the same as the houses previously examined…in the Uintah Basin,
also about Willard and Grantsville in the Utah-Salt Lake Valley” (1935:65). Reagan dated the
majority of the mounds to the Pueblo II period based on the presence of “decorated [and]…
proto-Kayenta” sherds traded from Ancestral Puebloan groups to the south, although presence
of “Shoshonean” pottery at some of the mounds caused Reagan to date those mounds to the Late
Prehistoric time period.
Like Steward, Reagan and his team seem to have had a difficult time during their excavations
due to the high water table and resultant disintegration of former adobe walls and wet clay-like
soil. Reagan reported that in many cases they were unable to follow walls and therefore had
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Figure 2.5. Map of the Hinckley Mounds area examined by Reagan and his party in 1934: “Mounds and camp
sites west and southwest of the City of Provo, between the city and Utah Lake” (1) and the “location of the Marrott
and Benson mounds” (3) (Reagan 1935:69). Plate 2 shows the entire area of investigation, including the search for
rock art in Utah Valley and Nine Mile Canyon.
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difficulty identifying structures (Reagan 1935:66). Unlike Steward, however, Reagan provided
a map in his report detailing where each mound or “campsite” could be found. In addition to
the Hinckley mounds Reagan designated “H1” (which had been leveled by the time of Reagan’s
investigations) and “H2” (which had apparently been trenched by Steward but does not appear
in his 1933 report), Reagan re-excavated at “mound H3” which was actually a group of mounds
surrounding a “pothole” (Reagan 1935:67).
In addition to exploring the Marrott mound (42UT116) and defining three mounds on the
W. M. Jacobson property (42UT163, which consists of two mounds, and 42UT164) (42UT163
was partially excavated while 42UT164 was not; all of these mounds are now leveled), Reagan
reexamined the A. P. Jacobson mound on the Rollins property (42UT4) and the Benson mound
on the Alfred Benson property (42UT3). The majority of the artifacts recovered by Reagan
from these excavations were still in existence in the early 1960s (presumably at the thennamed Museum of Ethnology and Archaeology), but even at that point “the collection [was]
badly disarranged” (Jones 1961:55). As described below, it is unclear what became of these
collections.
Reagan appears to have worked closely with amateur archaeologists John Hutchings and
Robert and James Bee (Reagan 1935:73-75), visiting their surveys and excavations (Reagan
explicitly mentions characteristics of the Peay mound [1935:65], which was excavated by the
Bees) and viewing their collections. Reagan also analyzed the extensive local projectile point
collection belonging to L. L. Bunnell.
The first Department of Anthropology at Brigham Young University was created during
the 1935-1936 academic year “offering…classes which were orientated principally toward an
archaeological and ethnological interpretation of the intermountain area” (Christensen 1947:iv).
Reagan stayed at Brigham Young University and worked at sites in the Provo River delta region
until his death in 1936. At the time of his death, Reagan likely had several unpublished notes
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from his work in the delta. Ten years after Reagan’s death, Christensen (1946) mentioned
the possibility of these notes being in the possession of Reagan’s widow; however these were
never obtained and it is unknown at this point what became of them. After Reagan’s death, the
Department of Anthropology was essentially dissolved although Dr. George H. Hansen of the
Department of Geology and Geography continued teaching physical anthropology balanced with
an interest in local prehistory (Hansen 1941).

John Hutchings
For several decades beginning in 1911, John Hutchings worked extensively at archaeological
sites throughout Utah Valley, focusing on documenting sites and collecting artifacts. In fact,
Ross Christensen nicknamed Hutchings “the dean of Utah Valley archaeologists” (Christensen
1947b:104). Although most of his work focused on sites such as Pelican Point and West
Canyon, Hutchings did do some work at Provo River delta sites. One of the most productive
of Hutchings’ excavations took place in 1935, when the levels of Utah Lake were far below
normal. During this year, Hutchings excavated over twenty mounds in the vicinity of Utah Lake,
including mounds in the Provo River delta area (Van Wagoner 2012:6). He apparently kept quite
detailed records of his surveys and collections, and although there have been several attempts
over the past several decades to acquire these notes, none of these attempts have been successful.
At this point, it is unclear whether or not the notes even still exist. The Hutchings Museum in
Lehi, Utah, contains the bulk of John Hutchings’ collections, but because of limited available
documentation it is difficult to tell what artifacts, if any, come from Provo River delta sites.

James and Robert Bee
Almost the entire United States experienced severe drought from 1933-1936. Utah, which
normally receives on average 13 to 15 inches of rainfall per year, received on average between 9
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and 11 inches per year from 1933-1936, but only approximately 7 inches of rain in 1934 (NOAA
2013). Drought and regular annual evaporation resulted in much lower levels of Utah Lake
than normal. This period of drought coincided with the Great Depression when unemployment
reached up to 25% in the United States, with Utah reaching almost 36% unemployment in 1933
(the fourth highest rate in the country) and annual per capita income dropping 50% by 1932
(Arrington 1982, Poll 1978). Interviews with individuals who lived near Utah Lake during
this time period reveal not only the difficulties encountered but also the prevalence of activities
that cost nothing and did not require leaving the immediate area. Because of the abundance of
archaeological remains around Utah Lake, many people gathered personal collections of artifacts
as a hobby. Johnny Goates (interview with Jay and Merianne Nelson, 1991, transcription on
file, Museum of Peoples and Cultures, Brigham Young University) mentioned that “during the
depression years when there wasn’t any work and nothing to do, we were always out hunting
arrowheads.”
It was during this period of drought, depression, and low lake levels that amateur
archaeologists Robert Bee (a tailor and owner of a clothing store in Provo) and his son James W.
Bee (later a zoologist by training) surveyed and excavated a number of archaeological sites near
Utah Lake (Figure 2.6). Robert Bee had a keen interest in the prehistoric inhabitants of the area,
about whom very little was known at the time. James frequently accompanied his father on trips
to the Provo River Delta area to search for and collect artifacts from ancient cultures (Tanner
1996). In addition to investigating and collecting archaeological remains, Robert and James
Bee accumulated a large collection of eggs from birds local to the valley and mountain regions
of central Utah as well as a collection of rocks and minerals from central Utah (these latter
collections were later donated to the Brigham Young University Monte L. Bean Life Sciences
Museum). The Bee’s interest in archaeological materials stemmed from the desire to “[preserve]
for posterity…artifacts [and] skeletal remains of prehistoric peoples together with skeletal
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Figure 2.6. James Bee surveying Site 13 mound group (on Durrant farm), October 2, 1937.

remains of birds and animals” (Jones 1961:12) from the local area.
The Bee’s surveys and excavations focused primarily on sites in west Provo near the Provo
River Delta and East Bay of Utah Lake, where Robert Bee stated that “upwards of 30 mounds
existed before the sites gave way to farming, airport runways, and other [developments]” (Jones
1961:12). The Bees also surveyed sites on the west side of Utah Lake and throughout Utah
Valley, surveying and recording a total of 121 sites throughout Utah Valley. Each of these sites
was documented in a detailed manner, including land ownership and a plotted map location.
James Bee also included descriptions and general interpretations of each site in his Master’s
thesis for the Department of Zoology at Brigham Young University (Bee 1947).
While many of the sites were surface collected (and basic provenience information was
recorded for each collected artifact), only three sites were actually excavated by the Bees (Bee
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sites 11, 11A, and 13). Fortunately, James Bee kept thorough notes for each excavation (Bee
1948a, 1948b). The existing notes (including excavation notes, site locations, artifact lists,
and the map made by Robert and James) were donated along with the collected artifacts to the
Brigham Young University Museum of Peoples and Cultures in 1987.
BYU FIELD SCHOOLS AND MASTER’S THESES: 1940S–1960S
Mounds and other archaeological sites in the Provo River delta became the subject of a great
deal of research and a number of Brigham Young University Master’s theses in the mid-20th
century. In March of 1946, Dr. M. Wells Jakeman joined the faculty of BYU specifically to teach
classes and conduct research in archaeology. The Department of Archaeology was reinstated
for the 1946-1947 academic year with emphasis on the prehistory of Mesoamerica. In line with
this emphasis, Provo River delta sites were identified as being “invaluable for training students
in the field and laboratory techniques of archaeology, and would always be readily accessible”
(Christensen 1947a:v) to prepare students for later Mesoamerican archaeology.
In 1947, Ross T. Christensen wrote the first Master’s thesis in the newly-created Department
of Archaeology, “A Preliminary Report of Archaeological Investigations near Utah Lake, Utah,
1946” (Christensen 1947a). In his thesis, Christensen explained that given the Department’s
focus on training students for work in Mesoamerica, “it seemed expedient…to exploit the
local area insofar as circumstances permitted… It was with these thoughts in mind that the
subject of the present thesis was selected” (Christensen 1947a:v) just after the re-creation of
the Department. Christensen focused on surveying and, under the direction of Dr. Jakeman,
excavating sites throughout the delta but primarily on the Hinckley farm property. Christensen
surveyed these sites with his friend and colleague Clark S. Knowlton for a class project during
the spring quarter of 1945-1946 (Christensen 1946). During this initial survey, Christensen
also appears to have established a good working relationship with Hutchings and the Bees
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(Ross Christensen, diary, 10 February 1947, Ross T. Christensen Papers, L. Tom Perry
Special Collections Library, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah).
Christensen and Knowlton identified a minimum of ten mounds on the Hinckley farm property
during their survey (although at least one more mound was later documented since by the
1950s there was a mound labeled UH11, or Hinckley Mound 11). In their initial paper, these
mounds were described, measured, photographed, and numbered (the numbers of the mounds
were changed by the time Christensen completed his Master’s thesis, causing some confusion in
interpretation) (Christensen 1946).
Because of how little it had been previously disturbed, Hinckley Mound 1, or 42UT112,
was selected by Dr. Jakeman to be excavated by the BYU Field Archaeology class beginning
in early June 1946. Christensen (1947a) reported on the excavations of this mound, which
was supervised by Dr. Jakeman and actually excavated by Ross Christensen, Clark Knowlton,
Wallace Grandy, and several volunteers including local residents and BYU students. Following
the first season, Christensen took over supervising excavations at Mound 1. Christensen’s thesis
primarily reported on Mound 1 but also on testing and limited artifact recovery at Hinckley
Mounds 5 and 7 (the landowner, G. Marion Hinckley, and an engineer from the Geneva Steel
plant named C. A. Hyman, had previously excavated in Mound 7 and removed several artifacts).
Christensen’s Master’s thesis (1947a) is extremely useful in better understanding Steward’s
and Reagan’s previous excavations, especially in its attempts to reconcile which mounds
were excavated by which investigators. The work by Christensen and Jakeman was also very
successful in getting local landowners involved in the archaeology on their own land. G. Marion
Hinckley and his children, especially Tom and Phil Hinckley and their cousin Mike Hinckley,
were very involved in the excavation of Mound 1. Phil Hinckley also had a quite extensive
collection of artifacts from the mounds on the property. Christensen also went to great effort to
collaborate with other amateur archaeologists in the area, including John Hutchings, Robert and
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James Bee, and Dale Vincent (who had an extensive collection of projectile points from Utah
Valley), all of whom provided great insight and apparently made their collections available to
Christensen for study (Christensen 1947a:vii).
After Christensen completed his Master’s thesis, the Department of Archaeology primarily
focused their studies on archaeological work in Mesoamerica (as was originally intended by
the creation of the Department), although Dr. Jakeman continued to direct student excavations
at the Hinckley Mounds. Christensen was also hired as a BYU faculty member. Although the
Department of Archaeology for the next several decades primarily emphasized Mesoamerican
work (especially as it may have pertained to the Book of Mormon), they also remained the most
consistent investigators of local Utah Valley archaeology, even though these investigations were
still quite limited and no formal reports were ever written about the results of this work.
During the summer of 1951, faculty from the Department of Archaeology (including Ross
Christensen and John Sorensen, who had recently been appointed to a teaching assistantship at
BYU) in conjunction with the BYU University Archaeological Society surveyed “a limited area
of the Lincoln beach section of Utah Lake as part of a long-range program of reconnaissance
of the entire Utah Valley” (Provo Daily Herald, 6 July 1951). This was apparently part of a
continuing project in training students in excavation techniques at local sites in order to prepare
for excavation in Mesoamerica. During the fall quarter of 1953, the Field Archaeology class
(under direction of John Sorenson) investigated a mound on the property of Bert Carter (later
known as the Carter Mound, or 42UT115). The mound was not completely excavated at that
time, but a short report on what excavation was done was compiled by students in the class
(Department of Anthropology and Archaeology 1953).
Although investigations at mounds in the area continued for several years, no other reports or
summaries of excavations or testing are available. Over the course of the late 1940s and 1950s,
however, it is clear that at least testing was intermittently conducted at 42UT108, 42UT110,
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42UT111, 42UT112, and 42UT113, all on the Hinckley Farms property. It is unclear at which
specific sites excavations were conducted (Brigham Young Universe, 12 November 1956; Daily
Universe, 29 March 1957) until the 1956 Field Archaeology class, which excavated at Hinckley
Mound 11 (42UT111). It is unclear if any work took place during 1957 and 1958, but excavation
by the Field Archaeology class under Dr. Ross Christensen resumed once again at Mound 11 in
1959 and 1960 (Matheny 1960; Daily Universe, 29 May 1961). Dee Green and Ray Matheny
conducted limited excavation – two small test pits dug into the mound – at Mound 3 in 1959
(Jones 1961:50) (Figure 2.7). A 1961 newspaper article stated that archaeological investigation
had actually only been conducted on two mounds (presumably 42UT111 and 42UT112),
although this may have only been in reference to actual field excavations rather than just survey

Figure 2.7. Ray Matheny and students excavating at 42UT111 in 1959.
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and testing:

After Utah County Commissioner G. Marion Hinckley reported the mounds on
his farm near Utah Lake in 1946, Dr. Ross T. Christensen of the BYU archaeology
department did work on one of them [42UT112]. Excavating on the other
[42UT111] was begun in 1956 and continued in 1959 in actual field classes
conducted by the department. Then in 1960 Dee F. Green did work at the mound
[again, 42UT111] in cooperation with the department as an original research
project for his master’s degree. (Provo Daily Herald 6 July 1961)

Carl Hugh Jones (1958) (for the 1956 field season) and Dee F. Green (1961) (for the 1956,
1959, and 1960 field seasons) reported on excavations at Hinckley Mound 11 (42UT111). These
reports mention the same problems that Steward, Reagan, and Christensen all had in excavating
at Provo River delta sites, including the fact that the soil was so waterlogged that it was difficult
to follow any structure walls. Jones’ BYU Master’s thesis (1961) focused on a survey of all the
known sites in Utah Valley in order to compile all the known information about each of these
sites. Jones discussed sites 42UT1-42UT4 and 42UT108-42UT116, all located on or near the
Hinckley Farms property. Like Christensen’s 1947 thesis, Jones’s thesis is particularly useful
in determining the modern site numbers for mounds excavated previously. Several of the early
Brigham Young University excavations at Hinckley mounds appear to have used different
numbering, labeling, and mapping techniques, which created problems in excavating from year
to year (and has continued to create problems with artifact analysis and understanding the results
of site excavation). These problems were acknowledged in the theses by Christensen (1947) and
Green (1961) and in other student field reports.
Brigham Young University field methods classes continued to utilize mounds on the Hinckley
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property throughout the 1960s; the results of the excavations at 42UT110 for the fall 1963 and
fall 1966 – spring 1967 field seasons at least were written up in student reports (Barboza and
Mock 1964, Connor 1967, Crellin 1967, Davis 1967, DeBloois and Willis 1964, Gilsen 1967,
Hauck and Norman 1964, Jones 1967, Berge 1966, Nackos and Tucker 1964, Pruden 1967,
Stamps 1967, Swensen 1967) (Figures 2.8-2.10). Ross Christensen and later Ray T. Matheny
directed these field schools. Matheny, who participated in excavations at one of the Hinckley
mounds during his archaeological field training class in the late 1950s, was later hired to be a
professor in the Department of Anthropology at Brigham Young University. Matheny directed

Figure 2.8. Students excavating in trench at 42UT110, 1966.
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Figure 2.9. Students excavating in possible pit structure at 42UT110, likely in either trench B or D, 1966.

field methods classes at mounds in the Provo River delta during the mid- to late-1960s until he
established the first summer field school in 1969 at Montezuma Canyon in southeastern Utah.
During his time at Brigham Young University, Matheny, along with Dr. Dale Berge, was also
asked by the city of Provo to attempt to locate the remains of the original Fort Utah. Although
this endeavor was ultimately unsuccessful, this led to the identification of another archaeological
site (42UT150 or the Smoking Pipe site) (Janetski et al. 1983:3). 42UT150 was not fully
excavated until over a decade later.
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Figure 2.10. Students excavating in trench at 42UT110, 1966.

Matheny’s last field methods class in Utah Valley was held at Seamons Mound (42UT271),
a mound consisting of “two low adjoining units” (Earle and Louthan 1973:9) located just
northwest of the Hinckley mounds on the Sharon and Marian Seamons farm property. Unlike the
Hinckley mounds, which had been protected and preserved by the Hinckley family, the Seamons
mound had suffered “extensive pot hunting and plowing” (Madsen 1969:17). Excavation at
Seamons mound was actually requested by the landowner as a salvage operation since he had
plans to plow the area for farming (Earle and Louthan 1973:9). Like previous excavations in
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the area, the primary purpose of the excavations at Seamons mound was to train students in
archaeological methods and excavation techniques “under a very difficult excavational situation
(lack of stratigraphy) (Madsen 1969:i); secondarily the excavation intended to investigate any
possible structural construction techniques. There are several student reports and a few sets
of student notes and analyses available (Jones 1969, Miller 1969, Madsen 1969, Wolfe 1969),
but for the most part it is difficult to reconstruct the excavation process and results. Problems
stemmed from “insufficient data recorded in [student] field notes; no set determinative system
of pottery analysis, and no time to develop such; insufficient supervision for such a primary
endeavor; [and] … insufficient class cooperation and direction from within” (Miller 1969:2).
The next year, excavations appear to have continued at Seamons mound, apparently by a
group of high school students under the direction of graduate students in the Department of
Anthropology (Cook 1980; Ray Matheny, personal communication, 2013).
Erlinda Montillo’s (1968) Master’s thesis focused on prehistoric settlement patterns in central
Utah, which involved interviewing owners of farmland in the Provo River delta. Montillo
utilized a map created by Matheny to survey and locate 38 sites in the area between the Provo
airport and Fort Utah, including the Hinckley and Seamons mounds. In his report on the 1968
excavation at Seamons mound, Rex Madsen mentioned that at least twenty of these mounds had
been “reported on” up to that point (Madsen 1969:3). It is unclear what “reported on” actually
means, but it likely includes survey and testing as well as excavation.
1980S–PRESENT
After Matheny left Utah Valley to conduct field schools in southeastern Utah, there was
a pause in archaeological work on mounds in the Provo River delta. In 1979, Don Forsyth
was hired by Brigham Young University with the primary intention that he would direct
archaeological research and field schools in Utah Valley.
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The Smoking Pipe site (42UT150), located near the replica of Fort Utah, was first excavated
by the BYU Anthropology Club (led by Dr. Dale Berge, who had participated in the initial
excavations of the site in 1968) intermittently from 1980-1983 (Earle and Louthan 1973,
Forsyth 1984). These excavations at the Smoking Pipe site by the Anthropology Club stemmed
in part from the acknowledgement that although a great deal of archaeological work over the
past several decades had been conducted at sites throughout the Provo River delta, “few of
the sites excavated have been systematically reported in the professional or popular literature
to date. Additionally, various kinds of development, the work of amateurs and professionals,
have alarmingly reduced this finite cultural resource” (Janetski et al. 1983:9). Following the
partial excavations by the BYU Anthropology Club, Forsyth and Joel Janetski created a research
design focusing generally on prehistoric settlement and subsistence in the area (Forsyth 1982:4).
Excavation and artifact collection with the intention of addressing this research question began in
the spring of 1983. The majority of the excavation notes and maps as well as results of student
artifact analysis are all still available, making 42UT150 one of the few sites in the Provo River
delta area with good provenience information.
Forsyth also had plans to carry out a research project on a much larger scale, with the
general goal of investigating prehistoric occupation of Utah Valley. The primary focus was
to “[reconstruct] the systems of human settlement and subsistence in the area and how these
changed through time” (Forsyth 1982:1). Forsyth’s research design was as follows:

The first of these, already in process, entails the study of what is already
known about the archaeology of the area. This phase, which I prefer to call the
preparation phase, involves study of the appropriate literature, reexamination
of archaeological collections recovered in the past, resolution of problems and
inconsistencies in previous data, and the compilation of historic documents (e.g.,
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maps) which will be of use to the project.
The second phase will consist of a 1% random sample of Utah Valley and
surrounding areas as described below under methods. These data when
analyzed in conjunction with the data from phase one above, will give us a far
more comprehensive picture of prehistoric settlements in the area than is even
conceivable at present.
The third phase of the research will entail the selection of specified sites for
intensive excavation on the basis of their likelihood of providing adequate data
for testing the hypotheses outlined in the research Strategy section. Ideally, such
sites, in addition to being most likely to provide the kinds of information specified
under the Data Requirements portion of the Research Strategy section will be
multiple occupation sites—thus providing data on the transitions from one period
to another (e.g., Archaic/Fremont). At any rate the emphasis of the excavations
will focus on the recovery of data related to subsistence systems.
The final phase will involve the analysis of all collected data to produce a model
of settlement and subsistence pattern for Utah Valley and the surrounding area.
This model can then be used as the base for further investigation in the region and
for the study of other regions in the eastern Great Basin. (Forsyth 1982:18)

Forsyth made a great deal of progress in gathering existing documentation regarding
previous site survey and excavation and analysis of artifacts from those sites. Forsyth’s data
compilation is one of the primary reasons any coherent work has recently been able to move
forward with regard to Provo River delta sites. Forsyth also began a reanalysis of previouslycollected artifacts from sites in Utah Valley. Forsyth completed an analysis of the entire Robert
and James Bee collection and in the early 1980s had graduate students analyze a sample of each
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artifact type (including ceramics, lithics, groundstone, and faunal bone) from the 1968-1969 field
methods class at Seamon’s mound.
Max Healy (1989), as part of the Utah State Avocational Archaeological Certification
Program for the Utah Statewide Archaeological Society, gathered data on the locations of Bee
collection sites and mapped these in their current locations along with other major sites in the
Provo River delta region. This synthesis of site information relied on Forsyth’s analysis of the
Bee artifacts and site data generated by Jones (1961).
By 1989, Forsyth had returned to his study of Mesoamerican archaeology, unfortunately
leaving his Utah Valley work unfinished. Joel Janetski continued this work to some extent,
surveying a number of Fremont sites, but his primary focus was on the Late Prehistoric period of
settlement in Utah Valley (Janetski 2004, Janetski and Smith 2007). In 2009, Janetski directed
a field school excavation at Seamons Mound, generating more and better-provenienced data for
that site, although the majority of those artifacts actually date to the Late Prehistoric time period.
Recent interest in the Provo River delta has developed as there is currently desire to find a field
school location closer to the BYU campus. Additionally, part of a Utah Transit Authority grant
obtained by the Office of Public Archaeology at BYU focuses specifically on analysis of artifacts
from Provo River delta sites (Office of Public Archaeology 2012).
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Hinckley Mounds

INTRODUCTION
The Hinckley Mounds (42UT1, 2, 108-114) were investigated at several different points in
time through the late 19th and early- to mid-20th centuries, likely beginning in the 1870s, with
the most work taking place from the 1930s-1960s. The preservation of these mounds varied
throughout the area: Severance and Yarrow noted that three of the six documented mounds (it is
very possible they were speaking of the Hinckley Mounds) had already been mostly demolished
in 1878. Julian Steward, followed by Albert Reagan, excavated at several of the Hinckley
Mounds in the early 1930s, but neither mentioned the state of preservation of other mounds.
Ross Christensen’s documentation of the sites in the early 1940s mentioned ten separate mounds,
and six of these had already been leveled by that time. Following Christensen, all work at the
Hinckley Mounds was carried out by Brigham Young University field school groups through the
1960s. The majority of the artifacts from these excavations are stored at the Museum of Peoples
and Cultures at Brigham Young University under several different accession numbers (including
1967.25, 1967.48-50, 1967.89, 1967.101, 1985.5, 1986.48, 1986.50-53, and 1992.1, 1993.2-3).
Brief reports are available from the excavations conducted by Julian Steward and Albert Reagan,
although neither of these goes into any great detail about the methods of excavation or exactly
where within each mound excavation took place. Ross Christensen’s (1947a) MA thesis is the
best source of information for the 1945-1946 excavations at 42UT112 (as well as investigations
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into some of the other mounds), and Dee Forace Green’s (1961) MA thesis details the 1960
excavations at 42UT111. Very little information is available for the BYU investigations that took
place through the 1950s.
SITE SETTING AND DESCRIPTION
The Hinckley Mounds are located on farm property currently owned by John Hinckley, the
youngest son of George Marion Hinckley (the landowner at the time of the excavations during
the first half of the 20th century). The property, purchased by G. Marion Hinckley’s father in
1898, lies a little less than a mile northeast of the Provo airport on 3110 West. Christensen
described the mounds on the Hinckley property as “low-lying mounds, with mean dimensions
of 6 feet high and 40 feet in diameter” (1947:8). Eleven mounds in total have been recorded
over the past several decades on the Hinckley property. Unclear documentation of the mounds,
differences in how the sites were recorded, and the fact that so many different parties worked at
the sites has resulted in discrepancies in where the sites are actually located and what work was
actually done at each site (Figure 3.1).

42UT1
This mound was located at the southern end of the Hinckley property in what is now a
plowed field. Julian Steward described the mound (or Hinckley Mound 1 as he labeled it) as
about 18 inches high and 25 feet in diameter and located on the perimeter of a large pothole.
Reagan (1935) labeled this mound H3 (one of three mounds in this group) and described it as
26 feet in diameter and 20 inches in height and conducted excavations in approximately the
same area as Steward just a few years previously. Finally, Christensen labeled this mound
“Mound 10” in 1946 and “Mound 6” in his 1947 master’s thesis. By the time of Christensen’s
investigations, this mound had been completely leveled, along with the two others in the group
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Figure 3.1. Locations of sites on Hinckley farm and nearby properties. Map adapted from Christensen (1947) and
Green (1961).
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(42UT2 and 42UT109).

42UT2
42UT2 was also located at the southern end of the Hinckley property more or less grouped
with 42UT1 and 42UT109 around the perimeter of the same sinkhole. This mound was
approximately 3 feet high and 30 feet in diameter and was first excavated in 1931 by Steward (he
also labeled the mound Hinckley Mound 2). Reagan also called this mound H3 – the northwest
mound of the group – and gave the same measurements for the mound as Steward. It was also
labeled by Christensen as “Mound 2” in 1946 and then “Mound 4” in 1947. As with 42UT1,
this mound had been completely bulldozed by the spring of 1946 in order to level the ground for
cultivation.

42UT108
This mound was not described by either Steward or Reagan in the 1930s and was also
apparently not mentioned by Christensen in his 1947 Master’s thesis. However, Jones (1961)
described the mound as being on the “east fence line” of the Hinckley property, due east of site
42UT111. There was also apparently an artesian well in the middle of the mound (Jones stated
that this well was under state application no. 16318). To the north of the site there was an old
river channel where the Hinckleys had been plowing for some time, leading to the mound being
essentially leveled. Jones stated that archaeological material, probably from this site, could be
found over an area of 150 by 200 feet (Jones 1961:49).

42UT109
This site was the southernmost of the mound group at the southern end of the Hinckley
property, all of which were designated “H3” by Reagan in 1935. 42UT109 actually consisted
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of at least two sites, although Jones (1961) wrote that there were three mounds in the site.
According to Jones, one of these mounds was on the perimeter of the same sinkhole as 42UT1
and 42UT2, approximately 16 feet southeast of 42UT2 and 16 paces in diameter (this mound was
labeled “Mound 3” in 1946 and then “Mound 5” in 1947 by Christensen).
A second mound lay approximately 100 yards to the southeast of the first one (this according
to Reagan, who unfortunately did not provide the most reliable of descriptions and locations
for the mounds in the area; Jones [1961] stated that the southern group of mounds were
approximately 65 yards southeast), and was labeled “Mound 4” in 1946 and then “Mound 7” in
1947 by Christensen. A third unlabeled mound lay approximately 40 feet south of Christenen’s
1947 Mound 7. The mound on the perimeter of the sinkhole (Mound 5 in 1947) was, according
to Reagan, trenched in an east-west direction by Steward but had not been fully excavated.
Reagan stated that Steward had also done some investigation into a small mound (or pit?) just to
the east of the previously-mentioned mound as well as the mound to the southeast. There is no
record of investigations at the 42UT109 mounds in Steward’s 1933 report.

42UT110
According to Reagan, this mound was located approximately 165 yards south and slightly
southeast of 42UT113 (Reagan called this mound “H2”). It was approximately 16 feet in
diameter and at least 4 feet in height. The mound was apparently excavated to some extent
by Steward in 1931, but there is no record of these investigations in Steward’s report. This
mound was labeled “Mound 8” by Christensen in 1946 and “Mound 3” in 1947. 42UT110 is
located north and slightly west of 42UT109 and northeast of 42UT112. According to Jones,
the mound had been greatly reduced in height by farming and plowing in the area but still rose
approximately 3 feet above the surrounding ground level.
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42UT111
42UT111 was not documented by Steward, Reagan, or Christensen. In 1956, the mound
was partially excavated and then documented in Dee Green’s 1961 Master’s thesis dealing with
excavations at the site in 1956 and 1959-1960. According to Green (1961), the mound extended
roughly in a northeast-southwest direction and was slightly higher in elevation at the northeast
end. The mound appears to have been around 12” – 18” higher than the surrounding ground
level based on Green’s contour map. Green described the mound as lying “just west of a large
haystack in the southwestern corner of the…property. Between the mound and the haystack
[was] a dirt access road, and to the west of the mound [was] a plowed field and a canal” (1961:3).
For the most part these visual identifiers are no longer present in the area. The site was however
relocated by Michael Searcy and Scott ure of Brigham Young University during test excavations
at the Hinckley Mounds in November 2013.

42UT112
This site was located northeast of 42UT111 and southeast of 42UT110. It consisted of two
separate mounds: one smaller, somewhat circular mound (approximately 6 feet high and 70
feet in diameter), and a larger elongated mound approximately 100 feet to the southeast. The
first mound was labeled by Christensen as “Mound 1” in both 1946 and 1947 while the second
mound was labeled as “Mound 9” in 1946 and “Mound 2” in 1947. The site was originally
northeast of a large haystack and an old shed approximately one half mile south of the Hinckley
home. Christensen’s Mound 1 was also relocated during test excavations in November 2013.

42UT113
This mound was not defined by either Steward or Christensen but was recorded by Reagan
in 1935 as “H1.” Reagan described this mound as being “10 steps in a north-south direction
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and 8 in an east-west line” (1935:67). It was located south of an old slough and slightly west
of north of 42UT110. It was leveled in the spring of 1957. It is unclear why this mound, along
with 42UT111, was not recorded by Christensen. Jones speculated that since this mound and
42UT114 were both located on “sloughs that [were] more distinct and deeper than the others...
these mounds [were] later than the others” (1961:52) since sloughs apparently become less
distinct over time.

42UT114
Jones stated that this mound was located directly east of 42UT113, but it may actually
be more northeast of 42UT113 according to maps in Christensen (1947) and Green (1961).
Christensen called this mound “Mound 5” in 1946 and “Mound 8” in 1947. Very little
information about this mound is available as the mound was leveled in the autumn of 1945,
almost one year before Christensen made his first survey of the Hinckley mounds.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND CULTURAL FEATURES
Cultural features within the Hinckley Mounds were difficult to identify despite the frequency
of excavations, largely due in part to the poor preservation of features at the sites. These features
were not numbered by any of the excavators, only described at some length. Additionally,
because the mounds were located on land used for active farming, the majority of the mounds
have now been leveled (and, as mentioned by Christensen in 1947, many of the mounds had been
leveled before any real archaeological work could take place).
The Hinckley Mounds were likely first investigated in the 1870s by Severance and Yarrow
as part of the Smithsonian expeditions, although this is nearly impossible to prove since the
only description given of the mounds investigated at this time is that there were at least six
separate mounds in the general vicinity. The only currently known place in the Provo area with
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mounds that highly concentrated is the Hinckley area, although again, it is possible (although
not probable) that Severance and Yarrow were describing another area entirely. Although it is
impossible to prove that the artifacts collected during this expedition actually came from the
Hinckley Mounds area, and if so, from which mounds specifically, these artifacts were still
analyzed as part of this project.
The extant literature and documentation regarding excavation of the Hinckley Mounds
site is scant and often contradictory. When it is clear which sites were actually excavated and
during which years, it is extremely difficult to tell where precisely within each site excavation
occurred and from which features (if any) particular artifacts were recovered. Sites 42UT110,
42UT111, and 42UT112 were excavated to varying degrees by Brigham Young University field
school students. As such, these sites have the most information available (although its quality is
still questionable – something that is actually acknowledged in the majority of the BYU student
reports).

42UT1
Julian Steward reported on this mound in 1933, which was apparently fully excavated in
1931. Steward stated that 42UT1 contained a rectangular pithouse with sides of approximately
15 to 20 feet (resulting in an area of approximately 20-35 square meters). Steward also
uncovered a tunnel in 42UT1 which began as a circular pit in one corner of the structure and
ran several feet out beyond the corner of the house. Steward believed that this feature was
“undoubtedly a kiva like that at Kanosh [south of Provo in central Utah], the trench or tunnel
being the ventilator shaft” (1933:17).
Reagan reinvestigated this mound in 1934, revealing the structure to be much the same as
Steward had previously described it. Reagan also believed that due to the tunnel leading from
the inside of one corner of the structure to several feet outside the structure, the structure was
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“undoubtedly used as a kiva” (Reagan 1935:67).

42UT2
According to Steward’s report, 42UT2 contained the remains of a two unattached adobewalled room structures (1933:17). Steward postulated that the other mounds on the Hinckley
property likely contained similar structures, but the adobe walls of other structures could not be
followed due to the damp soil and disintegration.
Reagan reexamined this mound in 1934, revealing the same evidence of two rectangular
rooms not joined to each other. Artifacts from this mound included mostly brick-like clay
“roofing material” or adobe, plain gray ceramic sherds, bone awls, whistles, and other faunal
bones, a single projectile point, and several possible figurine fragments (Reagan 1935:67).

42UT108
This site was never excavated, although a small number of artifacts were collected from the
surface, including burnt adobe and six total ceramic sherds. As mentioned above, this mound
had been plowed over frequently due to its proximity to an old river channel (Jones 1961:49).

42UT109
Reagan reported that this mound had been previously trenched but not excavated, although
he does not make it clear whether it was Steward or Mr. Hinckley who trenched the mound.
Jones (1961) stated that this mound, along with 42UT1 and 42UT2, had been previously leveled,
although “Puebloid pottery and signs of adobe structures” were associated with each of these
mounds (Jones 1961:49).
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42UT110
This mound, designated “H2” by Reagan, was apparently trenched by Steward a few years
prior to Reagan’s investigation, although this mound is not mentioned in Steward’s report.
Reagan’s investigative group found no structural walls and apparently no artifacts other than “a
flat rock of about ten inches square and three inches in thickness” (1935:67).
According to Jones (1961), during the 1959 Brigham Young University field class two small
pits were dug into this mound. In one of these pits, which was dug “in an area showing a great
deal of adobe on the surface” (1961:50), a layer of adobe was encountered on what was deemed
to be the floor level. About 6 inches below the floor, excavators discovered an infant burial.
Because the soil was so wet during excavation, a “large block of earth” under and around the
burial was removed to be taken to the BYU campus, apparently so the burial could be more
precisely recovered.
Excavations were also conducted at 42UT110 during the summer of 1963 by ten students
from Brigham Young University (including William A. Barboza, Evan I. De Bloois, James C.
Dean, Susan Embry, F. Richard Hauck, James M. Mock, Louis J. Nackos, V. Garth Norman,
Tim M. Tucker, and Sherryl Willes) under the guidance of Ross T. Christensen and M. Wells
Jakeman. Students from this field school excavated a small portion of the mound, although
no maps are currently available in the extant student reports that would indicate where exactly
within the mound excavation occurred. Prior to excavation, a grid was laid out across the mound
beginning with a north-south base line, and from there, an east-west line, but it is unclear where
these were established. Berge (1966) noted that the initial method of excavation involved used
“large hooks…to loosen the ground for leveling” and then the mound appears to have been dug
in 10 cm levels, beginning above the surface of the mound (1966:3, 5). Berge also stated that the
top 20 cm of the mound (comprising Levels I and II) was “either missing or plowed earth,” but
below that, there was only a single occupation layer filled primarily with “roof fill of adobe and
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charcoal situated on top of the floor layer where most artifacts were discovered” (1966:3).
The first layer below the plow zone (Layer III) consisted of dark clay approximately 5 cm
thick which contained artifacts and small pieces of charcoal. The bottom portion of Level III
and the top portion of Level IV were represented primarily by roof fill (including both adobe
and charcoal). The apparent floor level was located in Level IV approximately 33 cm from the
surface (probably from the highest point of the mound) and was approximately 4-5 cm thick.
The majority of the artifacts came from this level. Sterile layers of soil were encountered below
the floor level (see Berge 1966:7) (Figure 3.2).
The structure which made up 42UT110 was determined to be a “Grantsville type” structure,
defined as a subrectangular pit structure. Ten possible post holes were identified, apparently
representing half the structure. However, it is unclear how much of the structure and how much
and which part of the mound was actually excavated. Berge does mention that “time did not
allow complete excavation of the house mound but the posts had been situated in a somewhat
rectangular shape with two in the center of the house which may have been used as a support
beams for the roof” (1966:7). Burnt poles were also apparently found in situ in four of the

Figure 3.2. Stratigraphy of trenches at 42UT110 (Crellin 1967:10).
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postholes, although whether these were collected and where they were kept if so is unfortunately
unknown.
The site was again excavated from fall 1966 – winter 1967 by a BYU field class under
the direction of Ray T. Matheny. At this point a datum line was established across the mound
(presumably in the center) oriented to 43 ½ degrees east of north. A primary datum was also
established next to a dirt access road (no longer present) at an elevation of 45024 feet above
sea level (Gilsen 1967:2). A grid system was then laid out along the axis of the datum line in a
way that would “relate the squares to the datum in the most convenient manner and…avoid a
grid not parallel to the trenches being cut by the backhoe while the grid was being established”
(Gilsen 1967:2) since one backhoe trench was placed along the primary datum line and another
intersected the first perpendicular to the axis. These trenches were an average of four feet deep
and two feet wide and created a cross shape. Each of the four portions of the trenches was given
a letter designation in a counterclockwise order (A for the eastern arm, B for the northern arm, C
for the western arm, and D for the southern arm). The trenches were profiled and features were
identified. Squares were then expanded into the excavation area to follow features identified in
the profile. Gilsen states that an arbitrary zero grid point (marking the corner of the excavation
area) was established 40 feet southeast of the primary axis and 151’9” from the primary datum,
although this is contradictory to what is shown in his accompanying map (Gilsen 1967:2, 2c).
The grid consisted of eight grid squares on the east-west axis and 14 grid squares on the northsouth axis.
Connor (1967) noted that the greatest concentrations of cultural material and structural
features were adjacent to trenches B and D. Similar features were found in each of these two
areas (Figure 3.3), which Connor believed indicated “similar functions and constructions”
(1967:9). Trench C was the location of Feature 143, a cache pit which contained one complete
figurine and twelve fragments, a discovery similar to that of Green in 1960 at 42UT111, and
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Figure 3.3. Plan map of 42UT110 (adapted from Connor 1967) showing possible structures in trenches B and D
(map courtesy Mark Bodily 2009).
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Trench A revealed no significant features. Excavators decided to separate artifacts recovered
from the trenches into two basic levels (or areas): structural (A), “including those artifacts found
within and beneath the burned clay layer,” and non-structural (B) (Connor 1967:9). Therefore,
level A was present certainly in Trench D and possibly in those features found adjacent to Trench
B. The Trench B features “were very similar to those of Trench D, and although located much
closer to the surface, they were dug into the same residual clay subsoil. It is likely that a large
portion of the fill, including most of the clay-bearing layer, has been removed by plowing”
(Connor 1967:10).
Much like the other sites in the area, Connor believed that “one of the weaknesses of the
excavation was the inadequacy of level control and depth measurement. There was no set
procedure for excavating, and the methods of note taking were left more or less up to the
individual, resulting in confused and often incomplete records regarding features that later
became significant. A tighter control would have eliminated much of this inefficiency.” (Connor
1967:10)

42UT111
This mound was first excavated in 1956 by a Brigham Young University field group
(consisting of nineteen students and volunteers). Preliminary testing of the mound took place
early in the season by digging a 50-foot-long by 18-inch-wide trench (designated Trench A) at
the northeast end of the mound. The south side of this trench became the east-west base line
(Green 1961:3). Grids were lain out in five foot squares and labeled as such:
First, a number was given which indicated its distance in five-foot intervals to the north of
the southern or zero point of the north-south base line. Second, the letter R was added, meaning
to the right of the north-south base line as one faces north. Third, a number was added indicating
its position measured in five-foot intervals to the right or east of the north-south base line. Thus,
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[for example], Stake 20R1 is located at 20 five-foot intervals north of the zero point on the northsouth base line and to the east of that line, one such interval. (Green 3, 7)
Levels were established during this season from bottom to top: the level thought to be the
bottom of the occupation was assigned as level zero, with each successive six-inch horizontal
level assigned the next Roman numeral (Figure 3.4). In the profile of Trench A, sterile soil was
encountered at a depth of about three feet, so this was postulated to be the floor level, or Level
I. However, it was discovered during the 1959 field season that the presumed floor level was not
actually the bottom of the occupation. Levels below the previously-labeled Level I were then
given negative numerical designations. The method used to excavate at this site was “horizontal

Figure 3.4. North-south structural profiles in 42UT110 (Green 1961:15).
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slicing in which a fraction of an inch of soil was removed from the surface at each stroke of the
shovel” (Green 1961:7). This was done because it was presumed to be the best way to identify
any potential post holes or floor levels. Although Green (1961) mentions the difficulty in digging
and screening due to soil dampness, it is not mentioned when and how screening occurred.
During the 1956 field season, the group excavated squares 13, 5R4, 13R4, 20R4, and 17R6
“in an attempt to locate the general habitation area” (Green 1961:9) (Figure 3.5). Nine additional
grid squares were excavated during the first field season, primarily towards the southern end of
the excavation area. The majority of squares excavated during this field season were only taken
down to Level I (what excavators believed was sterile), although squares 15R8 and 11R9 were
both taken down to Level Minus II (only square 11R9 was still revealing cultural material at
that depth). The depth of cultural material in square 11R9 led to the continued excavation of the
southern end of the excavation area in 1960. However, the majority of artifacts recovered during
the 1959 field season were recovered from the northern end of the excavation, including a human
burial and potentially associated adobe structural remains in squares 17R7 and 18R7.
During the 1959 BYU field season (which consisted of nine students and volunteers),
excavation focused on the northeastern portion of the mound to continue trying to locate
structural remains. Seven possible postholes were identified in this area. In addition to reexcavation of many of the squares opened during the 1956 excavation, grid squares 17R8, 18R8,
19R8, 19R9, 20R6, 20R7, 20R8, 20R9, and 21R7 were excavated.
A short excavation was also continued in 1960 at the southern end of the excavation area,
although Green (who headed up the excavation that year) did not accomplish as much as he
had initially hoped due to the lack of available personnel to help excavate (thirteen volunteers
participated in excavation that year) and the fact that the 1960 excavation took place under the
back dirt pile that had accumulated the previous two years. During this year, it was determined
that what had originally been thought to have been a floor level in squares 12R8, 12R9, 13R8,
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Figure 3.5. Map of grid squares at 42UT111 with dates of excavation (Green 1961:13).

and 13R9 (excavated in 1956) was actually sterile soil. This led to the belief that 42UT111 might
actually consist of two structures that were separate but close in proximity. The profile of the
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Figure 3.6. Plan map of Structure B, 42UT111 (Woodard 1960:10).
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east wall of grid square 11R9 also suggested a separate structure (Green 1961:11). The southern
structure was termed Structure B, and several squares in this grid were excavated in 1956 and
1960 (Figure 3.6).
Squares 11R8 and 11R9 were excavated in 1956 and undescribed structural remains were
found. The east profile created by excavation “revealed that the upper limit of sterile soil
encountered in the [northern portion of these] squares…dropped down sharply from about Level
I to Level Minus IV,” drawn as a possible cache pit of some kind in Green’s Figure I (1961:15,
23). Square 11R10 was then excavated to follow the soil pattern established in 11R9; the soil
pattern seemed to curve south in this square. The southward curve of the soil pattern was more
or less matched in square 11R8, leading excavators to postulate that the structure was circular.
Excavators then turned their attention to what they believed were the central squares of
the circular structure (9R8, 9R9, 10R8, and 10R9) especially since sixteen figurines had been
recovered from that structure during the 1960 field season, but excavation was not completed.
Although there were plans to continue excavation of this structure in 1961, these never came
to fruition. Due to its circular shape, Green (1961:11) speculated Structure B may have been a
kiva. However, no features unique to kivas (such as a central fire pit with ventilator, deflector, or
sipapu) were uncovered during excavation.
The northern structure, Structure A, was excavated periodically during each of the three field
seasons at 42UT111. Green’s description of this structure is preceded by a note of caution due to
circumstances that compromised the integrity of the structure and its interpretation. Two of the
contributing factors were similar issues that plagued excavation and interpretation at other nearby
sites: poor wall outlines due to very damp soil and inadequate field notes “as far as architectural
features are concerned” (Green 1961:16). The third factor was the gap in excavation between the
1956 and 1959 field season which “probably destroyed [through attrition] a floor level or at least
destroyed important evidence in Level I [the level thought in 1956 to be the approximately six
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inches just above the floor level] which is critical for an accurate reconstruction of Structure A”
(Green 1961:16).
Structure A was estimated to be a semi-square pithouse approximately nine inches deep and
roughly 11 square meters in area (based on the rough plan map in Green’s 1961 thesis) (Figure
3.7). Possible postholes were identified around the perimeter of the structure, and because
adobe walls were difficult to trace due to soil dampness, these postholes provided the postulated
pithouse shape and outline. A significant amount of adobe was found in square 18R7, which was
believed to be roof fall in approximately the center of the structure (the burial mentioned below
was also found in this square).
At the northern end of Structure A, there was what appeared to excavators to be a filled-in
trench extending approximately eight feet from the presumed northeast wall of the pithouse (in
square 19R8) into square 20R9. Investigators first thought this trench may have been a ventilator
shaft for a kiva, but excavation in square 20R9 did not reveal a “vertical extension of the exterior
end of the trench” (Green 1961:17). The trench may therefore have instead been a side entrance
to the structure. Green believed that “this view may be confirmed by the absence of post holes
in the interior of the structure which could have supported a roof opening. Grantsville-type
structures are supposed to have had entrances through the roof. But in the case of Hinckley
Structure A there is only one post hole in the interior of the structure, which is hardly sufficient to
have a supported a roof opening” (Green 1961:17).
Green’s 1961 plan map of Structure A does show only one possible posthole in the center
of the structure, although there are several additional postholes around the interior perimeter
and outside the structure (only eight postholes are shown on the plan map, while the feature
list mentions 23 possible postholes in or near the structure). The post holes were on average
approximately five inches in diameter, and in at least two cases they were lined with rocks. Post
holes in square 19R7 and 18R8 (the northeast side of the structure) were “rimmed with a burned
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Figure 3.7. Plan map of Structure A, 42UT111 (Green 1961:18).

layer of clay which must have been hardened when the structure burned down” (Green 1961:19).
An “abundance” of charcoal was found throughout the fill of the structure down to the floor
level (Level 0), and although preservation was poor due to soil dampness, a number of charcoal
beams were also uncovered (it is unknown what became of these logs historically as several are
documented in the structure plan map and on the site feature list, but no mention of these beams
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is made in any student report as artifacts and no beams were identified in the materials currently
in museum collections). Charcoal was also present outside the structure, but it disappeared in
Level I at a higher level than the structure interior.
A circular, stone-lined fireplace was also present outside the structure approximately a half
meter from the north corner of Structure A. It measured approximately one meter east-west and
one meter north-south. Ash and burned animal bones were found inside the fireplace.
Like early excavations at other sites in the area (such as 42UT112 and 42UT271), the excavation
of 42UT111 suffered from poor and overall inconsistent documentation, although a list of
features identified during the 1959 field season is available (Table 3.1). No profile drawings
were made during the 1956 field season, when square 11R9 was first excavated and determined
to be worthwhile for further excavation (Green mentioned that something in the profile of this
square led to the identification of a potential structure, but it is unclear what he saw since there
are no profile maps). There were also different artifact numbering schematics used during and
after each of the three field seasons which led to some confusion during analysis both in the
1950s-1960s and during the 2012-2013 reanalysis.

42UT112
Excavation of this site during the 1946 field season was first reported in Christensen’s 1947
Master’s thesis, although Christensen (1947:23) states that “Reagan implies that Steward also
ran a test trench” into this mound, so some unreported work was apparently done at this mound
prior to Christensen’s investigations. According to Jones, “the part excavated since [1946] has
not been reported but Christensen and Green have hopes of reporting the additional material and
a reanalysis of the pottery in the next few years” (1961:50); this apparently never happened.
As mentioned above, the site (which Christensen called “Mound 1”) was comprised of two
separate mounds, although they may have been one “continuous, crescent-shaped ridge”
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Table 3.1. Features identified during 1959 field season at 42UT111
Grid square and excavator(s)
21R7 (Jay Woodward)
21R8 (Dee Green)
20R6 (Kristine Hansen/Dorothy Dewitt)
20R7 (Dee Green)
20R8 (Dee Green)
20R9 (Ray Matheny)

19R6 (Jay Woodard)
19R7 (Ray Matheny)

19R8 (Ray Matheny)

18R6 (Dee Green)

18R7 (Kristine Hansen)

18R (north ½ Dorothy Dewitt, south ½
Kristine Hansen)

Description
“Virgin soil west of line,” Level II
Possible post hole, Level III
Possible post hole, 5 inches in diameter, unknown level
Part of a fire pit
Ring of stones believed to be a fire pit, 45 inches in diameter, levels IV-V
Possible post hole, Level II
Dark material like a filled-up ditch, Level I
Charcoal log, Level IV
“Line with virgin soil on the south. Farther down it narrows
into ditch called 3,” Level III
Possible post hole, 5.5 inches in diameter, Levels I-III
Possible post hole, 6.5 inches in diameter, Levels I-II
Possible post hole, 5 inches in diameter, Levels I-II
Possible post hole?, Level II
Possible post hole, 6 inches in diameter, Level IV
Possible post hole, 5.5 inches in diameter, Level III
Charcoal log, Level II
“Virgin soil south of the line,” Level III
Possible post hole, 6.5 inches in diameter, Level I
Possible post hole, 3 inches in diameter, Level I
Possible post hole, 5.5 inches in diameter, Level I
Rocked post hole, 10-12 inches in diameter, Level I
Possible post hole, Level V (excavated in 1956)
Possible post hole, Level V (excavated in 1956)
Charcoal and adobe with post impression, 2 inches in diameter, Levels II-III
Charcoal ringed possible post hole impression, 2 inches in
diameter, Level III
Possible post hole line with rock, 5 inches interior diameter,
Level I
“Dig so quite shallow, charcoal log,” unknown level (excavated in 1956)
Burial, Level I (excavated in 1956)
Burned log, Level IV
Possible post hole with charcoal ring around charcoal center, Level IV
Possible post hole, 2 inches in diameter, Level I
Possible post hole, Level I
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17R6 (excavated in 1956)

17R7 (excavated in 1956)

Table 3.1 Continued
Possible post hole, Level III
Possible post hole, Level III
Charcoal log, Level IV
Charcoal log, Level IV
Possible part of wall, unknown level
Possible post hole, unknown level

(Christensen 1946:27). Excavation in 1946 focused at the north end of the smaller northwest
mound and took place over “nine field trips of approximately five hours each and one laboratory
session” (Christensen 1947:27). A test trench, Trench A, was run through the northern portion of
the mound (just north of east-west Line 13) (Figure 3.8). This trench was approximately 18
inches in width and was dug to approximately five feet below the top of the mound (modern
ground surface). Another trench, Trench B, was dug in a north-south orientation from Stake 13
to Stake 7 along the north-south axis between Line 0 and R1. This trench was originally dug
to a width of three feet but was eventually expanded an additional two feet to reach Line R1.
The datum plane was established at a point 5.58 feet below the level of the top of the mound,
presumably because this was determined to be the floor level (this was a technique – which
turned out to be faulty – that was also used at 42UT111).
The mound was staked out in five foot grid squares for excavation (for the full details of the
methods used to map out the site, see Christensen 1947:28-29). Test pits were dug in squares
13L1 and 10R1 to depths of approximately 22 inches, but no features were exposed. Squares
11, 11L1, and 11L2 were designated as a “stratitest”: soil was removed in ten inch intervals from
these squares in an attempt to show the differences in artifact distribution and concentration for
this portion of the site (and compared to other areas of the site). The remaining excavated grid
squares were excavated by “cutting away the vertical face of the earth, rather than by working
from top to bottom” (Christensen 1947:29). Christensen addressed the issues with excavating
using this method:
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Figure 3.8. Plan map of 1946 excavations at 42UT112 (adapted from Christensen 1947) (map
courtesy Mark Bodily 2009).
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The procedure was to cut the soil away from the side, as if slicing a loaf of
bread, a few inches at a time, rather than to dig from top to bottom, which would
destroy much of the possible stratigraphic evidence. This technique has been
used extensively and successfully in the Mound Area of the Mississippi valley.
It was perhaps too ambitious, however, for the present project, in view of the
limited personnel. Moreover mound excavations in the Northern Periphery
involve somewhat different stratigraphic problems from those of the Mound Area,
hence allow perhaps somewhat less rigorous methods. Whereas the latter region
contains mounds built up largely as a result of accumulated burials, the former
contains ruins resulting mostly from the disintegration of adobe dwellings. In
Utah, efforts of excavators have generally been directed toward the exposing of
the house remains. The technique by which these have been discovered has been
that of exploratory trenches. The author knows of few instances of excavators
seriously attempting to recover all available evidence by removing the entirety of
the mound.
This is not to imply that the vertical slicing technique of the Mound Area is not
valid in the Northern Periphery. But in view of the limited personnel available
for the excavations which form the basis for the present report, and in view of
the trenching technique generally used in this area and found to be successful for
recovering the greater part of existing evidence, some compromise between the
two methods ought probably to have been worked out. As it now stands, only
a fraction of Mound 1 has been removed. Although an adobe wall was located
at one point, it has not yet been followed out; and, of course, any other house
remains which the mound might contain are quite unknown. Doubtlessly, the
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total number of artifacts discovered would have been greatly increased with the
unearthing of house remains. It may have been better first to locate all possible
house remains by some trenching technique, then later, as personnel became
available, to complete the entire excavation of the mound by the vertical slicing
method. (1947:31-32)

These squares began “on the west at Line L2 and extend[ed] eastward to Line R1, a distance of
15 feet; and [began] on the north at Line 13 and extend[ed] southward to a few inches beyond
Line 10, a little more than 14 feet” (Christensen 1947:29). Screening of dirt removed from
each square was done “when it was thought necessary” (Christensen 1947:30) and no further
information regarding screening is given. It is unclear from Christensen’s report whether any
definable features were identified. Jones (1961) mentioned that additional excavation took place
at 42UT112 (apparently by both Christensen and Dee Green) after the initial investigations in
1946, although no further reports were made. No work has been done on the larger, elongated
mound (Christensen’s “Mound 2”); this mound was still intact in the 1940s but may have been
plowed over in the years since (it was not relocated during test excavations at the Hinckley
Mounds in November 2013).

42UT113
Reagan briefly reported on this mound (designated “H1”) in 1935, but only stated that it had
been leveled (possibly after he investigated it). It is unclear whether any excavation was made
at this site by Reagan. Jones (1961) later stated that the mound had been leveled in the spring of
1957, uncovering cultural material in the process. This material included ceramics, lithics, and
adobe, although it is unclear whether or not any artifacts were actually collected from the site.
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42UT114
Christensen (1947) reported that this mound was leveled and that in the autumn of 1945, a
skull was recovered from the site which was given to the Brigham Young University Department
of Archaeology at that time. Ceramic sherds and bone tools were also removed. The mound was
never excavated, and it is unknown where any recovered artifacts are now kept, if they are still
extant at all.
DATING
No dateable material was present in the collections at the Museum of Peoples and Cultures
during the 2012-2013 analysis, although Forsyth (1991) obtained a number of radiocarbon
dates from unknown materials recovered from sites 42UT110 and 42UT111 (Table 3.2). These
dates placed site occupation firmly within the height of the Fremont occupation period. A small
amount of corn was collected by Severance and Yarrow and is housed at the Smithsonian
National Museum of Natural History, but it is unprovenienced (other than being from the Provo
Mounds) and has not been dated.
MATERIAL CULTURE
Partial analysis of the material culture recovered from the Hinckley Mounds excavations
was first analyzed to an extent by Ross Christensen for his 1947 Master’s thesis. Analysis of
artifacts from the 1960 field season at 42UT111 was completed and used in Dee Forace Green’s
1961 Master’s thesis. No original data sheets are extant. It is unknown what artifacts were
recovered from the other excavations at the Hinckley Mounds and if any analysis was conducted
on these if they were collected. The cultural material from the Hinckley Mounds was analyzed
during the fall of 2012 and winter/spring of 2013 by graduate student researchers. As mentioned
above, artifacts collected by Severance and Yarrow in the 1870s and Steward in the early 1930s
were also briefly analyzed as part of this project, although the only extant information about
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Table 3.2 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from 42UT110 and 42UT111 (Forsyth 1991:86)
Site

ID Number

Radiocarbon
Age

42UT110
42UT110
42UT110
42UT110
42UT110
42UT111
42UT111
42UT111
42UT111

Beta-9949
Beta-14198
Beta-14199
Beta-14200
Beta-15351
Beta-9950
Beta-14201
Beta-14202
Beta-15352

290 +- 50
900 +- 70
1000 +- 70
1140 +- 100
1290 +- 100
770 +- 60
960 +- 60
1120 +- 60
1100 +- 60

One Sigma MaximumMinimum of Calibrated
Age Ranges
AD 1514 (1639) 1654
AD 1027 (1160) 1221
AD 979 (1018) 1113
AD 780 (891) 1000
AD 650 (685) 860
AD 1221 (1262) 1277
AD 1012 (1030) 1160
AD 880 (897) 986
AD 886 (960) 999

Two Sigma MaximumMinimum of Calibrated
Age Ranges
AD 1470 (1639) 1953
AD 1000 (1160) 1270
AD 890 (1018) 1180
AD 670 (891) 1040
AD 567 (685) 970
AD 1160 (1262) 1290
AD 970 (1030) 1220
AD 780 (897) 1020
AD 780 (960) 1020

these artifacts is which mound they came from (in the case of the artifacts collected by Steward)
and, in the case of those collected by Severance and Yarrow (which may not have even come
from the Hinckley Mounds, although this is most likely), there is no information available at all.
Very basic information (such as object type and occasionally measurements) was recorded for
these artifacts. The Severance and Yarrow and Steward artifacts are mentioned here but are not
grouped with the artifacts from BYU excavations but are instead considered separately.
Very basic provenience information is available for most of the individual artifacts collected
during the BYU excavations, but how excavations were conducted (i.e. very large grids were dug
and almost no internal provenience information such as levels or possible features was recorded)
and the nature of preservation in the Provo River Delta area (resulting in very few features
being discernible upon excavation) means that the artifacts themselves have very little value in
potentially tying specific activities to specific areas within each site. The majority of the artifact
types from the Hinckley Mounds will not be considered on the level of individual sites, since
all of the sites date to a Fremont occupation and there is so little provenience information about
objects from each site. Miscellaneous objects and human remains, however, will be discussed on
the individual site level.
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Ceramics
Excavations at the Hinckley Mounds by groups from Brigham Young University led to
the recovery of a total of 3616 sherds still extant in collections at the Museum of Peoples and
Cultures. Of these, 548 sherds (including all rims, handles, and decorated or painted body
sherds) were selected for detailed analysis. The majority of ceramics collected from these sites
were Great Salt Lake Gray and other non-local Fremont types, further corroborating evidence for
a primarily Fremont occupation.
Rim sherds represented 244 of the 548 analyzed sherds, or approximately 44.5% of the
sample: 209 of these were jar rims (85.7% of rims) while 20 were bowl rims (8.2%) and 15 rims
(6.1%) were from unidentified vessels. Where a large enough portion of the vessel rim was
present, the diameter of the vessel orifice was determined. The smallest recorded rim diameter
was approximately 4 cm in diameter while the largest was approximately 28 cm, although both
of these estimates were based on very small portions of the rim being present (ranging from
6% to 15% of the total estimated rim based on diameter). The average jar orifice diameter was
approximately 13.8 cm while the average diameter of bowls was approximately 16.7 cm. Two of
the rims exhibited fingernail impressions (both of these were identified as Great Salt Lake Gray
rather than Promontory, however) and 15 were ground to some extent on their broken edges.
Great Salt Lake Gray accounted for 57% of the total analyzed sherd assemblage from the
Hinckley Mounds (310 sherds total) (Table 3.3). The majority of these were plain without
any decoration. Of the Great Salt Lake Gray sherds that did exhibit some kind of decoration
(a total of 138 sherds, including sherds with only a hematite wash – during initial sorting, any
sherds exhibiting what appeared to be red paint were selected for further analysis), 53 sherds
or 38% exhibited what appeared to be a red painted (hematite?) design and three sherds may
have had a black painted design. Other types of decoration (Table 3.4) were represented in 18%
of the analyzed sherd selection. Thirty-two jar handles or jar handle fragments were present
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Table 3.3. Analyzed ceramics from Hinckley Mounds

Ceramic Type
Great Salt Lake Gray
Snake Valley Gray
Snake Valley Black-on-gray
Emery Gray
Sevier Gray
Ivie Creek Black-on-white
Uinta Gray
Promontory
Temperless
Unidentified
Total

Total Count
310
46
29
10
96
9
1
6
12
7
526

Total Percentage
59
9
6
2
18
2
0
1
2
1
100

in the assemblage of Great Salt Lake Gray pottery, making up approximately 10% of the total
Great Salt Lake Gray sample. Four spindle whorls with Great Salt Lake Gray temper were also
present.
Plain Snake Valley Gray ceramics represented 8% of the analyzed assemblage (46 sherds
total). 54% of these sherds were either jar or rim sherds (25 sherds). Two jar handles were also
present in the assemblage.
Snake Valley Black-on-gray represented only 5% of the analyzed assemblage (29 total
sherds). All of these sherds were bowl fragments with black designs on a smoothed or burnished
interior surface.
Emery Gray pottery made up only 2% of the analyzed assemblage, represented by only 10
sherds. No rims of this type were found. One jar handle and a single spindle whorl of this type
were identified.
Sevier Gray represented 18% of the analyzed assemblage (96 sherds total). Of these, 49%
were jar rims (47 total). Decoration was present on 33% of the Sevier Gray sherds, the most
common decoration being a fugitive red design or hematite wash on the exterior (present on
23% of all Sevier Gray sherds). One sherd had been drilled. Nine jar handles and three spindle
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Red painted or
hematite wash
Black painted
design
Applique
Corrugation
False corrugation
Impressions/
punctations
Modeling
Incisions
Impressions and
applique
Incision and
other unidentified
type
Undetermined or
Other
Total

Type of
Decoration

Ct.
4

%
48
3
15
0
17
3
6
3
0
0

3
100

Ct.
56

3

18
1
20
4

7
3
1

1

4

118
10

-

-

1

3
2
-

-

Snake
Valley
Gray

100

-

-

10

30
20
-

-

%
40

29

-

-

-

-

29

100

-

-

-

-

100

Snake
Valley
Black-ongray
Ct.
%
-

6

4

-

1
-

1

-

Ct.
-

Emery
Gray

100

67

-

17
-

17

-

%
-

21

3

-

-

3
3
1
-

2

Ct.
9

100

14

-

-

14
14
5
-

10

%
43

7

-

-

-

-

7

Ct.
-

100

-

-

-

-

100

%
-

Sevier Gray Ivie Creek
Black-onwhite

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ct.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

%
-

Uinta Gray

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ct.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

%
-

4

-

-

-

1
3

-

Ct.
-

100

-

-

-

25
75

-

%
-

Promontory Temperless

Table 3.4. Decorated ceramics from Hinckley Mounds (including interiors and exteriors)

Great Salt
Lake Gray

2

-

-

-

-

-

Ct.
2

100

-

-

-

-

-

%
100

Unidentified

whorls of this ceramic type were also present in the assemblage.
Nine sherds of the Ivie Creek Black-on-white ceramic type were present in the analyzed
assemblage, accounting for 2% of the total. Two of these were bowl rims, six were bowl body
sherds, and one was a body sherd from a jar. All of the bowl body sherds were slipped on both
sides and painted with black on the interior, as is characteristic for this ceramic type. The jar
body sherd was slipped only on the exterior.
Uinta Gray pottery made up less than one percent of the assemblage: only one jar rim sherd
of this type was identified in the assemblage.
Approximately 2% of the analyzed assemblage was temperless (12 sherds total). Of these,
four were jar or bowl rims, one of which exhibited punctations and a hematite wash. Four
spindle whorls with no identifiable temper were also present in the assemblage; two of these
were decorated with punctations and incisions.
Six sherds in the analyzed assemblage (representing less than 1% of the total) were identified
as Promontory jar rims, and none exhibited decoration. All of these were found at 42UT112.
The temper type of seven sherds in the analyzed assemblage was unidentifiable. These
included two jar rims, two bowl rims, one undetermined rim, a jar body sherd with red painted
decorations on the exterior, and an indeterminate body sherd also with red designs on the
exterior.

Lithics
Lithic tools recovered from the Hinckley Mounds included not only projectile points but also
hammerstones, utilized and modified flakes, choppers, beaked tools, and bifaces (Table 3.5). A
total of 20 identifiable projectile points were recovered from the Hinckley Mounds as a whole,
including 11 from 42UT110, 4 from 42UT111, and 5 from 42UT112 (Table 3.6). The majority
of these were Uinta Side-Notched points, which date to AD 800-1200, or a Fremont occupation.
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Table 3.5. Lithic and tool types from Hinckley Mounds
Type
42UT110 42UT111 42UT112
Unifaces
22
17
9
Bifaces
36
39
11
Hammerstones
5
Utilized Flakes
10
4
Choppers
3
Beaked Tools
2
Cores
1
6
Other/Unidentified
5
2
6
Total
75
68
26
Table 3.6. Projectile points from Hinckley Mounds
Type
42UT110
42UT111
Count
%
Count
%
Rocker Side-Notched
1
9
Elko Series
2
18
1
25
Gypsum
1
9
Uinta Side-Notched
4
36
1
25
Rose Spring
1
9
Nawthis Triangular
Desert Side-Notched
2
50
Cottonwood Triangular
2
18
Total
11
100
4
100

42UT112
Count
%
1
20
2
40
1
20
1
20
5
100

Materials used to create chipped stone tools found at the Hinckley mounds included various
types of chert (including red, gold, white, and light to dark colored), chalcedony, obsidian, both
fine- and coarse-grained quartzite, and fine-grained sedimentary siltstone.
Seventy-five chipped stone tools were recovered from 42UT110. The 22 uniface tools
comprised 11 that were worked on only one side, eight that were worked on multiple
edges, and three that were worked on the distal end only. Eleven of the 36 biface tools are stage
one bifaces (exhibiting only minimal modification), eight are stage two bifaces (exhibiting
controlled thinning with some crossing of the midline point), and six are stage three bifaces
(which are highly symmetrical and exhibit controlled thinning with straight and regular edges).
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There are also 11 projectile points among the biface tools.
Sixty-eight chipped stone tools were recovered from 42UT111. Seventeen of these were
identified as uniface tools, 39 as biface tools, six as cores, four as utilized flakes, and two as
“other” or unidentifiable. Ten of the uniface tools were worked on one edge only, one on the
distal end only, and six showed signs of working on either or both lateral edges. There were
also 14 stage one bifaces, three stage two bifaces, and 11 stage three bifaces. Four projectile
points were identified among the bifaces. Seven drills were also identified: three of these were
complete while two were represented only by their distal ends and two by their basal ends.
Twenty-six stone tools were recovered and analyzed from 42UT112. These included nine
uniface tools, 11 biface tools, and six tools identified as “other” or unidentifiable. Four of the
uniface tools were worked on one edge only, two on the distal end only, and three were worked
on either or both lateral edges. There were also two stage one bifaces and four stage three
bifaces. Five projectile points were also identified.

Faunal Bone
A total of 4353 unmodified vertebrate faunal remains were analyzed from the Hinckley
Mounds (including 42UT108, 42UT110, 42UT111, 42UT112, and 42UT113). The majority of
identifiable faunal material (2958 fragments) recovered from these sites was mammal (78% of
NISP), although high numbers of fish (9.8% of NISP) and waterfowl and other birds (11.2%
of NISP) were also identified (just under 1% of NISP was identified as amphibian). Small
mammals, particularly muskrat, represented the majority of the mammals identified to species.
1395 specimens could not be identified beyond the class level of taxonomy.
Mammals were the most common taxonomic order identified at the Hinckley Mounds. The
majority (59.5%) of mammal bones in the assemblage that could be identified to a taxonomic
level were from the order Artiodactyla (represented by a minimum of 49 individuals across the
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five Hinckley Mounds sites from which the faunal assemblage was collected), and it is likely
that the majority of the 167 bones identified as large mammals were also from artiodactyls. The
presence of artiodactyls in such high numbers indicates that large game hunting contributed
significantly to the diet of people living at the Hinckley Mounds sites. The second most
commonly identified species was Ondatra zibethicus (muskrat), representing 13.3% of NISP and
22.7% of MNI. The significant presence of muskrats indicates that while they relied on large
game hunting, the people living at the Hinckley Mounds also heavily exploited the lacustrine
resources nearby.
A total of 839 fish bones were identified in the Hinckley Mounds assemblage, 336 (40%)
of which were identifiable to genus and species. Of the specimens identifiable to species, the
majority (64.3%) was Catostomus ardens (Utah sucker), represented by a minimum of 25
individuals. 120 specimens (36%) were identified as Gila atraria (Utah chub), represented by a
minimum of 21 individuals. The presence of fish native to the area further corroborates the idea
that lacustrine and riverine resources were exploited by former inhabitants of the area.
Birds were the third most common taxonomic class within the assemblage from the Hinckley
Mounds, comprising 11.2% of the total NISP and representing a minimum of 79 individuals.
As expected from sites so close to the lake edge, waterfowl were the most abundant order in
the assemblage, making up a little over 10% of the total NISP for the site and represented by
at least 69 individuals. Waterfowl were represented by the taxa Aechmophorus (grebes), Anas
(ducks), Branta (geese), Cygnus (swans), Pelecanus (pelicans), Phalacrocorax (cormorants), and
Recurvirostra (avocets).
Sixteen amphibian bones were identified in the faunal assemblage, representing a minimum
of two individuals (.01% NISP and less than .01% MNI). These amphibian bones show no
evidence of human modification, indicating that they likely did not enter the archaeological
record as a result of human activity; rather the amphibians in question likely already lived in the
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area and simply took advantage of the area’s environment.

Groundstone
179 whole and fragmented pieces of groundstone were recovered during excavations
at 42UT110, 42UT111, and 42UT112. The majority of the recovered ground stones were
highly fragmented which made classification difficult, although 23 complete specimens were
typed (table 7 – Complete groundstone specimens from Hinckley Mounds). The recovered
groundstone included manos (concave, flat, basin, trough, and untyped), handstones, abraders
with U-shaped grooves, shaped stones, abraders and pottery polishers, grinding slabs, and
concave and flat metates, among the unidentifiable ground stones. Several of these had multiple
grinding surfaces. Materials used to manufacture ground stones included basalt, quartzite,
sandstone, and andesite. No groundstone was collected from either site 42UT108 or 42UT113.
Provenience information was available for a number of the ground stones collected from the
Hinckley sites, but provenience was limited only to grid square (and on several occasions the
provenience information recorded on the artifacts was conflicting or incomprehensible). It
is difficult to say whether amounts or types of groundstone found at the Hinckley sites is
significant, especially considering the fragmentary nature of many of the specimens. Collecting
methods are unknown, so it is very possible that several specimens were not even collected in the
field.

Miscellaneous Artifacts
Miscellaneous artifacts from the Hinckley Mounds sites included figurines and figurine
pieces, beads, clay objects, worked faunal bone tools, shell fragments, one ball of ochre, and
a copper pendant. Roughly the same approximate quantities of miscellaneous artifacts were
recovered from each of the three sites.
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Miscellaneous artifacts extant in the collection from 42UT110 included a wide variety of
objects. Four beads were identified in the collection, including two made from lignite and two
from faunal bone (one from a large bird long bone and one from a small mammal long bone).
Three unfired or low-fired figurines were recovered from the site: one had what appeared to be a
zoomorphic shape with four stubby legs, a potbelly, and a jutting head and face; one was the top
half of an anthropomorphic trapezoidal shaped figurine with incised horizontal eyes and incised
dots representing a nose and mouth; the final fragment was the bottom portion of a possibly
trapezoidal figurine, tapering into a scoop shape at the bottom. Each of these figurines and
figurine fragments was recovered from grid square 60S 70W in Trench C (the first from FS 14,
the second from FS 6 “level B,” and the final figurine from FS 6, feature 43. The final figurine
was apparently also recovered prior to October 27, 1966).
Eleven lots of shell fragments were recovered from various proveniences throughout the site.
Several species of shell were represented in the assemblage, including approximately 40 fresh
water Mollusca species fragments, one Olivella biplicata shell bead fragment drilled through
the center, one Olivella dama shell (also likely a bead), nine Anodonta species shell fragments
(three possibly worked) (one of these was recovered from square 120S 60W, one from square
120S 50W, possibly from a borrow pit, one from square 30S 50W, and one from the back dirt),
one Oreohelix ground snail fragment, and two complete gastropods (one from square 60S 100W,
approximately 12” – 18” below ground surface, and one from square 30S 50W).
Seven worked bones were present in the assemblage from 42UT110. Three were awls created
from small artiodactyl long bones, one was a fragment of an artiodactyl long bone with grinding
on all edges, two were awls made from small artiodactyl metapodials, and one was a gaming
piece made from a small artiodactyl rib. The gaming piece was actually found mixed with the
faunal bone sample from 42UT271. One small shaped clay ball was recovered from an unknown
provenience.
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Figure 3.9. Copper pendant from 42UT112 (1967.50.172).

The final miscellaneous artifact from this site was a 2.2cm x 4.3cm flat copper pendant
with a hole pierced through at the top (Figure 3.9). It was recovered from square 3R2 of what
Christensen (1947) labeled as Mound 5 (Mound 5 is site 42UT109, but the pendant itself was
stored with the other artifacts from 42UT110, which is Christensen Mound 3; however Mound 5
in 1947 was originally recorded as Mound 3 in 1946).
No other artifacts from 42UT109 are currently housed at the MPC, even though several other
objects, including ceramics and a mano, were reported by Christensen as having been collected
from the site.
Miscellaneous artifacts recovered from site 42UT111 also included a wide variety of objects
such as clay figurines, bone gaming pieces and other worked bone tools, shell fragments, and
clay objects. Five figurines or figurine fragments were identified: four from “FS 1” recovered
in 1960 and one from “FS 6,” also recovered in 1960 (Figure 3.10). The first of these was a
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Figure 3.10. Figurines from 42UT112.

figurine head with coffee bean eyes, pinched nose with punctated nostrils and mouth, and one
applique ear (the left ear is missing). The second was a trapezoidal figurine with horizontal eyes
and punctated nostrils and mouth. No other body parts were visible on the figurine. The third
was a small complete figurine indented at the neck area and above feet, possibly to distinguish
the torso. It had horizontally incised eyes, punctated nostrils and mouth, and was slightly tapered
at the bottom with feet created probably by pinching. The fourth figurine was also complete with
a trapezoidal body shape, coffee-bean shaped applique eyes, and a pinched nose with punctated
nostrils and mouth. The fifth and final figurine was fragmentary, with only the head and upper
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torso present. Features on the face included punctated holes for a nose and mouth and pinched
clay arms or breasts on the torso. Figurines #2, #4, and #5 were all found in grid square 10R10.
Figurines #2 and #5 were both found in Level I of Structure B while figurine #4 was found in
Level II. Although only five figurines were identified in the assemblage during the 2012-2013
reanalysis, 20 figurines in total were recovered from 42UT111 (one in 1956, three in 1959,
and 16 in 1960) (Green 1964:74). Where the remaining fifteen figurines have gone remains a
mystery.
Two faunal bone gaming pieces were identified in the assemblage from 42UT111. Both
of these were rectangular and smoothed on the edges, and one exhibited cut marks lengthwise
down the center. The gaming piece with cut marks was recovered from Level III of 11R7 while
the other was recovered from Level IV of 13R7. Three shaped clay pieces were also identified.
The first of these, found in Level I of 3R7, was a flattened piece of clay with possible basketry
impressions. The second was a roundish ball of clay with one side flattened, recovered from
Level II of 5R4. The third and final was a small rounded piece of clay with an indentation on
one side, recovered from Level I of 17R7.
Fifteen lots of shell and shell fragments were also identified in the assemblage from various
proveniences. Several different species of shell were present in the assemblage, including seven
lots of unworked Anodonta shell fragments, one lot of Oreohelix shell, four lots of unidentified
gastropod shell, two lots of unidentified fresh water clam shell, and one lot of an unknown
bivalve genus. The majority of the shell in the assemblage may have been natural to the site
rather than cultural due to the types of specimens present and lack of cultural modification.
Finally, ten worked bones were identified in the assemblage (all but two had no provenience
apart from site). Five of these were awls made from long bones and metapodials of small
artiodactyls, while one was a possible awl made from the antler of an unidentified cervid, worked
at the proximal end. Another was a possible gaming piece preform formed from the long bone
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of a small artiodactyl. Hematite staining was present on this piece. A small whistle with both
ends cut made from the long bone of an unidentified large bird, a small, possibly burned, bone
bead made from the long bone of a large bird, and a possible bone bead or gaming piece made
from the long bone of a large bird were also identified in the assemblage. The last of these also
exhibited parallel cut marks on the flattened exterior surface of one side.
Several miscellaneous artifacts were identified in the assemblage from 42UT112 as well,
including two beads, ochre, several lots of shell, worked bone, and a single figurine, all from
various proveniences. One bead was made of clay while the other was made of stone, both
with a hole through the center. Two unprovenienced red ochre balls were also present in the
assemblage. The figurine in the assemblage was found in square 10, in the fill above Level III.
Only the head of the figurine was present, with incised horizontal eyes and punctated holes for
the nose and mouth. Seventeen lots of complete shell and shell fragments were also present.
The majority of these (fourteen lots) were Anodonta species, but also included two lots of
Oreohelix species shell and one lot of complete but unidentified gastropod shells. Finally, five
bone awls were present in the assemblage. Three of these were awls made from small artiodactyl
metapodials (two sharpened at the proximal end and one sharpened at the distal end). Another
awl, made from a small artiodactyl rib, was sharpened into a point at one end. The final worked
bone was a bead made from a long bone of an unidentified large bird. None of the worked bones
had any provenience beyond basic site information.

Human Remains
During the 1946 field season, human remains were recovered from both excavation and
surface collection, not all of which are present today in Museum of Peoples and Cultures
collections. According to Christensen’s MA thesis (1947), two fragmentary human skulls (and
undefined other human skeletal remains) were removed from his Mound 5 (42UT109). Only one
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of these skulls (labeled UH3 B18/B19) is extant in MPC collections (the other, labeled B22 and
apparently exhibiting occipital deformation, could not be located). Two additional fragmentary
human skulls were recovered from the “general surface” of the Hinckley farm property. These
were collected privately by members of the Hinckley family and subsequently were given to
the Brigham Young University Archeology Department. One of these skulls exhibits occipital
deformation.
During the 1956 BYU field season, a human burial was found at site 42UT111 in squares
17R7 and 18R7, along with the remains of an adobe structure in the adjacent squares (Structure
A, described above). According to Green (1961), these remains were of an adult male aged 2030 years (1961:20). The burial was located just above Level I of the structure (which in turn was
just above the structure floor), leading Green to postulate that the burial may have been intrusive.
Several other human skeletal specimens were apparently recovered from 42UT111 as there
are at least six additional skeletal fragments or sets of fragments in MPC collections from this
site, but these are not mentioned in any detail in either Green’s 1961 thesis or any of the student
notes or papers from the site.
During analysis of the faunal remains from the Hinckley sites, two human phalanges from
site 42UT110 were identified. No skeletal specimens were present in the faunal assemblage from
42UT112 that could be positively identified as human (in either 1947 by Christensen or during
the reanalysis of faunal material from the site in 2013).

Material Culture from Severance and Yarrow Expeditions (Smithsonian)
The extant artifacts collected by Severance and Yarrow in the 1870s are housed at the
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History in Washington, DC, although these exist now
in very small numbers. Artifact types included groundstone (these were the best preserved and
documented), ceramics, lithics, and faunal bone, as well as a small corn sample (Table 3.7). The
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Table 3.7. Artifacts from Severance and Yarrow expedition in Smithsonian collections
Artifact Type
Smithsonian #
Qty. Description
Pestle
12244
1
Concave mano, basalt
Pestle
12245
1
Handstone, sandstone
Groundstone
12246
1
Handstone, sandstone
Mano
12247
1
Flat mano, quartzite?
Mano
31302
1
Trough mano, undetermined material
Mano
31304
1
Concave mano, undetermined material
Maul
31306
1
Maul with U-shaped grooves, sandstone
Mano
31301
1
Flat mano, sandstone
Mano
31303
1
Flat mano, basalt
Maul
31309
1
Maul with U-shaped grooves, sandstone
Maul
31310
1
Maul with U-shaped grooves, basalt
Maul
31308
1
Maul with U-shaped grooves, sandstone
Maul
31307
1
Maul with U-shaped grooves, quartzite
Ceramic
88399
6
Unidentified gray ware body sherds, corrugated
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray rim, flared neck, exterior incising mimicking corrugation
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray body sherd, unsmoothed coils on exterior
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray rim, flared neck, burnished exterior
Ceramic
88399
2
Gray handles, deeply incised exterior linear geometric
designs
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray body sherd, fugitive red on exterior
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray handle, no decoration
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray rim, possible vase, pinched modeling design on
exterior
Ceramic
88399
1
Unidentified black on white ware, slipped and black
painted interior, fugitive red on exterior
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray body sherd, applique on exterior
Ceramic
88399
1
Gray body sherd, coffee bean applique around neck,
impressed design pattern on exterior. Probable neck of jar
flaring to rim
Ceramic
88400
1
Ivie Creek sherd with possible fugitive red exterior
Ceramic
88400
4
Snake Valley painted rim sherds
Ceramic
88400
1
Snake Valley sherd, painted on interior, corrugated exterior
Ceramic
88401
1
Complete jar, incising and applique on exterior
Ceramic
88401
1
Complete jar, incising and applique on exterior, smaller
version of previous jar
Faunal bone
134536
12
Mostly small artiodactyl carpals, 2 small rodent jaw
fragments, 1 long bone from small bird, 1 small mammal
cranial fragment
Lithics
134537
25
Lithic debitage fragments (chert, chalcedony, obsidian)
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Table 3.7 Continued
Lithics
Lithic
Lithic
Lithic
Lithics
Lithics
Lithics
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous

134537
134537
134537
134537
134537
134537
134537

3
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
1

Small drills (obsidian or chert)
Unidentified projectile point
Projectile point base
Middle portion of unidentified projectile point
Projectile point, basal notched
Projectile point, side notched
Projectile point, corner notched
Small trilobite
Vial of burned corn

majority of these artifacts were covered in some kind of red pigment, which probably adhered or
was applied to the artifacts post-recovery.
Thirteen groundstone specimens were present in the assemblage. All of these were handheld
tools, including manos, handstones, and mauls (these had U-shaped grooves around the center of
the stone). A small number of lithics (primarily debitage) and faunal bone (no bone tools were
present) were also present. Ceramics included decorated sherds, rims, and one handle. No plain
grayware body sherds were present in the assemblage, indicating that collecting may have been
based purely on visual interest. Two complete jars were also present (Figure 28).

Material Culture from Julian Steward Expeditions (University of Utah)
The cultural material collected during Julian Steward’s expeditions in Utah Valley in the
1930s is stored at the Natural History Museum of Utah in Salt Lake City. Unfortunately,
although it would appear from the report published by Steward in 1933 that documentation of
excavation was made, no notes are now associated with the NHMU collections.
Artifact types in the Steward assemblage ranged from unworked and worked faunal bone
(including bone tools and gaming pieces), ceramics, lithic debitage and chipped stone tools,
groundstone, and adobe.
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Figure 3.11. Complete jars collected by Severance and Yarrow in the 1870s.
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4

Seamons Mound (42UT271)

INTRODUCTION
Seamon’s Mound (42UT271) was first reported to the BYU Anthropology department in
1968. The site had been extensively pothunted and the landowner was interested in salvage
of any remaining archaeological materials as he had plans to plow the area for farming (Earle
and Louthan 1973:9). Dr. Ray Matheny supervised the first BYU Anthropology field class
(Anthropology 451) in reconnaissance and excavation of the site from September 1968 –
January 1969. The fall 1968 field class consisted of eleven Brigham Young University students
including Alexandra Alineda, James Bolt, Petrus A. DeHaan, Boyd Frost, Darlene Glauner,
Richard Kimball Jones, Larry Kearney, Rex Madsen, Dick Miller, Fred Nelson, and Michael
G. Wolfe. The site was explored once again in 1969 by a group of local high school students in
an “archaeological training program for youth from the university” (Earle and Louthan 1973:9)
under the direction of graduate students in the Anthropology department (Cook 1980; Ray
Matheny, personal communication, 2013). The collections from these excavations are stored at
the Museum of Peoples and Cultures at Brigham Young University under the accession numbers
1972.38, 1999.22, and additional miscellaneous accession numbers. Due to the nature of the
excavations, only three class reports and seven sets of notes created by students who participated
in the original 1968-1969 project are extant. There are no extant records of any kind for the 1969
exploration by the high school student group, and it unclear whether artifacts were collected or
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kept during that investigation.
Seamons Mound was briefly reinvestigated in 2009 under the direction of Joel Janetski.
Although not intentional, this investigation focused primarily on the Late Prehistoric component
of the site (possibly at the southern central end of the mound). The artifacts collected were
not analyzed as part of this project and the results of the investigation have at present not been
reported.
SITE SETTING AND DESCRIPTION
Seamons Mound is located on the former Sharon Seamons farm property approximately two
and a half miles west of center of Provo city and just east of Utah Lake near the former Little
Dry Creek. In his report, Madsen indicated that the site lay “adjacent to a loop in the old Provo
River which anciently flowed through the Seamons property approximately 250 yards south of
550 South” (1969:17). It is also located near several other Fremont sites, including the Benson
and Hinckley mounds which are just southeast of Seamons Mound. The site was described by
Madsen (1969:17) as likely originally having consisted of a single mound that was later divided
into two by a bull dozing activity, although it still rose approximately two to three feet above
ground level. Like others in the area, Seamons Mound was affected by the high water table due
to the site’s proximity to Utah Lake, making preservation quite poor and excavation somewhat
difficult.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND CULTURAL FEATURES
Like previous excavations in the area, the primary purpose of the 1968 and 1969 excavations
at Seamons Mound was to train students in archaeological methods and excavation techniques
“under a very difficult excavational situation (lack of stratigraphy)” (Madsen 1969:i); secondarily
the excavation sought to investigate any possible structural construction techniques. There are
a few sets of student notes, reports, and analysis available (Jones 1969, Miller 1969, Madsen
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1969, Wolfe 1969), but for the most part it is difficult to reconstruct the process and results of
excavation.
Preliminary reconnaissance of the site began September 26, 1968. The crew surveyed
the two mounds (which may have originally been a single mound) and the surrounding areas
with the intention of determining whether there were any additional habitation areas. After
concluding that there were no additional sites in the vicinity (at least any remaining modernly),
the crews dug several small test pits in undefined areas around the perimeter of the mounds “to
establish the extent of cultural occupation and the greatest concentrations of house remains and
artifacts” (Madsen 1969:17). This was unsuccessful, so a backhoe was hired to trench the two
mounds – once in an east-west direction through the west mound and southern part of the east
mound and once at an angle approximately 30 degrees off of a north-south direction to expose
the northern portion of the east mound. Both trenches averaged approximately three feet in
width and four and a half feet in depth. The majority of further excavation took place along
these trenches where “two possible house structures in each mound, with a pit house between
them” (Madsen 1969:20) were exposed.
Following the initial trenching, three areas were chosen for excavation where it was thought
there could possibly be house structures (based on charcoal and depth of stratigraphy shown in
the trenches, adobe building fragments, and other visible features) (Figure 4.1). A datum point
was established in the southwest portion of the site, designated as 0N 0E (4490.54 above sea
level). From this datum point lines running 150 feet north and 150 east were lain out, with pegs
at ten-foot intervals to establish a grid. All depth measurements were taken from the highest
point at the site which was located in square 51, 1.75 feet above the datum plane point.
According to Madsen, “Crew one began in squares 62 and 63, and later extended into 48, 49,
33, and 34. Crew two began in square 54 and 39, later moving to 116, 117, 101, and 102. The
third crew began excavations in square began excavations in square 56 and 57, moving to 41, 42,
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Figure 4.1. Plan map of excavation at Seamons Mound (42UT271) during 1968 BYU field school.

and parts of 40 and 55” (1969:23). The plow zone and “disturbed area” and the cultural material
contained within were removed by shovels, while “notable” features were exposed by troweling
and brushing. All the cultural soil from squares 54 and 39 was screened (with the exception
of the first two inches of the plow zone), while only random or no screening at the other areas
was done (“random” in this case is undefined). Madsen (1969:23-24) noted that “not until the
material was analyzed in the lab were arbitrary levels assigned” to artifacts. It is unclear how
this may have been done if provenience information was not recorded initially in the field. The
lack of information about recovery techniques makes it difficult to qualify the material culture as
truly representative of prehistoric site activity.
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The initial excavation in 1968 suffered from several problems identified by the student
excavators: there was “insufficient data recorded in [student] field notes; no set determinative
system of pottery analysis, and no time to develop such; insufficient supervision for such a
primary endeavor; [and] … insufficient class cooperation and direction from within” (Miller
1969:2). Madsen (1969:23) indicated that, albeit unintentionally, the excavation was “basically
an individual, rather than collective effort. Madsen also noted surprise at this situation especially
because Judith Connor had mentioned that during the 1967 excavations at the Hinckley Mounds,
they suffered from “the same difficulties which led to incomplete individual records regarding
features and finds which later became significant” (Madsen 1969:23).
Additionally, as was noted by Earle and Louthan (1973) and Cook (1980) (all of whom
attempted to use the artifacts and features from the site in reports regarding aspects of the
Fremont), interpretation of the artifacts from Seamons Mound is nearly impossible due to the
lack of documentation and contextual information. Earle and Louthan (1973:10) examined the
artifacts “for their intrinsic data alone” and for how they were typologically representative of the
site as a whole (rather than potential associations with features or throughout time, for example).
Cook (1980:55), focusing on the faunal remains, identified the lack of “distinguishable
stratigraphic relationship[s]” between the artifacts and therefore treated them as a “lump” with
“no attempt to place them in use areas.” During the 2012-2013 reanalysis of the artifacts from
Seamons Mound, any extant provenience data associated with artifacts was recorded, although
it is extremely difficult to make any sense of this information. A “key” for deciphering artifact
provenience information is included in all of the student reports, but several provenience
numbers on artifacts did not seem to correspond to anything on the list. Because of this,
provenience information was more or less ignored for artifacts with the exception of groundstone
since groundstone artifacts were frequently mentioned in student notes.
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Stratigraphy
Throughout the excavation, no arbitrary levels were established resulting in no level control
or depth measurement at the time of excavation (with the exception of squares 39 and 54, which
were excavated in arbitrary six-inch levels). Various “zones” of dirt were recorded in student
notes, but not documented in any formal way. Arbitrary levels were later assigned to artifacts
during lab processing depending on whether artifacts came from the plow zone, disturbed area
(containing fallen building remains, fire lenses, etc.), or floor level (six inches above the sterile
clay layer) (Madsen 1969:26). At the time of excavation, artifacts were “labeled and placed in
numbered bags [by square] to be later sorted and classified” (Madsen 1969:23). Presumably at
this time it was also recorded whether artifacts were recovered from the plow zone, disturbed
area, or floor zone (although it is not likely that any other information was recorded at the time).

Back Dirt
Various objects are described as having been pulled from the back dirt. This particularly
refers to the dirt removed by the backhoe during trenching and placed on either side of the
trench.

Plow Zone
The plow zone was characterized by loose dirt on top of the mound which had previously
been plowed by landowners. This layer contained artifacts (including charcoal, ceramics, bone,
and lithics), although provenience of these artifacts cannot be accurately determined due to prior
plowing and churning of the soil. The plow zone was generally approximately 6 inches in depth.

Disturbed Area
The “disturbed area” consisted mainly of dark soil with charcoal lenses and chunks of adobe
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present throughout. Except for in squares 39 and 54 (where the soil was removed in six inch
levels), this layer was removed as a whole with no differentiation between possible stratigraphic
layers. This layer was not measured in each of the squares but consists of the entire fill between
the possible floor level and the plow zone. This is the main artifact-bearing level, containing
ceramics, bone, and lithics.

Floor Level
What is termed the “floor zone” by the student excavators may actually be the sterile clay
directly below the occupation level, although this is unclear. For example, Madsen describes the
floor level as the entire area “six inches above the sterile clay” (1969:26), but Jones explains that
“the soil was so damp that it was extremely difficult to distinguish hard packed floor clay from
the overlying overfill” (1969:47).
DATING
The majority of the artifacts recovered from Seamon’s Mound date to a Fremont occupation.
However, the lack of stratigraphy and excavation controls means that it is nearly impossible to
say anything else about dating of the site or cultural features.
A single radiocarbon date was obtained from 42UT271. This was obtained by Don Forsyth
from a 57g sample of charcoal (1972.38.64). The radiocarbon age was 1140 +/- 100 (one sigma
calibrated age ranged AD 780 (891) 1000; two sigma 670 (891) 1040) (Forsyth 1991:86).
CULTURAL FEATURES
During the initial excavations, at least eleven features were apparently identified, but notes
currently exist for only seven of those features. Additionally, the provenience list for the site
mentions several other possible features which were apparently not recorded on a feature form
(Table 4.1). The nature of the recorded features is difficult to reconstruct as the feature forms
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Table 4.1. List of recorded features at Seamons Mound
Square 33 (20N 20E): proveniences 1-10
1
Plow zone
2
Disturbed area
3
Possible floor or sterile clay
4
Provenience unknown
5
Charcoal deposit, SE corner, 42” below datum plane (Feature 11)
6
Cache pit, SE corner (Feature 11)
7
Burial pit with skeleton remains, SE corner, 48” below datum (below Feature 11?)
Square 34 (20N 30E): proveniences 11-20
11
Plow zone
12
Disturbed area
13
Possible floor or sterile clay
14
Provenience unknown
15
Burial pit continuation from 20N 20E, 48” below datum plane, extension into sterile clays
Square 39 (20N 80E): proveniences 21-30
21
Plow zone
22
Disturbed area
23
Possible floor or sterile clay (50” below datum line)
24
Provenience unknown
25
Charcoal layer surrounded by clay fragments
26
Post mold (hole) at 27N 83.5E
27
Refuse dump area or depression, SW sector, approx. 41-48” below datum plane
28
Sloping pit area approx. 60-62” below datum plane, SE quadrant
Square 40 (20N 90E): proveniences 31-40
31
Plow zone
32
Disturbed area
33
Possible floor or sterile clay
34
Provenience unknown
Square 41 (20N 100E): proveniences 41-50
41
Plow zone
42
Disturbed area
43
Possible floor or sterile clay
44
Provenience unknown
45
Clay lined firepit in NE sector, 28” below datum plane (Feature 7)
46
Charcoal traces, layers throughout
Square 42 (20N 110E): proveniences 51-60
51
Plow zone
52
Disturbed area
53
Possible floor or sterile clay
54
Provenience unknown
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Table 4.1 Continued
55
Firepit, corner of NW quadrant, 28” below datum plane (Feature 7)
Square 48 (30N 20E): proveniences 61-70
61
Plow zone
62
Disturbed area
63
Possible floor or sterile clay
64
Provenience unknown
65
Solid adobe lumping throughout square (average 11” below datum plane)
66
Firepit with clay lens rim (first level), 35” below datum plane (Feature 10?)
67
Firepit (underlying provenience 66), 39-41” below datum plane
68
Post mold or cache pit?
69
Pit (barrow?) with clay, charcoal bits, disturbed area near burial pit in square 33
70
Possible post mold in SE corner
Square 49 (30N 30E): proveniences 71-80
71
Plow zone
72
Disturbed area
73
Possible floor or sterile clay
74
Provenience unknown
75
?
76
Cache pit NE of burial area (in square 33)
Square 54 (30N 80E): proveniences 81-90
81
Plow zone
82
Disturbed area
83
Possible floor or sterile clay
84
Provenience unknown
85
Large accumulation of bone material, charcoal firepit?, NW quadrant, 31” below datum
plane (Feature 3 - see Rex Madsen notes)
86
Large accumulation of stone, projectile points in NE quadrant, 40” below datum plane
87
Two charcoal levels, replete with clay materials, stone, bone, fish bones, 44” below datum
plane
88
Post mold?
89
Post mold?
90
Fish bone concentration underlying charcoal, 50” below datum plane
Square 56 (30N 100E): proveniences 91-100
91
Plow zone
92
Disturbed area
93
Possible floor or sterile clay
94
Provenience unknown
95
Clay lined firepit, SE quadrant, 28” below datum plane (Feature 7)
96
Human mandible located 28” below daum plane
97
Pit in SW quadrant with pottery and bone material
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Table 4.1 Continued
98
Adobe, charcoal, clay throughout; concentration of red ochre, 36” below datum plane
99
Pottery neck from backhoe, trench face
100
Large concentration of pottery, animal bones, 31” below datum plane
Square 57 (30N 110E): proveniences 101-110
101
Plow zone
102
Disturbed area
103
Possible floor or sterile clay
104
Provenience unknown
105
Burnt adobe, broken mano, knife, 36” below datum plane (combination of Features 2 and 5,
not a wall but a clump of adobe - see James Bolt notes)
106
Clay lens, underlying charcoal with sherds interspersed, 33” below datum plane (unclear if
this is a feature or not)
Square 62 (40N 10E): proveniences 111-120
111
Plow zone
112
Disturbed area
113
Possible floor or sterile clay
114
Provenience unknown
115
Charcoal layer (Feature 1)
116
Cache pit and/or post mold
117
Large intrusion (44N-35N 10E)
118
Soil sample
Square 63 (40N 20E): proveniences 121-130
121
Plow zone
122
Disturbed area
123
Possible floor or sterile clay
124
Provenience unknown
125
Large intrusion (44N-35N 10E)
126
Charcoal layer
127
Possible barrow pit
Square 86 (50N 100E): proveniences 131-140
131
Plow zone
132
Disturbed area
133
Possible floor or sterile clay
134
Provenience unknown
135
Cache pit?
136
Accumulation of flake material, flint and chert
137
Pottery pieces and bone accumation, E quadrant, 31” below datum plane
Square 87 (50N 110E): proveniences 141-150
141
Plow zone
142
Disturbed area
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Table 4.1 Continued
143
Possible floor or sterile clay
144
Provenience unknown
Square 101 (60N 100E): proveniences 151-160
151
Plow zone
152
Disturbed area
153
Possible floor or sterile clay
154
Provenience unknown
155
Linear “trough” area with sherd fragments, SW-NE intersection with #102
156
Fire pit (?) in W 1/3 of trench, charcoal level at least 25” below ground level
Square 102 (60N 110E): proveniences 161-170
161
Plow zone
162
Disturbed area
163
Possible floor or sterile clay
164
Provenience unknown
165
Cache pit with rock fragments
Square 128 (80N 80E): proveniences 171-180
171
Cache pit?

are often lacking in information. Further information about particular features can sometimes be
found in student field notes.

Feature 1 (Provenience 115)
The first recorded feature is an unknown thermal feature described as a “fireplace or fire area,
not a fire pit.” The feature was found in grid 40N 10E (square 62), 45 in east of the 10E gridline
in the northern profile of trench A. It was located at a depth of approximately 10 in below the
modern ground surface (32 in below the datum line), at the same level as what was termed the
floor level in 30N 20E (square 48). The feature was approximately 11 in (beginning at the 40N
gridline) by 29 in in diameter east to west.
The feature included a layer of charcoal “several inches thick” with fish and rodent bones
associated with the charcoal, indicating the area may have been used for food processing.
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Feature 2 (Provenience 105)
This feature is described in the student notes as a possible wall, although there is very little
indication that there was actually a wall uncovered in this square, and the feature may actually
have only been chunks of adobe that were interpreted as a wall. It is possible that this feature
may have once been a wall but due to poor preservation the adobe melted, and the wall is no
longer there. The feature was found in grid 110E 30N (square 57), approximately 20 inches
northeast of the grid point and 26 1/8 in below the datum line (just under the plow zone). The
adobe portion of the feature was scattered approximately 31” north to south. Additionally, the
south profile of Trench B in this grid square showed the top of the wall just below the plow zone
approximately 32 ½” below the datum line.
Objects associated with this feature included charcoal and a single human tooth. This feature
is also related to Feature 5 in some way, although exactly how is unclear from student notes and
reports.

Feature 3 (Provenience 85)
This feature is defined as a “possible fire pit and eating area” due to the accumulation of
faunal bones and charcoal in the general vicinity. The feature with a dimension of 2 ft by 2 ft
was located in grid 30N 80E (square 54), one foot below ground surface (2.6 ft below the datum
line).

Feature 5 (Provenience 105)
This feature is described as a possible food preparation area, although the only accompanying
information from the student notes is that there was a “mano with burned clay” present. The
feature was located in grid 110E 30N (square 57), 22 in below the ground surface (36 ¾ in below
the datum line). It was located 66 in east and 27 in north of the grid point. The dimensions of
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the possible food preparation area were approximately 20 in east to west and 12 in north to south.
Other than the mano, no artifacts are mentioned as having been recovered from this feature.
Feature 5 is in some way related to Feature 2, although it is unclear from student notes and
reports exactly how.

Feature 7 (Proveniences 45, 55, and 95)
This feature is a clay-lined firepit that is located at the intersection of grids 20N 100E, 20N
110E, 30N 100E, and 30N 110E (squares 41, 42, 56, and 57), approximately 15 ¼ in below
ground surface (28 ¼ in below the datum line). The firepit was subrectangular in shape with
dimensions of 41 in by 37 in. The clay rim was approximately six inches thick all around the
firepit. Associated artifacts were charcoal, pieces of pottery, and a single mano. Large quantities
of pottery were also found west and southwest of the feature.
The firepit was located above what the excavators believed to be the floor level, which led
them to believe there may have been a secondary occupation at the site. However, the excavators
were unable to recover any cultural material below the level of the fireplace, leaving the question
of whether or not there was secondary occupation unanswered.

Feature 10 (Provenience 66)
This feature is a circular clay-lined hearth located in the southwest portion of grid 30N 20E
(square 48), approximately 14 in below ground surface (32 in below the datum line). The hearth
lay underneath and surrounded by adobe from a probable collapsed wall, but above another
hearth (referenced only in the provenience table) and therefore on the “latest floor level.” The
feature notes state that the hearth was 3-4 in “within apparent floor level.” It is unclear exactly
what this means, but it is likely the hearth was above the structure floor. Feature notes also state
that “adobe [was] found at [the] same level in [the] floor and in fact some [adobe was found]
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below” the hearth.
The hearth was approximately 42” in diameter and filled with fine sand and some charcoal,
although no ceramics or lithics were found inside or near the hearth.

Feature 11 (Provenience 5)
This feature was identified as a 16 in long by 18 in wide possible cooking area located in
grid 20N 20E (square 33), approximately 20 in below ground surface (42 in below the datum
line) and roughly an inch and a half below the occupation level. The feature was primarily
characterized by large animal bones intermingled with charcoal among, above, and below the
bones. The soil within the feature was described as “soft dark earth” with light sterile clay
underlying the feature. Other than charcoal and bone, artifacts in the feature included pottery
and “small fragments of angular shaped rocks.” The map on the form for this feature indicates
that the feature was located in the northeast corner of the grid, but the provenience table (created
partially from student notes) states that the feature was located in the southeast corner. The
provenience table also mentions a “burial pit with skeletal remains” 48 in below the datum
line and possibly either associated with or just below the charcoal feature. This burial is likely
the skeletal remains accessioned under MPC 1999.22.1.1-76 (comingled with the remains
accessioned under MPC 1999.22.2.1-38). These are discussed in further detail below.

Other Features
Several other features were also identified during excavation, although these were not
documented beyond being mentioned on the provenience table (however, some of the features
mentioned on the provenience table do not appear in student notes, and so it is unclear where
exactly any information about these features originated).
The “burial pit with skeletal remains” found just below Feature 11 in the northeast corner of
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grid 20N 20E is the first of these features (proveniences 7 and 15). Fred Nelson’s map of this
grid shows the burial pit in the northeast corner of the grid, extending slightly into 20N 30E and
30N 20E into sterile clay.
Grid 20N 80E contained a possible floor made up of a white clay approximately 40-48 in
below the datum plane. In his notes, Rex Madsen indicated that he believed “the inhabitants of
the area made an earlier excavation of this portion [the floor] to obtain clay for their buildings.
This is further evidenced by the fairly even or consistent deposits of refuse to about the bottom
of” the occupation layer. The floor layer apparently sloped downwards into a pit in the southeast
quadrant of the grid (provenience 28). Nelson indicates that cultural material was found below
the floor level when a north-south trench was dug through the grid, although Madsen states that
no cultural material extended into the sterile clay. This disparity may be due to the fact that
the floor itself is not very clearly defined. Grid 20N 80E also contained a possible post hole at
27N 83.5E (provenience 26). The post hole was approximately 18” deep and 12” in diameter.
No cultural material was found within the post hole. Finally, a feature of mixed charcoal and
cultural material was identified in the northwest corner of the grid (provenience 25).
In addition to Feature 3 above, grid square 30N 80E contained a possible post hole located
at 33.5N and 81.3E (provenience 88 or 89). The post hole was approximately 15” deep and 9”
in diameter. No cultural material was found in this post hole. The north-south trench in 20N
80E continued into grid 30N 80E. No cultural material was identified below the sterile clay
in the trench. Another possible post mold was recorded in this grid and is mentioned on the
provenience table (either provenience 88 or 89), but is not documented in any student notes or
reports. There were also two “charcoal levels” (provenience 87) in the grid approximately 44”
below the datum plane, “replete with clay materials, stone, bone, [and] fish bones,” but there is
no further information about the extent of or any other characteristics regarding these charcoal
features.
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Feature 10 was associated with and located above another possible hearth (provenience
67), which lay 39-41” below the datum plane. This second hearth was discovered when the
clay rim of the first hearth was removed. This hearth was smaller than the first and contained
two ceramic sherds and very little charcoal. A small test trench was dug north-south through
the hearths to determine their depth. According to Madsen’s notes, grid square 30N 20E also
contained a possible post mold (provenience 68) approximately 6” in depth and located just east
of the hearths. However, Nelson’s notes and accompanying map of the grid show two possible
post holes at the north edge of 30N 20E along the southern edge of Trench A. These are not
mentioned in the provenience list.
Grid square 30N 20 E also contained a small possible cache pit (provenience 69) near the
burial pit in the southeast corner (over half of the cache pit extended into 30N 30E). This pit
reached approximately 10” below the surrounding floor, but the bottom of the cache pit was even
with the area around the burial pit (the majority of the burial pit was located in grid square 20N
20E). There was another possible post mold in the southeast corner of the grid (provenience 70),
although this feature is not mentioned in any student notes or reports. Finally, the provenience
table mentions that were lumps of adobe throughout the grid square approximately 11” below
the datum plane (provenience 65), although this adobe did not seem to constitute any structural
features.
Additional features in grid square 30N 100E included a pit in the southwest quadrant of the
square which contained pottery (James Bolt speculated these may have all been from a single
vessel), faunal bone, and several possible hammerstones. The pit was surrounded by burned
adobe and charcoal, but the pit was speculated to be a possible cache pit. Near the western
central portion of the grid, a clump of burned adobe was found overlaying a small amount of red
ochre (provenience 98) approximately 36” below the datum plane.
In addition to Feature 1, grid square 40N 10E also included a possible cache pit or post mold
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(proveniences 116 and 125) and a “large intrusion” (provenience 117) at 10E and reaching south
from approximately 44N to 35N.
40N 20E contained a portion of the “large intrusion” (provenience 125 in this square only)
as well as an undefined charcoal layer (provenience 126) and a possible cache pit (provenience
127), which was also undefined as far as location or other characteristics.
Grid square 50N 100E contained only a possible cache pit (provenience 135), which was
undefined and undescribed in student notes and reports.
Grid square 60N 100E contained two possible features: a linear “trough” area (provenience
155) that ran southwest to northeast into square 60N 110E and contained several ceramic
fragments, and a possible firepit (provenience 156) in the western third of the grid, represented
by a charcoal level approximately 25” below ground level. Neither of these features is described
in student notes or reports.
One possible feature was uncovered in grid square 60N 110E (in addition to the portion of
the trough-like feature that ran into this grid from 60N 100E). This was a cache pit (provenience
165) with “rock fragments” inside the pit. No further descriptions of this cache pit were made.
A possible cache pit (provenience 171) was also mentioned in grid square 80N 80E.
Although this grid was not excavated, the western third of the grid was removed as part of
Trench C. It is possible that the cache pit was visible after the grid was trenched. No further
descriptions of this cache pit were made in student notes or reports, and only two ceramic sherds
were mentioned as associated artifacts.
Although there are several possible features mentioned on the provenience table and in
student notes and reports, Dick Miller mentioned that “the only structural remains of any
significance found at this site were found along trenches A and B near and over squares 33, 34,
48, 49, 41, 42, 56, and 57. Unfortunately, no definitive post molds were found with any degree
of surety across the site area. This delineation of a possible house structure [was the students’]
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primary goal, and the absence of such clearly defined information certainly proved to be [a great]
disappointment” (1969:60).
MATERIAL CULTURE
Analysis was first conducted on the artifacts recovered from 1968 excavation during the
spring 1969 Anthropology 471 class. However, no detailed results of these analyses are now
available. General reports from a few of the students who participated in the initial excavation
and some data sheets still exist, but these are difficult to translate now because of the lack of
information identifying what certain codes and sets of numbers mean. Additionally, lists of
artifact quantities were made for each provenience, but there is very little correlating specific
artifacts to specific proveniences (in some cases the provenience labeled on the artifact itself is
discernible, but often the provenience written on the artifact does not appear to correspond to
anything recorded and in other cases the provenience is missing altogether from the artifact).
Because of the lack of information correlating artifacts to specific proveniences and the difficulty
in decoding provenience information, that information was generally excluded from the results,
although it was recorded during analysis.
Each group of artifacts (ceramics, chipped stone, faunal bone, and groundstone) was later
sampled and analyzed by graduate students in the fall 1983 Anthropology 610 class under Don
Forsyth. The class reanalyzed a sample of each artifact type but generally did not draw any
conclusions about the site from their analysis. The results of these analyses are still available
at the Museum of Peoples and Cultures. The cultural material from Seamon’s Mound was
reanalyzed by graduate student researchers in the fall of 2012 and winter/spring of 2013.

Ceramics
Excavations at Seamons Mound in 1968 led to the recovery of a total of 3634 ceramic sherds
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still existing in collections at the Museum of Peoples and Cultures. Of these, 354 sherds were
selected for detailed analysis while the others (all plain gray body sherds) were counted and
weighed (temper type was not determined for these sherds). The majority of ceramics collected
from this site are Fremont (specifically, Great Salt Lake Gray) although there is also a significant
Promontory presence based on the ceramic assemblage (Table 4.2 – Analyzed ceramics from
Seamons Mound).
Rim sherds represented 247 of the 354 analyzed sherds (69.8% of the sample): 220 rim
sherds were from vessels with a jar form (89% of rims) while 27 rim sherds were from bowls or
vessels with undetermined form (11%). Where there was enough of the rim present, the size of
the vessel orifice or diameter was determined. The smallest recorded vessel orifice diameter was
3 cm and the largest was 62 cm (although these are likely unrealistic measurements as they are
based on very small total rim percentages). Interestingly, the average vessel opening for jars was
17 cm, while the average bowl diameter was only 14 cm. This may be due to errors in diameter
calculation or may simply be due to the fact that the rim sherds present in the assemblage were
generally very small and fragmentary (on average, rim sherds in the assemblage represented only
6% of the vessel rim).
Fourteen rim sherds (5.6% of the total rim sherds) exhibited some kind of decoration. The
majority of rim decorations consisted of incised or indented parallel lines perpendicular to the
interior vessel wall. Twelve of these rims exhibited Promontory temper type and general vessel
form (specifically thickened walls and slightly flared rims), while two were identified as Great
Salt Lake Gray.
Great Salt Lake Gray ceramics accounted for 63 percent of the analyzed sherd sample (223
sherds total). A total of 53 percent of the rim sherds from Seamons Mound were Great Salt
Lake Gray, and 85 percent of these were jar rims. Thirty-one percent of the total analyzed Great
Salt Lake Gray sherds exhibited some kind of decoration (Table 4.3). A single spindle whorl
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Table 4.2. Analyzed Ceramics from Seamons Mound
Ceramic Type
Total Count
Total Percentage
Great Salt Lake Gray
223
63
Snake Valley Black-on-gray 6
2
Emery Gray
5
1
Sevier Gray
7
2
Ivie Creek Black-on-white
24
7
Uinta Gray
3
0
Promontory
76
21
Temperless
2
0
Unidentified
8
2
Total
354
100
Table 4.3. Exterior Decorations on Ceramics from Seamons Mound
Great Salt
Emery Gray Sevier Gray Promontory
Lake
Gray
Type of Decoration
Applique
Applique and incising
Corrugation
False corrugation
Incising
Impressions
Modeling
Modeling and incising
Red paint
Undetermined
Total

Ct.
9
2
1
5
4
23
1
1
4
5
55

%
16
4
2
9
7
42
2
2
7
9
100

Ct.
1
2
3

%
33
67
100

Ct.
1
1
2

%
50
50
100

Ct.
1
8
4
13

%
8
62
31
100

Temperless
Ct.
1
1

%
100
100

exhibiting Great Salt Lake Gray temper was also present in the assemblage.
Snake Valley Black-on-Gray ceramics represented six percent of the total sherds analyzed
for the site (five sherds total). A single Snake Valley Black-on-Gray bowl rim was also present
in the assemblage. Three of these sherds were decorated bowl body sherds with black painted
designs on the interior; one sherd also exhibited an exterior hematite wash.
Five Emery Gray sherds were present in the analyzed assemblage. Of these, two were jar
rims, one of which exhibited punctuation on the rim. Two Emery Gray sherds also exhibited a
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hematite wash.
Seven Sevier Gray sherds (a total of two percent of analyzed sherds) were present in the
assemblage, including four rims and three partial jar handles. One of these handles exhibited
what appeared to be an anthropomorphic face near the top.
Twenty-four of the sherds in the assemblage (approximately 8.6%) were Ivie Creek Blackon-White. Three of these were bowl rims (representing 33% of bowl rims from the site) while
the rest were decorated bowl body sherds. Eighty-eight percent of these body sherds were
slipped with white on the interior. Seven of the sherds (24%) exhibited a hematite wash.
Three sherds from the assemblage were Uinta Gray jars. One of these was a jar handle, and none
exhibited decoration of any kind.
Promontory sherds made up 25% of the total ceramics analyzed for the site (76 sherds).
Promontory ceramics accounted for 38 percent of the jar rims found at the site (70 sherds total).
Four percent of the Promontory sherds were body sherds with drilled holes, while three percent
were jar handles.

Lithics
The only identified projectile point found in the Seamon’s Mound collection was a Desert
Side-Notched point, which dates after approximately AD 1300 (or a post-Fremont occupation;
other artifacts from this site indicate it was occupied during both Fremont and Late Prehistoric
periods). The remaining tools from Seamon’s Mound included bifaces at various stages of
production, several modified and utilized flakes, choppers, hammerstones, cores, and two
possible knives.
A small amount of lithic debitage was also present in the assemblage (173 pieces total). The
majority of the debitage was primary shatter flakes made from quartzite (40.5%), chert (35.8%),
and obsidian (30.0%). No flakes were identified as having been utilized.
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Faunal Bone
Of the 4942 faunal bone specimens recovered, 3283 (66.4%) were identifiable to a taxonomic
level between order and species. Mammals made up the highest percentage of taxa (82.4%
NISP). The next most abundant remains were fish (10.4% NISP), followed by birds (7% NISP),
amphibians (.2% NISP), and reptiles (.03% NISP). 1508 specimens could not be identified
beyond the taxonomic level of class. The majority of these specimens (47.6%) were variously
sized mammals although birds (22.7%) and fish (29.8%) were also present.
Mammals were the most common taxonomic order identified at the Seamons Mound site
and made up 82.4% of the total NISP and were represented by at least 114 individuals (MNI).
Taxa represented included Equis caballus (horse), various artiodactyls—Bison bison (bison),
Ovis canadensis (bighorn sheep), Odocoileus hemionus (mule deer), Cervus elaphus (elk), and
Antilocapra americana (pronghorn antelope), carnivores—Canis latrans (coyote), Canis lupus
(gray wolf), Vulpes sp. (fox), and Mephitis mephitis (striped skunk), Lepus californicus (blacktailed jackrabbit), Sylvilagus sp. (cottontail rabbit), Erethizon dorsatum (North American
porcupine), and various rodents—including Spermophilius (squirrels), Thomomys sp. (gophers),
Ondatra zibethicus (muskrat), Microtus (voles), and Neotoma (woodrats).
The majority (87%) of the mammal bones recovered were from artiodactyls, indicating that
if this sample is truly representative of faunal use at the site, large game hunting contributed
significantly to the diet of individuals living at the Seamons Mound site. In addition, the
majority of the 332 bones categorized only as large mammal were likely from artiodactyls as
well.
Aside from artiodactyls, the most commonly identified species was Ondatra zibethicus
(muskrat). Muskrats represented 6.6% of NISP and 15.4% MNI. Over half (65%) of the
muskrat bones were complete, indicating that the faunal material analyzed is not likely the
product of a systematic sample (see above) and is therefore not likely wholly representative of
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food scrap at the site. However, the presence of muskrat in such high numbers does give some
information regarding hunting practices; these bones indicate that while the individuals living
at the Seamons Mound site relied heavily on large game hunting, they also exploited the nearby
lacustrine resources as well as muskrats which are plentiful in a marsh environment.
Seven hundred eighty-nine fish bones were identified in the assemblage. Of these, only 340
(approximately 43%) were identifiable beyond the level of order. Of the specimens identified
to species, the majority (75.6%) was from Catostomus ardens (Utah sucker) and represented at
least 40 individuals (MNI). 78 specimens (22.9%) were Gila atraria (Utah cub), representing
at least 14 individuals, and 5 specimens (1.5%) were Oncorhynchus clarkia (cutthroat trout),
representing at least one individual. The presence of fish native to Utah Lake (as opposed to
species of fish introduced later during European colonization) further reinforces the idea that
lacustrine resources were exploited by the prehistoric inhabitants of the site.
Birds were the third most common taxonomic class identified within the faunal assemblage
and comprised 7% of the total NISP and a total of at least 28 individuals (MNI). Taxa
represented included various Anas species (ducks) as well as Buteo sp. (hawks and owls), at least
three different species of Phasianidae (including grouse and turkey), Corvus brachyrhynchos
(American crow), Ardeidae (herons), Pelecanus erythrorhynchos (American white pelican),
Podicipediae (grebes), and Strigidae (owls).
As expected from a lake-edge site, waterfowl were the most common bird order and made
up 64% of all birds recovered from Seamons Mound. In addition, at least 7 pelicans (Pelecanus
erythrorhynchos) were identified and account for 23.4% of the birds. Together, this indicates that
when hunting birds, the individuals living at the Seamons Mound site relied heavily on lacustrine
resources.
Six amphibian bones were present in the faunal assemblage. These are from at least two
specimens and comprise .2% NISP and .8% MNI. The amphibian bones show no evidence
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of human modification, suggesting that rather than entering the archaeological record as a
byproduct of human activity, these amphibians likely lived in the area and simply took advantage
of the environment created at the site.
The fauna recovered from the Seamons Mound site give some interesting information
concerning diet among the prehistoric inhabitants of the Provo Delta. The diet of Fremont
foragers is typically characterized by a higher reliance on mammals – particularly large
game – than Promontory or Late Prehistoric foragers, who relied more heavily on lacustrine
resources (see Janetski and Smith 2007). Excavators (during both the 1968-1969 and later 2009
excavations) believed they dug through both Fremont and Promontory occupations at Seamons
Mound; on the basis of the faunal material recovered and still available for analysis, it appears
that they primarily excavated the Fremont occupation.

Groundstone
A total of 138 ground stones were extant in the Seamons Mound assemblage, although only
21 of those were complete (Table 4.4). The groundstone collection is the only artifact type with
fairly consistent existing provenience information attached, possibly because these objects were
generally much larger and more identifiable than the other artifact types.

Miscellaneous
The majority of miscellaneous artifacts from the Seamons Mound site consisted of fresh
water clam (Anadonta sp.) shell fragments (approximately 95% of shell fragments present
in the assemblage). Two others were identified as Olivella biplicata, a species indigenous to
the North American Pacific coast, while another six shell fragments were unidentifiable as to
species. Five worked faunal bones were also identified in the assemblage. Two of these were
awls fashioned from small artiodactyl metacarpals. The other three were unidentified tool types
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Tool Type
U-shaped abrader
U-shaped abrader
U-shaped abrader
U-shaped abrader
Concave mano
Concave mano
Concave mano
Concave mano
Concave mano
Pestle
Pestle
Pestle
Pestle
Handstone
Handstone
Handstone
Handstone
Handstone
Handstone
Lapstone
Metate*

Table 4.4. Groundstone from Seamons Mound
Material
Provenience/Feature
basalt
III-35
quartzite
III-35
basalt
unknown
sandstone
backdirt
quartzite
unknown
basalt
unknown
basalt
unknown
basalt
disturbed area
basalt
associated with F5?
quartzite
unknown
quartzite
unknown
quartzite
disturbed area
quartzite
plow zone
quartzite
unknown
quartzite
unknown
quartzite
possible floor level
quartzite
possible floor level
quartzite
associated with F28?
quartzite
backdirt
quartzite
possible floor level
quartzite
SE corner of grid

Grid Square
20N 100E
20N 100E
20N 100E
30N 20E
30N 110E
30N 80E
unknown
30N 100E
30N 110E
30N 80E
30N 80E
30N 80E
20N 110E
unknown
unknown
20N 80E
20N 80E
20N 80E
30N 110E
30N 80E
30N 20E

made respectively from the antler of an unidentified cervid, a large bird ulna, and a rabbit tibia.
Additionally, two figurine fragments were identified. These included a flattened oblong and
tapered clay piece and a ceramic jar handle with anthropomorphic facial features impressed
into the handle and accompanying applique eyes (mentioned above in the section on ceramic
analysis).

Human Remains
Several sets of human remains and human remain fragments were recovered from Seamons
Mound. The majority of these are accessioned under MPC 1999.22. The first of these was a
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mostly complete set of human remains discovered in a pit in the southeast corner of grid square
33 (20N 20E) under “collapsed adobe structural debris and a thin ash lens” (Madsen 1969:62)
approximately 48” below the datum line. Excavation of the remains revealed the individual was
buried in an apparently intentional extended position, “oriented in a southeasterly position with
the feet resting on the upper edge of the burial pit” (Madsen 1969:62). A number of artifacts
were reported as being “associated” with the burial, but there is no indication that these objects
were actually grave offerings of any kind. The remains were identified as those of an adolescent
(aged 16-22) female at the time of excavation, but later examination of the remains by Ure
(2009) indicated that the remains were actually those of a male aged 12-15 years which dated to
a median calibrated age of AD 1074. A detailed description and analysis of these remains also
exists in Ure’s 2009 article.
The second set of human remains is represented by a partially complete skeleton (including
a femur, humerus, several ribs and vertebrae, and other assorted bones from the upper extremity
of the body) which was apparently comingled in some way with the first set of human remains,
also in the southeast corner of grid square 20N 20E. Madsen (1969) indicated that these bones
“retain[ed] traces of sinew” and concluded that they must have been buried fairly recently.
However, no sinew is now present on the remains so it is unclear what distinguished these
remains from the first set. No radiocarbon dating has been attempted for these remains, but it
is likely that they date to a similar time period as the first set of human remains. Ure (2009)
estimated that this individual may have been a subadult male (aged 11-17 years).
A human mandible belonging to a subadult aged 9-12 years (based on dentition) was recovered
from the “disturbed area” provenience of grid square 56 (30N 100E), approximately 26” below
the datum line. No radiocarbon dates have been obtained for these remains, although it is likely
based on other evidence that they also date to the Fremont time period.
A single partial atlas was identified in the assemblage during analysis of the faunal remains
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(it had originally been cataloged as faunal bone). The atlas was recovered from an unknown
provenience in grid square 40 (20N 90E).
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5

Bee Sites

INTRODUCTION
During the early 1930s, James and Robert Bee investigated and mapped close to 200
sites throughout Utah Valley, resulting in one of the most comprehensive maps of prehistoric
settlements in the area (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). Although investigations were made at a variety
of sites (including in Provo and West Canyons and the west side of Utah Lake), the Bees only
actually conducted any kind of excavations at Site 11 and Site 13 in the Provo River Delta. The
Bees conducted additional investigations at sites that date to time periods including Archaic,
Fremont, and Late Prehistoric (Promontory). However, for consistency with the other sites
reported on in this thesis, only the sites that date to the Fremont time period based on material
culture (including the Site 6 mound group, the Site 11 mound group, the Site 13 mound group,
Site 17 [Hinckley Mounds], and Site 18 [Benson Mounds]) will be considered here.
It is unknown how the objects from the Bee sites were collected, especially from those sites for
which there are not notes in James Bee’s journal. The Bees did not document their collecting
methods (although one early photograph during excavation does show that at some point, a
screen was used to identify artifacts) and many of the artifacts in the collection were actually
given to the Bees by landowners who had found artifacts as they plowed their land or dug
structural foundations. One of the most interesting collections of artifacts comes from the
Benson property (Site 18), but no excavations ever took place there.
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Figure 5.1. Map made by Robert and James Bee from investigations in 1934, showing prehistoric sites
in Utah Valley (shown as black dots) focused on the Provo River Delta and Provo Bay.

Bee collection objects are stored at the Museum of Peoples and Cultures at Brigham Young
University under the following accession numbers 1988.91 and 2011.12 (Site 6A), 1988.92 and
2011.13 (Site 6B), 1988.93 (Site 6C), 1988.94 (Site 6F), 1988.95 (Site 6G), 1988.96 and 2011.14
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Figure 5.2. Bee map inset, focusing on concentration of Fremont sites near the Provo River west of
Provo city.

(Site 6H), 1988.97 (Site 6K), 1988.102 and 2011.16 (Site 11), 1988.103 (Site 11A), 1988.104
(Site 11C), 1988.105 (Site 13), 1988.106 (Site 13B), 1988.107 (Site 13C), 1988.108 (Site 13D),
1988.110 (Site 17), and 1988.111 and 2011.17 (Site 18).
SITE SETTINGS AND DESCRIPTIONS
Site 6
During the drought of 1934 when the levels of Utah Lake were much lower than they are
today, Robert and James Bee investigated several sites under 6” of mud and 3” of water located
in west Provo Bay. These sites were located along unspecified “primary and secondary”
travertine reefs (Table 5.1). No excavation took place at any of these sites, although several
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Table 5.1. Site 6 group site locations
Site Number
6A
6B
6C
6D
6E
6F
6G
6H
6J
6K

Location Description
Primary and secondary reefs (unspecified)
Primary reef, 115 feet east from west shore
Primary reef, 195 feet east from west shore
Primary reef, 210 feet from west shore
Primary reef (exact location on primary reef unspecified)
Secondary reef, 50 feet from west shore
Secondary reef, 300 feet east of west shore
Secondary reef, 350 feet east of west shore
Secondary reef (unspecified), west shore
Shoreline, 100 feet southwest end of secondary reef. Artifacts from habitations on
inundated lake bottom adjacent to reef. Ash layer 1 ½” thick observed on foot below
lake bottom.

groundstone artifacts (as well as skeletal remains in the case of two of the sites, 6F and 6H) were
collected. No other artifact types (including faunal bone, ceramics, or lithics) were recovered,
perhaps because of the underwater nature of the site.

Site 11
Robert and James Bee first excavated at mounds on the William Peay property in June of
1934 (located east of the former Provo Lake resort, NW ¼ of Sec. 9, 2. 7S, R2E). All of the
sites on the William Peay property, according to the map made by the Bees, are now covered by
the Provo Airport. The largest mound, which the Bees called Site 11 (map number 67B), was
approximately 14 feet in diameter at its widest point and located on the “north-south axis of the
meander of the Little Dry Creek” (Bee and Bee 1934:1), along with two other smaller mounds
which together formed a convex curve. The other two mounds were called 11A (map number
67A) and 11C (map number 67C) by the Bees.
Site 11 was excavated somewhat systematically by the Bees in September of 1934, with
excavation based roughly around the center of the mound (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). Several soil
and clay layers were identified and documented in James Bee’s journal. Overall, the Bees
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Figure 5.3. Site 11 excavation map (Bee 1934).
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Figure 5.4. Detailed map of Site 11 excavation, including stratigraphy (Bee 1934).
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kept excellent documentation for their excavation of Site 11, especially as compared to other
contemporaneous and later excavations in the general area.
Excavation began with an area (Excavation Area 1) in the southeast portion of the mound
measuring approximately 5 x 5 feet and dug to an extent of three feet deep. Farming in the
area had disrupted the mound, and the initial height of the mound could not be determined,
although the Bees believed that due to surface artifacts, the height of the mound may have been
comparable to other mounds in the area.
What was described as “hard clay roofing material” was encountered approximately 17”
below ground level and was labeled Stratum 2. This layer was a dull reddish hue, contrasting
with the dark surrounding soil which had more of a silty or loamy texture, and was barren of
artifacts. A clay pipe was discovered just below the reddish clay layer. The surrounding fill had
no other well-defined layers except for one light clay layer just above the roofing material.
Excavation Area 2, also 5 x 5 feet, was located directly south of area 1. The same reddish clay
layer was identified as Stratum 2 in this excavation area as well, also barren of artifacts. Artifacts
were encountered in Stratum 3 (defined as a coarse black-gray loam), but no other strata were
recorded in this excavation area.
Excavation Area 3 was located just northeast of Excavation Area 1, presumably because
no structural remains were evident in Excavation Areas 1 or 2. This excavation area contained
Stratum 5 (defined as an ash layer, possibly at the floor level of the structure) approximately
26” below ground surface. Roofing material (Stratum 4) as found approximately 10” above the
floor level “in the form of chunks and slabs in a gray loam” (Bee and Bee 1934:2). An apparent
cache of 28 obsidian points (number 1-1134 through 28-1134, labeled number 14 in the Bee’s
list of features within Site 11) was discovered in the middle of stratum 2 (the clay layer) “tightly
lying one on top of the other in layers of about 5 points each and intertwined with a coarse clay.
The size of the composite cache was approximately 2” in diameter. A microscopic examination
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disclosed no container, however, the orderly stacking may well indicate a sack of some sort
which [had] completely deteriorated” (Bee and Bee 1934:2). A “fire striation” appeared in the
soil layer immediately above the cache of obsidian points (see lithics section below).
Area 4 (8’10” x 4’6”) was excavated using a different technique than the previous three
excavation areas, which were all excavated using a “perpendicular profile excavation” (similar
to the “slicing” method mentioned by Christensen: the dirt was “removed by cutting away the
vertical face of the earth, rather than by working from top to bottom [1947:29]). Instead, Area 4
was excavated “stratum by stratum,” moving horizontally down through the soil. Clay roofing
material (Stratum 4) was present in the southern 3/5 of the excavation area just above an ash
layer (Stratum 5). A cist (called as such by the Bees during excavation) (Feature 13) with an
interior diameter of 32” and outside diameter of 40” was discovered in the southern portion of
the excavation area extending into Area 3 (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). This feature had an average
depth of approximately 6” and a rim extending 3” above the floor level (in this case, the ash
layer). According to the Bees, “the cist was filled with a loose unburned sand above which was
scattered roofing. [The] texture of the cist was [the] same as [the] clay below the floor debris
[or ash layer]. The absence of fire discoloring of the inside of the cist indicated that it may have
had additional uses [other than use as a fire pit]. The cist was perfect in symmetry and profile
with surfaces regular and smooth without imperfection of utility fire pits” (1934:3). The absence
of burned material within the feature at the time of excavation led the Bees to believe that it
may have served multiple purposes, speculating that it may have had some kind of ceremonial
purpose and “may have been alternatively used for cooking and heating according to the season”
(Bee and Bee 1934:3). A much larger number of artifacts was found in Area 4 (throughout all
strata) than in any previous area.
Area 5 (located directly west of the southern half of Area 4) was excavated in much the
same way as Area 4 but with the intention of determining whether or not a wall of the apparent
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Figure 5.5. James (left) and Robert Bee (right) excavating cist at Site 11 (1934).

structure could be found. The floor level (Stratum 5), previously determined to be the floor
level of the structure, continued into this area and “assisted in establishment of the shape of the
building” (Bee and Bee 1934:7). Presence of adobe roofing material also gave some indication
of the shape and size of the structure, and “came to an abrupt ending” two feet west of the line
between Area 4 and Area 5 and approximately five feet from the center of the large cist in Area 4
(Bee and Bee 1934:7). A “coarse deposit of clay” was identified in a roughly 16” x 20” section
the northwest corner of the excavation area – this was not as hard as the clay roofing material and
was covered by ¾” of blackened ash (possibly Stratum 5). The Bees believed this clay deposit
may have been part of the structure wall that had since deteriorated (Bee and Bee 1934:7). A
similar mass of clay was also identified at the same level in the western part of the excavation
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Figure 5.6. James Bee excavating cist at Site 11 (1934).

area, which may have also been part of the wall.
Area 5 appeared to have included both interior and exterior areas of the structure as well as
a possible adobe structural wall. The Bees noted that ash layers (Stratum 5) “occurred outside
the periphery of the dwelling on a level equivalent to the floor of the dwelling” (1934:7), which
probably occurred when the structure was burned. Artifacts found in Stratum 1 of the excavation
area above the roof fall layer also indicated probable occupation or use of the area after the
structure itself was no longer in use.
Excavation Area 6 was located directly north of Area 5 and west of Area 4 at the probable
northwest extent of the structure. No information about specific strata is available for this
section, although the Bees did mention that the clay floor (Stratum 6, just below the ash layer)
was slightly irregular in this area and sloped slightly downward towards the east. A “slab” of
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clay roofing material was identified in the southeastern corner of the excavation area. A post hole
12” deep and 6” in diameter at ground level was also identified at almost the western extremity
of the excavation area and approximately halfway between the north and south edges of the
area. The Bees believed that the area in which the ash layer (Stratum 5) was located indicated
that the northwestern corner of the structure was somewhere near the post hole in the western
part of the excavation area (see Figure 34) (Bee and Bee 1934:8). The ash level did extend in
this excavation area past the probable extent of the structure, again probably due to the structure
having been burned.
Excavation Area 7 was located directly north of Area 3 and east of Area 4 at the probable
northeast extent of the structure. Stratum 2, the coarse roofing clay layer, was present only
slightly in the northern part of this excavation area, but was well-defined in the southwest corner
of the area closer to the large cist in Area 4 (Feature 13). In “fixed areas” (Bee and Bee 1934:9),
primarily the southwest corner of the excavation area (a 2 ft2 area), charcoal and ash was present
approximately 6” above Stratum 5 (the ash layer just above the floor level). As the floor level
approached what appeared to be the eastern extent of the structure, the floor level gradually rose
to a depth of 8” while the roof layer (Stratum 2) thinned out. The clay roof layer “was similar
in composition [to] that of the west face” (Bee and Bee 1934:9) and was concentrated in a welldefined 1 ft2 area in the southwest corner of the area.
Excavation Area 8 was located at the probable southwest extent of the structure, just east of
Areas 1 and 2 and directly south of Area 8 (and southwest of excavation area 4). Stratum 2 (the
clay roofing layer) was present in the northern portion of the excavation area, concentrated in the
northeast corner. The ash level (Stratum 5) was present beneath the fallen roof material (Stratum
2) and extended south and west for approximately 20” past the ash level. The irregularity of
the ash layer past this point indicated that this area was likely outside the structure. As seen in
the southern profile of the excavation area, the area outside the structure had both Strata 2 and
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5 but at different depths than within the structure: Stratum 2 averaged approximately 8” below
the surface of the mound and was irregular in both thickness and deposition. Stratum 5 (the
ash layer just above the floor inside the structure) was also present ten inches below Stratum 2,
but was higher than the equivalent layer within the structure and apparently sloped up from the
structure towards the southern and western profiles of the excavation area, indicating that the
floor of the structure was likely scooped out and had a bowl-like rim (Bee and Bee 1934:10).
The western profile of Area 8 was much like the southern profile, although a fire pit (Feature 20)
was identified in the profile extending approximately 18” into the excavation area. The rim of
the fire pit was approximately 3” wide and was “formed of chunks of roofing clay, some of which
had pole imprints… Hand patted clay with finger imprints of the craftsman held the chunks” of
clay together (Bee and Bee 1934:10). The fire pit was approximately 3’7” in diameter, although
only about half of the pit was actually present. A “fire layer” was identified within the pit. A
small test pit 18” deep was also dug on the southern edge of the fire pit, which reached through
Stratum 6 (the gray clay layer with no artifacts present). It is unclear, however, whether this pit
was dug on the interior or exterior of the fire pit.
Area 9 was a small excavation area located directly south of Area 3 and east of Area 1. This
area did not include any structural remains and had many fewer artifacts than were present in
other adjacent areas. Strata 1, 2, 3, and 6 were present in this excavation area and appeared to
slope downwards toward the structure, much like the strata in Area 8. An unidentified stratum of
“fire ash” (although apparently not Stratum 5) was irregularly distributed just above and below
Stratum 2 in this area.

Site 11A
Bee site 11A was a “small mound” located approximately 30 feet southwest of Site 11 and
tested briefly by the Bees on October 2, 1934. The Bees tested at this mound mainly because
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the landowner, Mr. Peay, had “informed [the Bees] that he had picked up human bones from
this mound” (Bee and Bee 1934:16). The Bees, however, did not find any indication of human
remains in their small excavation.
One small test trench was placed at an unknown location within the mound. Clay roofing
material was scattered across the surface of the mound to a depth of approximately 8” below
the ground surface. A layer of ash approximately 2” wide was also identified below the surface
of the mound but was quite irregular likely due to plowing activity in the area. No other
stratification was identified within the mound and very few artifacts (less than 15 total of all
types) were collected.

Site 13
Bee site 13 (along with nearby sites including sites 13A-13D) were located just southwest
of sites 11, 11A, and 11C and are now also underneath the Provo Airport. These mounds were
identified as the “C.E. Loose – E.H. Street” mounds. Mr. Peay reported to the Bees that he had
collected black on white pottery and other artifacts from the surface of this mound.
Site 13 was excavated in October of 1934.
An exploratory trench (2’ long x 2’ wide x 3’ deep, designated Excavation Area 1) was dug
into the south central portion of the mound, exposing scattered roofing material “interspersed
with plain gray potsherds and flint chips” in Stratum 1 and 1a (Stratum 1 was brownish loamy
top soil with scattered roofing clay while Stratum 1a consisted of a thicker layer of disintegrated
clay roofing material) to a very shallow depth (only about one inch). The mound had been
modified greatly by plowing and “water action,” leaving “little indication of the size of the house
or contour of the floor” (Bee and Bee 1934:16). Beneath the probable floor level (Stratum 2, or
the ash layer) was a stratum of loamy soil approximately 16” in depth, followed by a layer of
clay barren of artifacts.
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Although Excavation Area 2 is designated on the map of the site, no notes were apparently
recorded for the excavation. Area 2 was located in essentially the center of the mound (Area 1
was located in the southeast corner of Area 2). Collapsed clay roofing material was scattered
throughout this excavation area.
Excavation Area 3 was located directly west of Area 2. Strata 1 and 2 (the topsoil, roofing
clay, and ash layer) were mixed due to plowing, although Stratum 1 was visibly identifiable as an
intrusion on the east face of the excavation area while Stratum 2 was located “under the angular
section of stratum 1 in the east side” of the excavation area (Bee and Bee 1934:17).
Excavation Area 4 was located directly west of Area 2 and showed much the same
stratigraphy (or lack thereof due to plowing) as Area 3. Stratum 1 was identified in Area 4 in
both the north and south profiles as well as the center of the excavation area. The south face of
Area 4 showed a “well-defined Stratum 2 whereas the north face showed the same stratum only
at intervals” (Bee and Bee 1934:17). A burnt pole 6” in length with a diameter of 3” was located
in the northeast corner of Area 4, reaching approximately 8” deep into Stratum 3.
Excavation Area 5 was located at the southern extremity of the mound, directly south of
Areas 2, 3, and 4. Very little clay roofing material (Stratum 1 and 1A) was identified in this area,
although some of this material did extend from Area 4 at the northwest corner of Area 5. Stratum
2 was readily identifiable below Stratum 1 in that area. This layer of ash (Stratum 2) was one
inch thick and located approximately 8” below the surface of the mound. Ash was also scattered
throughout the loamy Stratum 3 to a depth of 16” below Stratum 2. A charred timber one foot
long and 2 ½” in diameter was found in the south central portion of the excavation area. It stood
vertically within the soil starting in the ash layer (Stratum 2) and extending into the loamy layer
(Stratum 3) below. The majority of artifacts from this excavation area were found outside of the
presumed structure (where there was little roofing material present).
Excavation Area 6 was located at the northern extremity of the mound directly north of areas
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2 and 4. At two separate places in the southern portion of the excavation area, roofing material
(Stratum 1A) as well as the lower ash layer was identified. Again, the majority of artifacts in this
excavation area occurred outside of the structure.
Area 7 was located at the far eastern extremity of the excavation, likely outside of the
structure proper. This excavation area did not contain any visible or definite ash or floor
levels although many ceramics were recovered, the majority from near the surface. The final
excavation area, Area 8, had very small amounts of clay roofing material protruding from the
east (Area 4). The area was mostly devoid of any ash layers except for “faint indications under
masses of roofing material” (Bee and Bee 1934:18).

Site 13B
This site was tested briefly on October 2, 1934. A trench 8’ long, 1’ wide, and 1’ deep
was dug through the mound, with an 18” test pit dug into the trench at the north end. Hard
clay roofing material was found scattered across the surface of the mound down to a depth
of approximately 8” just above an ash layer approximately 2” thick. Very few artifacts were
collected from this excavation, and mainly consisted of plain gray pottery.

Site 13C
This site was also briefly tested on October 2, 1934. Another small trench (3’ long x 3’
wide x 1’ deep) was dug into this mound with very similar stratigraphic results as site 13B. No
artifacts were collected from this mound.

Site 13D
This site was also apparently excavated by the Bees in 1934, but there is no record of
excavation in the Bee’s notes other than the note “Excavated.” Several artifacts were collected
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from this mound, primarily consisting of ceramics.

Site 17
The Bee’s Site 17 was equivalent to the Hinckley Mound group investigated at several
points by other archaeologists. James and Robert Bee visited the Hinckley Mounds in 1934,
after Steward in 1933 and perhaps before or at the same time as Reagan (who worked at the
Hinckley Mounds in the fall of 1934). Very few artifacts were obtained by the Bees during
their reconnaissance at the Hinckley Mounds, and it is unclear if they focused on any particular
mound or treated all of the mounds together as a group. Interestingly, the Bees only included
seven individual mounds on their map of sites in Utah Valley, whereas ten mounds were
identified by Christensen in 1947. The placement of the distinct mounds by the Bees is also
interesting because later maps (including Christensen’s) do not at all match up with where the
Bees placed the mounds.

Site 18
Site 18 was located on the Alfred Benson property near the G. Marion Hinckley property.
This site actually consisted of five separate mounds identified by Mr. Benson and the Bees. The
first mound, called Mound A, was the largest of these. Mounds B and C have no information, but
the notes for Mound D state that Mr. Benson’s house was built on that mound, and Mound E was
excavated by Mr. Benson for a cellar. Mound E is the most likely candidate for the provenience
of the artifacts in the Bee’s collection since all of the artifacts in question were collected by Mr.
Benson and then given to the Bees at a later date.
Christensen (1947) actually mentions the Benson Mounds, but only mentions one mound
(Mound 10, a mound he described as being approximately 70 feet in diameter and 6 feet high).
Mound 10 was also investigated by Steward and Reagan in the early 1930s, and so this was
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considered part of the Hinckley group at that time (although both Steward and Reagan called
it the “Benson Mound” and it later received the formal site number 42UT3). If there are five
mounds on the Benson property as documented by the Bees, it is unclear whether 42UT3 refers
to just the mound investigated by Reagan and Steward or all five mounds. Christensen (1947:23)
also briefly discussed the discrepancies between Steward’s and Reagan’s explanation of where
the Benson Mound site was actually located. He concluded that Steward’s description of where
the mound was located must have been wrong, especially since no map was included with his
report.
Steward (1933:17) mentioned that there were “suggestions of house remains” around the
sides of the one mound he investigated; however he believed the majority of the mound could
not be disintegrated structural remains. According to Steward, the landowner had also previously
dug a 10 foot wide trench through the center of the mound but no features were apparent at
that time. Two burials were also exhumed at some point from an unknown location within the
mound.
MATERIAL CULTURE
Although numerous artifacts were recovered from other sites investigated by the Bees, the
majority of these were surface collections from sites dating primarily to the Late Prehistoric
period. Because this thesis focuses on the Fremont occupation of the Provo River Delta, only
those sites with a significant Fremont presence (as indicated by material culture) are considered
here. These artifacts were analyzed by Forsyth in the early 1980s but the results of those
analyses were never published. Most artifacts from the Bee sites have very little provenience
information, although the artifacts collected from excavations at Site 11 and Site 13 were
grouped by type within each strata and excavation area. However, artifacts that appeared
similar enough to the Bees were often grouped together as a whole. Additionally, there is no
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indication from where artifacts actually came within a stratum, especially in relation to possible
features. Fremont artifacts from these sites will be considered as five separate site groups: Site 6
(including Sites 6A-6K), Site 11 (including Site 11 itself, 11A, and 11C), Site 13 (including Site
13, 13B, and 13D), Site 17, and Site 18.

Ceramics
Site 11
Excavations at the mounds on the Peay property (the Bee Site 11 group) led to the recovery
of a total of 799 ceramic sherds which were collected and ultimately donated to the Museum
of Peoples and Cultures. Of these, 96 were selected for detailed analysis (88 total from Site 11
and 8 total from Site 11A; no sherds were analyzed beyond weight/count from Site 11C). The
majority of these ceramics were Great Salt Lake Gray and infrequently, other non-local Fremont
types. No Promontory or other Late Prehistoric pottery was present in the collection from these
sites (Table 5.2).
Rim sherds represent 41 of the 96, or approximately 43% of the sample: of these, 32
were jar rims (78% of rims), 7 were bowl rims (17.1%), and 2 were rims from unidentified
vessels (4.9%). Opening of the vessel orifice was determined in cases where enough of the
vessel rim was present. The smallest recorded vessel diameter was 3 cm while the largest was
approximately 22 cm. The average jar orifice diameter was 12.8 cm while the average bowl
diameter was approximately 11.1 cm. One bowl rim sherd exhibited a drill hole near the rim.
Great Salt Lake Gray accounted for the vast majority of the ceramics collected from Site 11
and Site 11A (84 sherds total, or 87.5% of the assemblage; it is also likely that the majority of the
other 656 unanalyzed plain gray body sherds were Great Salt Lake Gray as well). The majority
of these were plain gray sherds without any added decorative elements. However, 27 sherds did
exhibit some kind of decoration. Only two sherds from the Site 11 group exhibited red paint on
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Table 5.2. Distribution of analyzed ceramics from Bee sites.
Site 11
Ware Type
Count
Great Salt Lake Gray
84
Snake Valley Gray
Snake Valley Black-on-gray 2
Emery Gray
4
Ivie Creek Black-on-white 1
Sevier Gray
2
Uinta Gray
Promontory Gray
Anasazi Ware
Historic Ware
3
Temperless
Unidentified
Total
96

%
88
2
4
1
2
3
100

Site 13
Count
32
4
1
1
1
8
2
49

%
65
8
2
2
2
16
4
100

Site 17
Count
4
1
5

%
80
20
100

Site 18
Count
14
1
33
1
1
50

%
28
2
66
2
2
100

the exterior while another sherd exhibited a possible design in fugitive red on the exterior. One
sherd had applique on the exterior, four had incising, 16 had false corrugation, two had modeled
clay, and two were impressed or punctated on the exterior.
Only two Snake Valley Black-on-gray sherds were present in the assemblage (2% of the
total). Both sherds also appeared to have been ground or worked on at least one of the edges.
Four Emery Gray sherds were present in the assemblage: two jar rims and two jar body
sherds. One of the rim sherds had incising on the exterior, and both jar body sherds exhibited
false corrugation on the exterior.
One Ivie Creek Black-on-white sherd was identified in the assemblage. This was a body
sherd from a bowl, slipped on both the interior and exterior and painted with black on the
interior, as is characteristic for the ceramic type.
Two Sevier Gray sherds were also identified in the assemblage. One of these was a jar rim
portion that also included part of the jar’s handle. The other was a sherd from an unidentified
vessel type with fugitive red on the exterior.
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Three sherds had no identifiable temper type. These sherds came from a variety of vessel
types, and one of these had applique on the exterior.

Site 13
Excavations at the C.E. Loose – E.H. Street property mounds (the Site 13 group) resulted
in the collection of 330 ceramic sherds still extant in the Museum of Peoples and Cultures’
collections. Fifty of these were selected for more detailed analysis (including 35 sherds from
Site 13 and 15 sherds from Site 13D). The majority of the ceramics (29 sherds, or 83%) from
Site 13 were of the Great Salt Lake Gray variety. However, Site 13D was heavily represented
by Anasazi trade wares with only three Great Salt Lake Gray sherds present in the assemblage,
possibly due to collecting techniques.
Most of the Great Salt Lake Gray sherds (57% or 20 sherds total) were jar rim sherds. No
bowl rim sherds were recorded in the assemblage from either of the two sites. The smallest
recorded vessel orifice diameter was 8 cm while the largest orifice diameter was recorded as 32
cm. However, in the case of the extreme large diameter, only an approximate 4% of the jar rim
was actually present. The average jar orifice diameter was 17.2 cm, but excluding the 32 cm
diameter, the average jar orifice diameter was 16.3 cm.
The majority of the Great Salt Lake Gray sherds had no interior or exterior decorations, with
some exceptions. Four sherds exhibited exterior false corrugation, two were incised and three
were impressed (each of these on the exterior), and two appeared to have fugitive red painted
designs on the exterior.
Four Snake Valley Gray sherds were present in the assemblage, representing 8% of the total.
Three of these were jar body sherds while the last was a rim sherd from an unidentifiable form
of vessel. Two sherds had impressions/punctations on the exterior while another had exterior
applique elements.
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One Uinta Gray sherd was present in the assemblage from Site 13D. This appeared to have
a red painted design on the exterior. One sherd from Site 13 appeared to have no visible temper.
This sherd had punctations on the exterior but no other visible decoration. Two sherds from Site
13D were identified as a type of historic earthenware. One sherd from Site 13 was identified as
Promontory type, based primarily on sherd temper and rim thickness.
The majority of the sherds in the assemblage from Site 13D were trade wares from the
northern Arizona region (Figure 5.7). Types included Shinarump Red (one sherd), Tsegi Orange
Ware (three sherds), and Cameron Polychrome (four sherds). Shinarump Red Ware has been
characterized by white calcite inclusions in the temper, dark angular fragments identified
as crushed Shinarump Gray Ware, and frequently a sandy temper. Another characteristic of
Shinarump Red is the presence of large pores showing glassification. Slips used on Shinarump
Red wares are typically a richer red than other local redware types when fired (Allison
2008b:23). Tsegi Orange Ware is characterized by a grainy temper containing rounded quartzite
and crushed Tsegi White Ware. Tsegi Orange Ware also contains bubbles and a thin orange
“crust” visible in cross sections of sherds at the surface of the sherd. The slip is typically a bright
or light orange color. Cameron Polychrome is a variety of Tsegi Orange Ware identifiable by its
surface slip and decoration. The exterior of Cameron Polychrome bowls is covered with a red
slip, and the interiors of these bowls are painted with one of two distinct styles (one of which is
comprised of wide bands of red on which are painted hachures in black) (Anthropology Labs of
Northern Arizona University 2009). Cameron Polychrome dates to approximately 1040-1170
AD in the Kayenta heartland region and 1075-1125 AD in the Flagstaff region of Arizona (Peters
2013).
The single Shinarump Red Ware sherd was slipped and painted on both the interior and
exterior, with a black painted design on the interior. All three of the sherds identified only as
Tsegi Orange Ware were slipped on both the interior and exterior, while only two of these had
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Figure 5.7. Tradewares from Bee Site 13D: Historic earthenware and Shinarump Redware (A); Tsegi
Orangeware (B); Cameron Polychrome (C).

black painted designs on the interior as well. All four of the Cameron Polychrome sherds are
bowl body sherds slipped on both the interior and exterior and painted with black and red designs
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on the interior. It is very likely that all four of these sherds were originally part of the same
vessel.

Site 17
Only 36 total sherds were present in the assemblage from this site, likely because only
surface collection and no excavation took place at the site (James and Robert Bee’s notes do not
mention any excavation at Site 17). Five of these sherds were selected for further analysis based
on presence of interior or exterior decoration or vessel rim. Only two rim sherds were present in
the assemblage, and each of these represented a very small percentage of the total vessel rim.
Great Salt Lake Gray ware represented four of the five sherds, or 80% of the assemblage. Of
these, only one was a rim sherd. One sherd had tool impressions or punctations on the exterior
while two others had red-painted (possibly fugitive red) exterior designs.
The final sherd in the analyzed assemblage was a Snake Valley Black-on-gray bowl rim sherd.
This had a burnished exterior and black interior designs painted on an unslipped surface.

Site 18
A total of 56 sherds were analyzed from the Site 18 assemblage. The majority of these sherds
(50 total) were selected for further analysis due to the significant presence of rim sherds and
painted ceramics from this site (because these objects were collected by the landowner during
construction of his home, it is likely he only kept the objects he thought to be the most visually
interesting) (Figure 5.8). Most of the ceramics from this site are Snake Valley Black-on-gray
(33 sherds, or 66% of the sample), further indicating that it is most likely a non-representative
sample.
Thirteen Great Salt Lake Gray sherds were present in the assemblage, including eight jar rims
(62% of the sample). Seven of these were either complete or partial jar or mug handles with
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Figure 5.8. Selected painted and decorated ceramics from Bee Site 18, including Snake Valley Black-ongray (A), Ivie Creek Black-on-white (B), and Great Salt Lake Gray (C).

a portion of the rim still present. One additional jar handle was present. Jar orifice diameters
ranged from 6 cm (with approximately 35% of the rim present) to 16 cm (with approximately
10% of the rim present). Additional sherd forms included three jar body sherds and possibly
the bottom of one pot, although this sherd had a red-painted design on the exterior meaning the
sherd may have actually been a body sherd from a small, extremely curved bowl rather than the
bottom of a pot. Seven of the Great Salt Lake Gray ceramics in the assemblage had some kind of
exterior decoration, including applique, incising, and impressions or punctating.
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Thirty-four sherds were identified as the Snake Valley wares, although only one of these
was not Snake Valley Black-on-gray. Of these, 39% (13 sherds) were bowl body fragments and
61% (20 sherds) were bowl rim fragments. The rim sherds generally represented a very small
portion of the bowl from which they came; estimates of percentage of rim present ranged from
3% to only 9%. Even with such small percentages of rims present, bowl opening diameters were
estimated to range from 12 cm to 25 cm (with an average bowl diameter of 18.2 cm).
One plain Emery Gray sherd was present in the assemblage, represented by a jar rim with
attached jar handle. One Ivie Creek Black-on-white sherd was also present in the assemblage.
This was a bowl body sherd which was slipped with white and painted with black designs on the
interior.

Faunal Bone
Although it is unknown what kind of collecting strategy was used by the Bees (and the
landowners who collected on their own land and then gave their collection to the Bees), it
appears highly likely given the assemblage makeup that a basic grab sample strategy was
utilized. It is unlikely that any screening was actually used as the majority of faunal remains
in the assemblage from each site skew towards larger remains. Therefore, larger animals are
overrepresented in the assemblage (especially when compared to faunal assemblages from other
sites in the area).
Several of the faunal remains (especially those from Site 18) were lacquered at some point
after collection. No faunal remains were extant in the assemblage from Site 17 (if any were
collected at all), and the faunal remains collected from Site 6 may actually be historic rather than
prehistoric due to the animals represented. Faunal remains from Site 6 include remains identified
as horse, cow, possible bison, and other unidentifiable large artiodactyls.
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Site 11
A total of 400 unmodified vertebrate faunal remains were analyzed from the Site 11 (no
faunal remains were collected from Site 11A or any of the other mounds in the group). Seventy
percent of the faunal remains were identifiable to family (280 specimens). The majority of
the identifiable faunal remains was mammal (214 specimens, or 76.4% of NISP), although
significant numbers of waterfowl and other birds (55 specimens, or 19.6% of NISP) were also
identified. A small number of fish (10 specimens, or 3.6% of NISP) and amphibian (1 specimen,
or 0.4% of NISP) were also identified in the assemblage. The minimal numbers of fish and
amphibian are almost certainly the result of sampling strategy than actual representation of
faunal use at the site (a grab sample of material culture was the most likely sampling strategy
used, resulting in overrepresentation of large objects in the assemblage). Small mammals,
particularly muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus), and small artiodactyls (particularly deer and sheep)
were strongly represented in the assemblage. Anas sp. (including ducks and other waterfowl)
comprised the majority of the birds in the assemblage (74.5% of NISP for birds).
Thirty percent of specimens in the faunal assemblage (120 total specimens) were
unidentifiable beyond the taxonomic level of order. Unidentified mammals comprised 43.4% of
NUSP, unidentified birds comprised 33.3%, and unidentified fish comprised the remaining 23.3%
of NUSP.

Site 13
Small amounts of faunal material (a total of 50 individual specimens) were collected from
Site 13 (no faunal material was collected from any of the other sites in the Site 13 group). The
majority of faunal remains from this site (89.1%) were identified only as small artiodactyl. All
but one of the other identifiable remains were also identified as artiodactyls. The four specimens
unidentifiable beyond taxonomic order included two large mammals and two small mammals
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(NUSP).

Site 18
A very small number of remains were collected from Site 18 (a quantity of only 26 total
remains). The assemblage primarily consists of remains from larger animals, including both
small (69.6% NISP) and large artiodactyls (21.7% NISP). Large bird species were also present
(8.7% NISP). Unidentifiable faunal remains included large mammal (33.3% NUSP) and large
birds (66.7% NUSP). Again, this is obviously not a sample representative of faunal use at the
site.

Lithics
Lithic tools recovered from the Bee sites included hammerstones, utilized and modified
flakes, choppers, bifaces, and several projectile points. The majority of these dated to the
Fremont occupation period, although projectile points from the Archaic and Late Prehistoric
occupation periods were represented as well (Table 5.3).

Site 6
A total of 166 chipped stone tools were recovered from the Site 6 mound group, including
Bee sites 6A, 6F, 6G, 6H, and 6K. The 27 identifiable tools (apart from projectile points)
included a total of nine cores, 12 utilized flakes, one hammerstone, three choppers, and two
classified as “other” or unidentifiable. The 129 uniface tools were comprised of 28 that
were worked on only one side, 23 that were worked on multiple edges, and 15 that were worked
on the distal end only. Nineteen biface tools were also identified, including six stage 1 bifaces
(exhibiting only minimal modification), four stage 2 bifaces (exhibiting controlled thinning
with some crossing of the midline point), six stage 3 bifaces (highly symmetrical and exhibiting
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Table 5.3. Distribution of projectile point types at Bee sites.
Elko series
Gypsum Stemmed
Hawken Side-Notched
Uinta Side-Notched
Bear River Side-Notched
Rose Springs Corner-Notched
Eastgate Corner-Notched
Nawthis Side-Notched
Desert Side-Notched
Cottonwood Triangular
Unidentifiable
Total

Site 6
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
10

Site 11
2
1
1
2
1
1
8

Site 17
1
1

Site 18
8
1
28
6
7
1
5
3
10
68

controlled thinning with straight and regular edges), and two bifaces identified as drills or awls.
Ten projectile points were identified in the Site 6 mound group assemblage. Nine of these
were recovered from Site 6A while the final projectile point was recovered from Site 6H. These
include two Archaic points (one Elko series point [although this may also be a misidentified
Fremont point] and one Hawken Side-Notched point) and three Fremont points (including one
Rose Spring Corner-Notched point, one Uinta Side-Notched point, and one Bear River SideNotched point). Five Late Prehistoric points (including three Desert Side-Notched points and
two Cottonwood Triangular points) were also present in the assemblage from the Site 6 mound
group. While the projectile points do indicate that there may have been multiple occupations at
the site, the fact that there is no information about collecting practices means that the quantities
of different types of projectile points do not necessarily indicate intensity of occupation.
Materials used to manufacture chipped stone tools recovered from this group of sites
included chert or chalcedony (including white, gold, red, black, gray, and red to brown),
obsidian, quartzite (both fine-grained and coarse-grained), and mudstone or siltstone; the
majority of chipped stone tools from this group of sites was chert/chalcedony (62%).
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Site 11
Sixty chipped stone tools were identified in the Site 11 mound group assemblage, including
Site 11 and Site 11A. The two identifiable tools (excluding projectile points) included one
chopper and one unidentifiable tool type. Eight unifaces were present, comprised of three that
were worked on only one side and five that were worked on multiple edges. Ninety-eight biface
tools were also identified, including four stage 2 bifaces, 93 stage 3 bifaces, and one biface
identified as a drill. One of the bifaces was also identified as a knife.
Twenty-eight of the stage 3 bifaces were possible projectile point preforms manufactured
from obsidian (Figures 5.9 and 5.10). Each of these was almost identical to the next, although
there were variations in the color of obsidian (it is likely, however, that these are all from the
same obsidian source). The length of the largest point was 2 3/16” while the smallest was 1 ½”
long. Each point was between ¾” and one inch wide and similar in shape with no notches at the
distal end. James Bee mused about these points, writing that “it is exceedingly interesting when
one contemplates the constant type of point, size and execution of artifact workmanship, material
used, sublime eloquence of lone appearance, placing of points in stratum and relative position
in respect to the successive habitational debris that post-dates the original habitation below the
fallen roof” (Bee and Bee 1934:2).
Eight projectile points were identified in the Site 11 assemblage (no projectile points were
recovered from Site 11A). These included two Elko series points (which may be either Archaic
or Fremont), four points that date to a Fremont occupation (including two Rose Springs series
points, one Uinta Side-Notched point, and one Bear River Side-Notched point), one Desert SideNotched point, and one unidentified small stemmed point.
Materials used to manufacture stone tools from this site included chert or chalcedony (gold
or yellow, red to brown, white to gray, and black), flint, quartzite (both fine-grained and coarsegrained), and obsidian. No other tools were made from obsidian apart from the 28 possible
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Figure 5.9. Obsidian projectile point preforms from Site 11.

Figure 5.10. Obsidian projectile point preforms from Site 11 on light table to show striations and
differences in obsidian color.
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projectile point preforms.

Site 13
Only eight chipped stone tools were identified from the Site 13 mound. Two cores were
identified in the assemblage, along with four unifaces and two bifaces. Three of the unifaces
exhibited flaking along multiple edges while the other had flaking along just one edge. The two
bifaces were a stage 2 and stage 3 biface, respectively. Materials used to manufacture stone tools
from this site included chert/chalcedony (including white/gray, red/brown, and black) and fineand coarse-grained quartzite.

Site 17
Four chipped stone tools were identified in the assemblage from Site 17. These included two
unifaces flaked on only one side, one stage 3 biface (symmetrical with controlled thinning) and
one unidentified projectile point. Materials used to manufacture these stone tools included white/
gray chert or chalcedony and fine-grained quartzite.

Site 18
A total of 129 chipped stone tools were identified in the assemblage from Site 18. The
majority of chipped stone tools present were projectile points (53.5% of the assemblage), likely
because all of the material culture from this site was collected by the landowner and then given
to the Bees. Other than projectile points, chipped stone tools included 13 unifaces (nine flaked
on only one side, two flaked only on the distal end, and two flaked on multiple edges), 45 bifaces
(including two stage 1 bifaces, 11 stage 2 bifaces, 29 stage 3 bifaces, and three bifaces identified
as drills), and two utilized flakes.
The majority of projectile points (almost 61%) collected from the site dated to a Fremont
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occupation, although there were points that also dated to Archaic and Late Prehistoric
occupations. Archaic points included eight Elko Series and one Gypsum point, while Late
Prehistoric points included five Desert Side-Notched points and three Cottonwood Triangular
points. Fremont points included 28 Uinta Side-Notched points, six Rose Spring series points,
seven Eastgate series points, and one Nawthis Side-Notched point. Ten projectile points were
unidentifiable and included one large side-notched point, two small side-notched points, one
large point with a contracting stem, and six points that were both unknown and unspecified as to
type.
Materials used to manufacture the chipped stone tools from this site included chert/
chalcedony (including white, gold to yellow, red to brown, gray, and black), flint, jasper,
obsidian, mudstone, and fine-grained and coarse-grained quartzite. The majority of stone tools
were made from white or gray colored chert or chalcedony (44.6%).

Groundstone
Site 6
A total of 87 ground stones (whole and complete) were recovered from sites 6B, 6C, 6F, 6G,
6H, and 6K, including metates, manos, abraders, handstones, pestles, and other unidentifiable
ground stone types (Table 5.4). Materials used to manufacture ground stones from these sites
include basalt, sandstone, limestone, quartzite, and petrified wood. The Bees did not record any
particular features as part of the Site 6 group, and so it is unclear what labeling system was used
for the ground stone (since there does appear to be some sort of labeling system).

Site 11
Six ground stones were present in the Site 11 assemblage, including four concave manos,
one U-shaped abrader, and one unidentifiable metate fragment, all manufactured from basalt.
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Table 5.4. Complete groundstone specimens from Site 6 group

6B
Pestle
3
U-Shaped Abrader
V-Shaped Abrader
1
Shaped Stone
Handstone
1
Concave Mano
4
Flat Mano
Basin Mano
Unidentified Mano
1
Unidentified Groundstone Total
10

6C
1
7
1
1
10

6F
2
1
8
1
2
2
16

6G
3
1
1
1
6

6H
1
1

6K
1
1

The only whole ground stone was the semi-oval U-shaped abrader. The groove in the abrader
ran through the middle of the stone lengthwise and measured 12 cm long x 2 cm wide with an
average depth of .5 cm. No ground stones were present in the artifact assemblages from any of
the other sites in the Site 11 mound group.

Site 13
One ground stone was recovered from Site 13 (no other ground stones were present in
the artifact assemblages for any of the other sites in the Site 13 mound group). This was an
irregularly shaped unidentifiable metate fragment manufactured from basalt. The total extent of
the ground surface was unknown but the depth of the grinding surface was a little less than .5
cm, possibly indicating that this was a concave metate.

Site 18
A total of 22 whole ground stones were present in the Site 18 assemblage. The fact that there
are no fragmentary ground stones from this site is an effect of the collecting method used at the
site (as state above, it is very likely the landowner only kept those objects that were visually
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Figure 5.11. Stone object (pendant?) from Bee Site 18 exhibiting
semi-systematic scratches or striations on one side.
Table 5.5. Site 18 groundstone specimens
Spec. #
43

Type
Handstone

Material
Sandstone

132

Shaped

Quartzite

128

Shaped

Quartzite

135
131

Shaped
Shaped

Sandstone
Basalt

34

Shaped

Quartzite

32

Shaped

Sandstone

Description
Flat inside edge of oval was utilized for grinding. Outside edge
shaped by grinding.
Semi-circular disc shaped by grinding, but no surface is completely
flat or smooth (slightly uneven)
Semi-circular disc shaped by grinding. On both of the two opposing
main flat surfaces there is a drilled hole or divot. They are relatively
opposite of each other which suggests that it was intended to be a
bead but the holes were never ground/drilled enough to connect in the
middle to create a hole.
Semi-circular disc shaped by grinding. Use/function unknown.
Elongated semi-circular disc shaped by grinding. Use/function unknown.
Shaped by grinding but not worked or utilized. Ends are ground flat.
Use/function unknown.
Shaped by grinding but does not appear to have been worked or utilized. Ends are tapered and ground flat while the end with the larger
surface has a drilled hole about 0.5 cm deep in the center. Use/function unknown. (Labeled as “pipe or bead rock.”)
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Table 5.5 Continued
44

Shaped

Slate

46

Shaped

Slate

201
202
203

Misc. Stone
Misc. Stone
Misc. Stone

Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate

204
207
35

Misc. Stone
Misc. Stone
Misc. Stone

Indeterminate
Sandstone
Slate

199

Untyped

Quartzite

200

Untyped

Quartzite

205

Untyped

Basalt

206

Untyped

Basalt

208

Untyped

Quartzite

136

Untyped

Quartzite

33

Untyped

Quartzite

Basic rectangular disc shape was made by grinding. Two opposing
edges have numerous incised lines for decoration. The two flat main
surfaces are heavily scratched in a semi-systematic cross-hatch pattern. There is one drilled hole near one of the non-incised edges. Most
likely a pendant. (Bees labeled this object a “lovalier.”)
Shaped by grinding. On the flat surface of the more narrow end there
is a ground circular divot with about a 0.8 cm diameter and a depth of
<0.5 cm (does not go through stone). Use/function unknown. (Bees
labeled this object a “lovalier in the making”.)
Labeled as a gaming stone. Shaped by grinding.
Labeled as a gaming stone. Shaped by grinding and pecking.
Labeled as a gaming stone. There is a small divot, difficult to determine if it was intentional or accidental. The rest of the stone was
shaped by grinding.
Labeled as a gaming stone. Spherical shape created by grinding.
Possible gaming stone. Semi-oval shape created by light grinding.
Material is a green slate. A thin groove (<.05 cm deep) runs lengthwise around the entire stone through the center. Most likely a water
weight for fishing.
The only evidence that this stone is cultural is a small (1 cm x 1 cm)
light concentration of pecking on one flat surface. Possibly a pebble
mortar in the initial stages of being utilized.
Natural semi-oval quartzite pebble with light scratches or striations
(1 cm x 0.5 cm) on two surfaces. Possibly a gaming stone.
Semi-circular disc-shaped basalt stone. The only evidence of cultural
use is a small (0.8 x 0.8 cm) concentration of pecking in the center
of one main surface. Possibly a pebble mortar in the initial stages of
being utilized.
Semi-circular disc shaped. Wear is so light that it is possibly noncultural (possibly a gaming stone).
Highly polished natural semi-oval pebble. Difficult to determine if it
was simply polished to make it shiny or if it was polished through use
as a pottery, stone, or hide polisher.
Semi-circular disc-shaped stone. No distinct signs or wear. Possibly
non-cultural.
Highly polished. Long and irregular tubular pebble. Whether by use
as a polishing stone or simply to give the stone a sheen is unknown as
there is no evidence of grinding or wear.

appealing to him and then gave those objects to the Bees at a later date). Ground stone from
Site 18 included one handstone, eight shaped stones, six miscellaneous stones (Figure 5.11),
seven untypeable ground stones (Table 5.5). The materials used to manufacture the groundstone
included quartzite, basalt, sandstone, slate, and other undetermined materials.
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Miscellaneous
Several of the artifacts identified in the groundstone assemblage (especially from Site 18)
could likely be classified as “miscellaneous” due to their untypeable nature, but as those are
included in the above section they will not also be mentioned here. Only Site 11 and Site 18 had
objects in the artifact assemblage classified as “miscellaneous,” which included worked faunal
bones, unique ceramic objects, and shell and stone objects.

Site 11
The majority of the 28 miscellaneous artifacts identified in the Site 11 assemblage were
worked faunal bones, and most of these (13 total) were awls made from long bones, metapodials,
and antler of small artiodactyls. One of these was a doubled-ended awl. Additional worked
faunal materials included a possible flesher, a needle, and six gaming piece blanks (all also made
from small artiodactyl long bones or metapodials). Ceramic objects included a fired clay coil
and a spindle whorl as well as a vessel starter and a pipe, both of which were identified as Great
Salt Lake Gray ware. Three shell beads typed as Olivella biplicata were also identified in the
assemblage.

Site 18
Most of the 64 miscellaneous artifacts from Site 18 were also worked faunal bones,
representing various tools and possible recreational or other items. Ten bone awls were present
in the assemblage, all metapodials or long bones from small artiodactyls. Additional bone tools
included four flakers, one flesher, and one needle. Miscellaneous bone objects included two
whistles (both made from long bones of unidentified large birds), five gaming pieces (all made
from small artiodactyl long bones), and three cut and polished bones. Three circular bone disks
were also present, all of which came from an unidentified animal. The purpose of these bone
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Figure 5.12. Anthropomorphic slate figurine from Bee Site 18.

disks is unknown. Finally, a small tear-drop shaped polished bone, likely an elk tooth, was
identified in the assemblage.
Several additional materials were identified in the Site 18 assemblage. Eighteen shell beads
or bead fragments were present; these were all identified as either Olivella biplicata or Olivella
dama. An additional unidentified shell was also present.
One anthropomorphic slate figurine was present (Figure 5.12). Two notches in the figurine
delineated a separation between the head and body. The face was represented by a carved nose
with two circular drill marks for nostrils, eyes made up of three drill marks each, and one drill
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mark representing the mouth. The figurine was thickest at the center, tapering off towards the
edges. Five drill marks formed a “V” shape on the reverse side of the figurine’s head. Other
stone artifacts included a lignite bead, a fragment of chert, a small semi-translucent unworked
pebble, and a small unworked azurite pebble. Additionally, a small oval stone was present in
the assemblage. Eight serrations were present on the perimeter (four on each long side). One
long hole had been drilled through the piece lengthwise so that the exit holes were on each end
lengthwise.
Three ceramic artifacts were also present. These included a small worked Great Salt Lake
Gray ceramic sherd, probably from a bowl based on its shape. One small spindle whorl was
identified. This had untempered clay and was flat to slightly convex on one side and convex on
the other side. One small perforation had been placed through the center of the disk. The final
ceramic artifact was a pipe identified as Great Salt Lake Gray ceramic type.

Human Remains
Very few human remains are extant in the Bee Collection from sites dating to a Fremont
occupation, including the Site 6 group (located under the waters of Utah Lake) and Site 18
(Benson Mound). A small number of human remains, primarily teeth, phalanges, and cranial
fragments) were present from sites 6F (two total) and 6H (three total). Human remains from Site
18 included one third toe phalanx and an additional unidentified bone.
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6

Summary and Conclusions

Based on the given data, some conclusions can be drawn generally about the Fremont of the
Provo River Delta. However, these conclusions must be taken with the excavation and collection
techniques taken into consideration. The caveat exists that any conclusions drawn using counts
or percentages of material culture may not actually be representative of Fremont practice,
especially because collecting and excavation methods are either unknown or are heavily skewed
towards unique or exotic artifacts (as is the case with the artifacts from Bee site 18). Structural
information is difficult to interpret due to the lack of maps and feature information. What photos
and drawings are available give little insight into the types of structures present. Additionally,
because of the lack of excavation information (and does exist appears to have been fairly
subjective), it is unclear what excavators interpreted as structures and structural features.
CERAMICS
Ceramics recovered from the sites considered in this synthesis show a primarily Fremont
occupation with an obvious Late Prehistoric component (Table 6.1). Of the 9200 ceramic sherds
present in the assemblage, 1141 (or just over 12%) were analyzed. It is likely that the majority
of the unanalyzed plain gray body sherds in the assemblage are also Great Salt Lake Gray, so the
number of painted ceramics is in all likelihood also much lower than represented by analysis.
With this caveat, there are some interesting generalizations that can be made about ceramic
wares present at Fremont Provo River Delta sites.
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Table 6.1. Analyzed ceramics from all Provo River Delta sites
Ware Type
Great Salt Lake Gray
Snake Valley Gray
Snake Valley Black-on-gray
Emery Gray
Ivie Creek Black-on-white
Sevier Gray
Uinta Gray
Promontory Gray
Temperless
Cameron Polychrome
Tsegi Orange ware
Shinarump Red ware
Historic
Unidentified
Total

Count
641
56
68
22
35
109
5
159
27
4
3
1
2
9
1141

Percentage
56.2
4.9
6.0
1.9
3.1
9.6
0.4
13.9
2.4
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.2
0.8
100.0

The significant number of Great Salt Lake Gray ceramics is expected, as is the relatively
large numbers of Late Prehistoric and Sevier Gray ceramics. Sevier Gray wares are
compositionally different than Great Salt Lake Gray and are generally produced in the region
south of Utah Valley from Nephi to Richfield (Watkins 2009:149). Utah Valley was originally
included as part of the Sevier Fremont region (rather than the Great Salt Lake region) based on
material culture (Madsen 1977), so it is also unsurprising that Sevier Gray represents almost ten
percent of analyzed ceramics.
What is rather surprising, however, is the significant quantity of Snake Valley Gray and
Snake Valley Black-on-gray wares in the assemblage. Although the quantity of Snake Valley
Black-on-gray is skewed by the overrepresentation of painted ceramics in the Bee site 18
assemblage, as stated above, the fact that close to five percent of the assemblage is comprised of
plain Snake Valley Gray is uncommon, especially as far north as Utah Valley.
Great Salt Lake Red-on-gray also occurred in somewhat significant quantities especially at
Hinckley Mounds sites, and in smaller quantities at the other sites (with the exception of the Bee
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site 6 group and Bee site 13D, which had no red-on-gray pottery). Sixty-five sherds exhibited
evidence of red-on-gray designs (excluding any sherds that appeared to only have a hematite
wash and no other decoration) all of which occurred on jar exteriors. Although this ceramic
type has been mentioned previously in other minor publications, no real analysis of this type has
been conducted. Given the large quantities that have been recovered from the Wolf Village site
(42UT273) in southern Utah Valley, Great Salt Lake Red-on-gray ceramics should be the focus
of future analysis in order to better define the type overall.
FAUNAL REMAINS
Faunal remains from each of the sites show very similar distributions of similar types
and species of animals. These were primarily made up of artiodactyls (predominantly small
artiodactyls), small mammals such as jackrabbits (Lepus californicus) and muskrats (Ondatra
zibethicus), unidentified species of duck, and fish (predominantly Catostomus ardens and Gila
atraria). The diet of Fremont foragers in other areas of Utah is typically characterized by a
higher reliance on mammals (particularly large game). The faunal assemblage more or less
agrees with this generalization, although as expected there is a fairly significant presence of
lacustrine faunal resources, including muskrats, ducks, and fish (see table).
However, because excavation and collection techniques are unknown, there may be an
overrepresentation of large mammal bones (such as artiodactyls) in the assemblage. Although
it is probable that the proportionately higher quantity of artiodactyl remains actually does
reflect the reality of faunal use in the past, the possibility that the numbers are skewed must be
taken into consideration. Analysis of faunal remains from the Smoking Pipe site (42UT150),
for example, resulted in a significantly higher number of fish (66% of the identifiable faunal
assemblage), but Billatt does state that “Fremont sites closer to Utah Lake have demonstrated
much lower quantities of fish bones” (Billatt 1985:128). It is very likely that Billatt was
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Table 6.2. All analyzed faunal remains from Provo River Delta sites, NISP/MNI over 2% of assemblage
Taxon
Large Artiodactyl
Small Artiodactyl
Odocoileus hemionus
Lepus californicus
Ondatra zibethicus
Anas sp.
Catostomus ardens
Gila atraria
Total

NISP
249
3655
277
151
683
407
480
203
6105

% NISP
3.7
53.6
4.1
2.2
10.0
6.0
7.0
3.0
89.5

MNI
16
47
31
26
110
65
69
37
401

%MNI
2.5
7.4
4.9
4.1
17.3
10.2
10.9
5.8
63.1

referring to the sites in this synthesis and may have drawn his conclusions about faunal use
from the brief student reports regarding excavations in the 1960s. Future excavation in the area
using standardized excavation and screening techniques would allow the question of faunal
representation to be better addressed.
STRUCTURES
Approximately 15 structures have been identified in the Provo River Delta area (including
42UT1-4, 42UT110-112, 42UT271, Bee Site 11, and Bee Site 13) since the 1930s, if historic
excavation information and interpretation is to be taken as fact. Unfortunately, it is extremely
difficult to tell what types of structures are present due to excavation and recording techniques.
Thirteen mounds were tested, trenched, or excavated (an additional four mounds were recorded
but no excavation was done) (Table 6.2). Of these, nine mounds were excavated sufficiently
for investigators to speculate about structural remains (the remaining four mounds showed
evidence of adobe roof fall indicating that a structure was present, but these mounds remained
unexcavated). Pithouses, adobe surface structures, and possible use surfaces were all likely
present based on excavation information. Additionally, at least two of the mounds (42UT112
and 42UT271) appear to have consisted of at least two separate (but possibly related) structures
based on mound shape and size (although 42UT271 is questionable as there is no clear
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Partially excavated

42UT110

Structure 2

Unexcavated
Trenched but unexcavated

290 +- 50; 900
+- 70; 1000
+- 70; 1140
+- 100; 1290
+- 100

Dates (Forsyth
1991)

42UT108
42UT109

42UT2

42UT1

Site #

One room is
estimated at 7.5 ft
x 5.5 ft (4 square
meters in area);
one room is 7.75
ft x 7 ft (5 square
meters in area)
Unexcavated
Unexcavated

Unknown dimenSubrectangular pit structure; 10 possible post holes found in “half the struc- sions, possibly two
ture” 1963); Possible burned clay layer; structures
Single occupation layer filled primarily
with “roof fill of adobe and charcoal situated on top of the floor layer” (Green);
Floor level 33 cm from surface and
4-5 cm thick; Layer of adobe on floor
surface; Possible post hole in Trench B;
Reagan found no structural walls; Levels III-IV represented by adobe/charcoal roof fill; Berge 1966: somewhat
rectangular shape with two postholes in
center of house in Trench D

Two unattached adobe-walled room
structures (Steward); “Brick-like
clay ‘roofing material’ or adobe”
(Reagan); Adobe walls 11 in. thick;
Floors on same level and not sunk
like pithouses; Walls do not appear
to be connected
Unexcavated
Unexcavated

Table 6.3. Structural information from excavation data
Structure Identification Actual Evidence
Inferred or Actual
Dimensions
Structure 1
Pithouse “a few inches below the origi- Estimated 15-20
nal surface”; Tunnel which began as a
feet on each side,
circular pit in NE corner of structure,
probably rectanguran 6-7 ft. beyond corner of house
lar, approximately
20-35 square meters
in area

One subrectangular
pit structure in Trench
D, possible additional
structure in Trench
B, no structural walls
identified.

Unexcavated
Unexcavated

Possibly two aboveground adobe storage
structures. No floor
features identified.

Julian Steward interpreted this structure as
a kiva, unclear if tunnel
is real or not. Probably
pithouse but no floor
features found.

Structural Interpretation
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42UT113
42UT114

42UT112

42UT111

770 +- 60; 960
+- 60, 1100
+- 60

Possible circular structure based on
changes in soil - unclear what type of
structure (undescribed structural remains); Cache pit in northern portion of
structure; Soil pattern curved, leading
excavators to believe structure was circular; Figurines found in this structure
Two mounds, one unexcavated; Some
excavation at northern and central portions of mound; No definable features
found?; Christensen (1947) mentioned
that an adobe wall was located at one
point but it was not followed
No features identified
Unexcavated

Structure B

Unexcavated
Unexcavated

Possible post holes around presumed
perimeter of structure; “Significant”
amount of adobe roof fall in 18R7;
Filled-in trench approximately 8 ft.
from presumed NE wall of pithouse;
One post hole in interior of the structure; Charcoal beams were uncovered
somewhere in the structure

Structure A

Table 6.3 Continued

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Approximately 11
square meters in
area based on perimeter estimated by
excavators

Unexcavated
Unexcavated

Above ground structure
(due to adobe wall)? No
definable floor features
identified.

Semi-square pithouse
9 inches deep. Probable that estimation of
pithouse size based on
postholes creating the
perimeter of the structure is incorrect. More
likely that postholes
were more centralized
and perimeter of pithouse was further from
center.
Unknown, possibly a
pithouse. Several possible postholes identified
but not in any particular
pattern.
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Seamons Mound

Unexcavated

42UT271

Bee Site 6
Bee Site
11

Possible bilobed mound with two structures? Madsen 1969:17: “Two possible
house structures in each mound, with a
pit house between them.” Two shallow
mounds with depression in the middle
which led Madsen to believe it was
3 separate structures (conclusion not
actually based on excavation); Madsen
1969:65: “Since little remains from
the ancient dwellings, reconstruction
of house types or other structures is at
best only a speculated attempt based on
adobe fragments and a correlation with
other Fremont sites.” Madsen also mentions an “abundance of adobe”
Unexcavated
Roofing material in a roughly rectangular area at center of mound; Large
probable hearth at northeast section of
mound (although it may have been used
for alternate purposes as well since no
burned material was identified in the
hearth during excavation); Exterior
hearth (SW corner outside structure);
“Low, non-supporting wall” or apron;
Bee stated that “determination of the
contour of the floor by ash sediment
assisted in establishment of the shape of
the building”; Level of clay at depth of
1’ 10” below ground level occurred at
NW corner, at east face of excavation,
and west end of excavation - these may
be wall remnants

Table 6.3 Continued

Unknown
Estimated 12 feet by
8 feet based on Bee
drawing of roof fall
area (approximately
8 square meters in
area)

Unknown

Unexcavated
Structure with raised
walls or apron around
exterior of structure.
No indication from Bee
notes that floor level occurred lower than prehistoric ground surface
level, so this may be an
above ground structure,
possible a ramada (Bee
reconstruction drawing show structure as
ramada-like).

Unclear. Madsen’s
speculation that the
mound consisted of two
adobe structures and a
pithouse was based on
the shape of the mound
rather than actual features identified during
excavation.
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Bee Site
13D

Bee Site
13B

Bee Site
13

Bee Site
11A

Unexcavated

Unexcavated

Clay roofing material scattered across
mound surface to a depth of 8” based
on small test trench
Collapsed clay roofing material essentially in center of mound; Floor level
was identified but no indication of
whether this was below or at prehistoric
ground surface level; Two “burned off
poles” identified at either end of roof
fall area (northern and southern extents)
Hard clay roofing material found scattered across mound surface to depth of
8” based on test pit dug into trench at
north end
Apparently excavated, no records

Table 6.3 Continued

Unknown

Unknown

Unexcavated

Unclear. No walls were
identified and floor was
difficult to trace due to
“water and plow action
over this mound.”

Estimated 11 feet by
9 feet based on Bee
drawing of roof fall
area (approximately
9 square meters in
area)
Unknown

Unexcavated

Unknown

excavation evidence for separate structures) .
Radiocarbon dates (Forsyth 1991) and material culture firmly indicate a Fremont occupation
at all of the sites in question, although there is evidence for Late Prehistoric settlement in the area
as well, although perhaps to a more minor degree.
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this project was to synthesize the information generated during excavations
at Fremont sites in the Provo River Delta from the 1930s to the 1970s. A great deal of work
was conducted, with a particular focus on training students in archaeological fieldwork as well
as trying to better define the Fremont of the area. However, because so little of this work was
ever synthesized or made publicly available, very little is known even now about both the
archaeological history of the sites and the historical excavations.
Attempts were made in this thesis to gather all extant documentation (including field notes,
site maps, and student analysis and term papers) regarding excavation of Fremont sites in the
area in order to better understand the extent of excavations and structural remains as well as
make relevant information from sources those available in one place. Unfortunately, much less
information was able to be garnered from existing documentation (including artifact provenience
information and general site location) than had initially been hoped. Despite this, the synthesized
site data in this thesis should offer some clarity to ideally assist future archaeologists working in
the area.
Additionally, the reanalysis of the great majority of artifacts collected during previous
investigations should aid future researchers wishing to use such data to draw conclusions about
the people who occupied the Provo River Delta in prehistory. Students in the past have drawn
conclusions about the Fremont based on material culture and structural remains from one or a
portion of one site, but little has been done in the way of attempting to use information from
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all Fremont sites in the area to draw conclusions. Again, it is unfortunate that provenience
information is so poor because this lessens the integrity of the data, but the material culture
analysis should still be useful to future researchers. At the very least, the reanalysis of artifacts
from these sites allows for a rough temporal distribution of the sites and for a more cohesive
interpretation of the archaeology in the area.
As interest in Fremont archaeology expands, so too should interest in what was likely one
of the most densely population Fremont settlement areas. The importance of historical work
done in the Provo River Delta will only continue to become more relevant and a comprehensive
knowledge of this historical work will be crucial to laying strong foundations for understanding
and drawing conclusions about the people who lived there in the past.
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Site Name

Hinckley Mounds

Hinckley Mounds

Benson Mound

A. P. Jacobson
Mound on the Rollins
property

Hinckley Mounds

Hinckley Mounds

Hinckley Mounds

Hinckley Mounds

Hinckley Mounds

Site #

42UT1

42UT2

42UT3

42UT4

42UT108

42UT109

42UT110

42UT111

42UT112

-

Rollins
Mound

Benson
Mound

Mound 2

Mound 1

Steward
(1933)

BYU Field School
1946 (under Dr.
Jakeman), 19561959

BYU Field School
1960, 1961, 1963,
1966, 1967
unknown

-

BYU Field Schools ??
1960, 1961,
1963,1964, 1966
(under Christensen/
Matheny)

Reagan 1934,
Christensen 1947

-

Steward 1931

Steward 1931,
Reagan 1934

Steward 1931

Steward 1931

Excavator(s) and
Dates

-

H2 (most
likely)

H3

-

Jacobson
(Rollins
property)
Mound

Benson
Mound

H3 - NW
Mound

H3
(Mound
NE of
pothole)

Reagan
(1935)

-

-

Mound
10

Mound 4

Mound 6

Christensen
(1947)

-

439250mE
4452400mN
Zone 12

440550mE
4452900mN
Zone 12

439700mE
4452300mN
Zone 12

439800mE
4452400mN
Zone 12

UTM (Spencer
1980)

Mound
1 and
Mound 9

-

Mound 8

Mound
1 and
Mound 2

Mound
11

Mound 3

439580mE
4452500mN
Zone 12

439550mE
4452450mN
Zone 12

-

Mound 3, Mound 5, Mound 4 Mound 7

-

-

Mound 7

Mound 2

Mound
10

Christensen
(1946)

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. NE 1/4, NW
1/4, SW 1/4

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. NW 1/4, NW
1/4, SW 1/4

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10.

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10.

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10.

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. NE 1/4, NW
1/4, NE 1/4

Christensen (1947), Jones
(1961)

Jones (1958), Green
(1961)

Christensen (1947)

Christensen (1947)

-

Steward (1933a), Reagan
(1935:67-69 and 51)

Steward (1933a and
1936), Reagan (1935:51,
69), Christensen (1947)

Steward (1933a and
1936), Reagan (1935:6667), Christensen (1947)
T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. NE 1/4, NW
1/4, SW 1/4
T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. NE 1/4, SW
1/4, NE 1/4

Steward (1933a and
1936), Reagan (1935:6667), Christensen (1947)

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. SE 1/4, NW
1/4, SW 1/4

Township, Range, References
Section, Quarter
Section (Spencer
1980)

Appendix: Reconciled Utah Valley Site Information
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W. M. Jacobson
Mounds

W. M. Jacobson
Mounds

-

Seamon’s Mound

42UT164

42UT165

42UT271

-

42UT160

42UT163

Smoking Pipe

42UT150

-

Marrott Mound

42UT116

42UT162

Carter Mound

42UT115

-

Hinckley Mounds

42UT114

42UT161

Hinckley Mounds

42UT113

Matheny (1968),
Janetski (2009)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Janetski and Forsyth (1983-1984)

-

John Sorenson
(1953) field class

-

-

-

-

-

-

Marrott
Mound

-

-

H1

-

-

W. M.
Jacobson
Mound 1

-

-

-

W. M.
Jacobson
Mound 2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mound
6

-

Mound 5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mound
9

-

Mound 8

-

439200mE
4452300mN
Zone 12

439400mE
4453880mN
Zone 12

439180mE
4452100mN
Zone 12

442000mE
4453700mN
Zone 12
442000mE
4453700mN
Zone 12
441600mE
4452100mN
Zone 12
439440mE
4452760mN
Zone 12

440800mE
4453800mN
Zone 12

445300mE
4453000mN
Zone 12

445300mE
4452800mN
Zone 12

439800mE
4452800mN
Zone 12

439550mE
4452700mN
Zone 12

Jones (1961)

Christensen (1947), Jones
(1961)

Reagan (1935:67), Jones
(1961)

T7S, R2E, Sec. 9
SE 1/4, NW 1/4,
SE 1/4

T7S, R2E, Sec. 2
SW 1/4, NW 1/4,
SW 1/4

T7S, R2E, Sec. 2
NW 1/4, SE 1/4,
SE 1/4

Miller (1969), Ure (2009)

Reagan (1935:51), Jones
(1961:80)

Reagan (1935:69) , Jones
(1961:80)

T7S, R2E, Sec. Christensen (1947),
10. NW 1/4,
Reagan (1935: 69-70),
SW 1/4, NE 1/4 Jones (1961), Green
(1961:5)
T7S, R2E, Sec. Reagan (1935:50),
2 or 3, SW 1/4 Colton (1946), Jones
of Sec 2, SE
(1961), Forsyth (1984)
1/4 3
T7S, R2E, Sec. Reagan (1935:50-51),
2 NE 1/4, SW
Jones (1961:79)
1/4, SE 1/4
T7S, R2E, Sec. Reagan (1935:51),
2 NE 1/4, SW
Jones (1961:79)
1/4, SE 1/4
T7S, R2E, Sec. Reagan (1935:50),
2 NW 1/4, SE
Jones (1961:79)
1/4, SW 1/4
T7S, R2E, Sec. Reagan (1935:69),
2 SE 1/4, SE
Jones (1961:79)
1/4, NE 1/4

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. NW 1/4, SW
1/4, NE 1/4

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. SW 1/4, SE
1/4, NW 1/4

T7S, R2E, Sec.
10. SW 1/4, SW
1/4, NW 1/4
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